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ABSTRACT
This ethnographic case study was undertaken to explore the emic knowledge of tattoo
artists and tattooed individuals in Los Angeles, California. Four tattoo artists and eleven tattooed
individuals were recruited and interviewed about the nature of the tattoo experience in order to
determine the nature of the experience and its meaning to the participants. The participants were
also interviewed about their knowledge of the social consequences involved with getting tattooed,
and whether or not tattooing has become socially acceptable. Two tattoo artists did not complete
the structured interviews, but each participated in an unstructured interview. Lastly, twelve
participants were asked to free-list, sort, and scale their free-list of recreational activities on
several attributes of leisure.
The data from these instruments affirmed that the idea of leisure is subjective among the
participants. Several characteristics of the tattoo experience described by the participants seemed
to indicate that for them, tattooing is a leisure activity. The participants discussed the growing
acceptance of tattooing in Los Angeles, California, as well as several variables that make some
tattoos socially acceptable or tolerated, demonstrating that this morally controversial leisure
activity has challenged social norms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Impetus
As a teenager in Sacramento, California in the mid 1980s, I noticed that some of my
peers were using tattoos as a means of communicating their ideas, enhancing their appearance,
expressing their individuality, and in some cases projecting their self-importance. At that time,
tattooing was viewed as an antisocial activity that either affirmed or previewed delinquent
adulthood. This attitude seemingly changed in the 1990s as a “tattoo renaissance” (Rubin, 1988a)
challenged this social stigma. During this decade, I commonly saw people protecting their fresh
tattoos with bandages. Rubbing antiseptic ointments into their intentionally traumatized skin,
they exhibited tremendous care when tending to their fresh adornments. I watched friends
incorporate new designs into the murals accumulating on their arms, backs, chests, and legs, and
listened as they exchanged their tattoo stories and discussed the talent of local tattoo artists.
The San Francisco tattoo convention I attended in the early 1990s was an impressive
exhibition. Hundreds of people clad in revealing clothing strolled around exhibiting their tattoos.
One young man’s torso, shoulders, and arms were tattooed in a manner that made him resemble
an intricate, high-tech, biomechanical organism. The tattoo artist used sophisticated shading
techniques to create a three-dimensional illusion, which depicted tubes, wires, and open fissures
displaying mechanical components. In the center of the convention, Horoshi III, a venerated
Japanese tattoo artist, worked on a client with traditional Japanese instruments: long rods with
needles attached to the end. In quick, controlled motions, he repeatedly punctured a woman’s
dermas to the required depth. Heavily tattooed spectators discussed how well the woman
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receiving the tattoo was coping with the intense pain of a traditional Japanese tattoo. They also
discussed the tattoo artist’s fee, which was $250 per hour. I was impressed by her determination
and financial commitment when I overheard that she arranged for a six-hour appointment with
Mr. Horoshi.
While enrolled in Leisure Studies at Pennsylvania State University, I began to consider
whether tattooing in America could be analyzed from a leisure perspective. This activity has
become relatively common in America as 16% of the population has at least one tattoo
(HarrisInteractive, 2003). Since one acquires tattoos in their residual time and the activity seems
to offer few, if any, extrinsic rewards, tattooing could be heuristically categorized as a leisure
activity. It is also, however, important to recognize that the participants may not view tattooing
as a leisure pursuit even though it seemingly has many of the attributes of a leisure activity and
experience. It is possible that participants utilize tattooing to gain social acceptance or
independence, which would be types of reward. The misconceptions, prejudices, indifferences,
and stigmas associated with tattooing might negate these rewards. Conversely, these factors may
intensify the reward by offering a cohesive symbol to bond members of a group or demarcate
one’s individuality.
Rather than conduct a broad and shallow study encompassing the entire American tattoo
culture, I focused my efforts on Los Angeles, California, a city with a prominent tattoo culture.
Focusing solely on this city, I was able to narrow my research efforts while working within my
research constraints.
I had initially planned to conduct this ethnographic study at Venice Beach Recreation
Center in Los Angeles, California. While visiting Venice Beach, I found several tattoo shops.
These establishments and the tattooed individuals milling around seemed to blend in with the
tourists, street performers, vendors, basketball players, bodybuilders, and many of the others who
enjoy this beach and recreation area. Some people stopped into the tattoo shops and leafed
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through small designs as significantly tattooed individuals watched the tattoo artists sketch future
tattoos. It was difficult to tell how the tattoo shops were perceived and if they were offering
another recreational activity to willing participants.
After several months of fieldwork at Venice Beach between February 3, 2007 and August
26, 2007, I was, however, unable to establish a rapport with the tattoo artists, the tattooed
individuals, and the non-tattooed individuals who recreate at this location. I am not completely
certain why the individuals at Venice Beach Recreation Center did not interact with me but from
their body language and their obvious disinterest in my presence and requests to participate in my
study, it was apparent that my inquisitive questions and my clipboard with a consent form and
survey were completely inappropriate in the environment. Instead of being a catalyst for dialogue
and creating an entry into this social world, my approach and these items terminated initial social
interactions and thwarted my efforts to recruit participants.
I found it necessary to relocate the area for this study, and employ new methods of
establishing a rapport with potential participants. I decided to get tattooed by a local tattoo artist,
Mr. Feldman (see Appendix E for a complete list of informants and their profiles). He owns and
operates Traditional Ink, which is along with being a tattoo shop is a machine shop where Mr.
Feldman manufactures tattoo machines. My goal was for us to become familiar with one another
on his terms. After Mr. Feldman and I established a rapport and began a friendship, I asked for
his permission to conduct this study at his tattoo shop, which is located in downtown Los
Angeles.

The Purpose Statement of a Tattoo Ethnography
The purpose of this ethnographic study is to examine tattooing, getting tattoos, and the
nature of these experiences from the view point of the tattoo artists, tattooed individuals and non-
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tattooed individuals in Los Angeles, California. I hoped to determine what type of activity
tattooing is for the population at this location by conducting an ethnography documenting the
knowledge, opinions, beliefs, and/or ideas held by tattoo artists, tattooed individuals and nontattooed individuals, and offer a detailed description of the phenomenon from the insiders’
perspective. Because I wanted to determine the nature of the experience in a bottom-up fashion, I
chose not to impose any preconceptions on how tattooed individuals, tattoo artists, or individuals
without tattoos might characterize tattoos and the tattoo experience. I wanted the meaning and
nature of the experience to emerge from my interactions with my informants. I was particularly
interested in whether the experiences of tattooing and getting tattooed have any resemblance or
relationship to the leisure experience. From an etic perspective, that of an outsider, some aspects
of the tattoo experience seem clear. Tattoo artists are engaging in an expressive activity but, like
other artists—painters, sculptors, musicians, professional athletes, and the like—their art is also
their work. Individuals who have or receive tattoos, on the other hand, are also engaging in an
expressive activity but one that lacks work-like qualities (unless, of course, one makes money by
exhibiting his or her tattoos). Getting a tattoo, at least for the individuals in this study, is
intrinsically motivated and voluntary, takes place in discretionary time, and may actually be
pleasurable for some. Hence, from an etic perspective, getting tattoos appears to have many of
the qualities of a leisure experience. But, what does it mean to those getting tattoos; that is, how
can it be described emically?
I used ethnographic methods such as participant observation, recording language,
questionnaires, structured and unstructured interviews, and the free listing and scaling of
recreational activities to acquire the emic knowledge of tattooed individuals, tattoo artists, and
non-tattooed individuals at Traditional Ink. I asked informants to explain their actions and teach
me how their social world operates (Spradley, 1979). In addition to learning about their tattoo
culture, I inquired about the social climate and consequences that result from the tattoo artists’
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choice to tattoo others, the tattooed individuals’ choice to be tattooed, and the non-participants’
choice not to be tattooed. I used mixed methods to inquire about variables such as the types of
tattoos and tattooing (e.g., shop tattoos or tattoos executed in a residential setting), cultural or
ethnic tattoos, theme of the tattoos (e.g., religious, military, or group affiliation), sex of the
participants, social outcomes of their tattoos (e.g., positive, negative, or neutral responses from
others), visibility of the tattoo (e.g., public or private tattoos), and the leisure aspect of tattooing.
I hoped these methods would answer four types of questions identified by Spradley
(1979): grand tour questions, example questions, experience questions, and language questions.
For the grand tour questions, I asked informants to tell me what tattooing is like in Los Angeles,
what types of tattoo artists work in Los Angeles, and how the social world associated with this
activity operates for participants and non-participants. The example questions inquired about the
social norms tattoos violate, if any. The experience questions were designed to identify the
nature of the experience of tattooing another individual or getting a tattoo, including possible
elements of leisure. Lastly, I asked language questions throughout my observations to understand
what the tattoo artists and tattooed individuals were discussing.
At the beginning of the study, I gave potential participants a survey (Appendix A) and a
consent form. The survey was designed to collect demographic data, the nature of individuals’
participation in the activity, and their general ideas, beliefs and attitudes about tattooing. This
survey was also intended to collect native terms and expressions for the formulation of relevant
and appropriate questions. Unfortunately, the consent form and survey were detrimental to the
progress of the study as they were met with scorn and caused several participants to become
unwilling to participate in the study. I decided to omit the survey and consent form from my
methods and simply ask for the participants’ verbal consent.
I administered the Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule (Appendix B) at Traditional
Ink. These example questions were open-ended example questions designed to gather
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information about specific tattoo experiences, what type of activity tattooing is it is to the
participants, and what are the goals and motivations behind their tattoos.
The Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule also asked questions about the tattoo
experience, and contained several questions about the participants’ feelings, arousal, and their
perceptions while they are engaged in the activity. I also collected information on the autotelic
experience of tattooing.
In addition to Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule, I administered The Morally
Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule (Appendix C). I asked about the
morality of tattooing and the altercation, mitigation, or social redress that has been specifically
involved with this activity.
I hoped these interviews would provide the data needed to write an ethnography about the
people who participate in this activity, as well as elicit language, expressions, terms, vocabulary
and domains associated with this activity. These data facilitated a deeper insight and
understanding of how this subculture functions. Since there is a paucity of literature on tattooing,
and morally controversial leisure in general, this ethnography may provide information for future
discussion and research in arenas not typically associated with the field of leisure studies

Morally Controversial Leisure
If tattooing is indeed a form of leisure, it seems most to resemble what is often termed
“morally controversial leisure,” an activity mainstream society does not condone or encourage
and may actively condemn. Russell (2002) labeled morally controversial leisure activities
“purple leisure” or “taboo recreation.” Curtis (1979) refers to this type of leisure as “purple
recreation” and scales these types of recreational activities from negative nine to positive nine
according to their inherent licentiousness (e.g., “premeditated murder, torture,…incest, sodomy”
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(p. 286)) and wholesomeness (e.g., “generosity, pure love, brotherhood, total selflessness”
(p.286)). Nash (1953) offers a pyramid, which stratifies recreational activities from those that are
harmful to society (e.g., arson) at the base to creative activities at the pinnacle (e.g., painting).
The expressive culture of tattooing is difficult to place in Nash’s schema as it can be perceived as
creative or destructive to the body, adding to its ambiguity as a leisure activity.
Like many debatable issues, the labeling of leisure pursuits as morally controversial is
subjective and leads to disagreements that are difficult to resolve. The decadent or abnormal
connotations associated with an activity are likely to vary among groups with different norms.
For instance, the legalization of cannabis is an example of subjective norms concerning deviance.
Russell (2002) illustrates this with marijuana use at jazz clubs. If politicians, clergy, or lobbyists
condoned this activity, it would no longer be considered deviant. Therefore, “marijuana use can
be seen as a conflict between dominant social values and the values of a minority” (Russell, 2002,
p. 195). Perhaps if a venerated segment of the population typically received, or approved of
tattoos, the controversy surrounding the activity and population engaged in tattooing would
disappear.
Social climate and shifts in production coupled with social norms are additional factors
that have changed social norms and the acceptance of some leisure activities in America. The
view that the working class filled empty time with—from the point of view of more elite
segments of society—poor recreational choices, resulted in social action during the advent of
Industrialism. “Employers as well as upwardly mobile employees believed that changing the
leisure habits of the working class was of fundamental importance” (Godbey, 1999, p. 34). As
the government issued licenses and permits to control and regulate leisure, “the working class
often resisted such changes…[and] were only partially successful in keeping some part of leisure
free from the emerging ideals of efficiency, rationality, and productivity” (Godbey, 1999, p. 43).
The working class vote may have influenced the government to some extent, but the officials
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responding to social change mitigated or prohibited activities that were considered prole leisure.
In some respects, tattooing has been subject to similar scrutiny as states and cities passed
legislation regulating or banning the activity.
Russell (2002) points out that there are two views of prole leisure activities associated
with the lower and economically challenged social classes. First there is the view that activities
such as “motorcycling, demolition derbies, rock concerts, and professional wrestling are just as
worthy as any other leisure expression, because leisure is a matter of personal definition…On the
other side is the argument that a society in which prole and taboo leisure dominate is a mediocre
and even debased civilization” (Russell, 2002, p. 211). These views seem reasonable. How the
participants at rock concerts, motorcycle events, demolition derbies, or professional wrestling
matches view or define these activities is not, however, addressed by Russell.
Other explanations for morally controversial leisure include anomie, differential
association, and retreatist lifestyles (Russell, 2002). Anomie is the breakdown of social norms
that govern behavior. When this occurs, researchers turn their attention to what they see as a
degradation of civility in leisure activities. Kelly and Freysinger (2000) noted, “Sport is
associated with violence, racism, and sexism” (p. 213). Using boxing, football, rugby, basketball,
hockey, and auto racing as examples, they voice their concern about the effect these violent sports
have on society. Differential association is the learning of socially unacceptable behaviors from
one’s peers. Bryant (1979) states that the cohesiveness of groups can have a profound affect on
one’s leisure activities. After one has specialized in a leisure activity, his or her dominant
behavior, peer group, and close friendships revolve around the activity. Thus, for example, the
impact of youth gangs on an individual’s recreational choices is a legitimate concern (Russell,
2002).
Within the context of American tattoo cultures, individuals or groups have stigmatized
themselves with the symbolic, expressive aspects of this cultural phenomenon. For “Anglo-
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Americans, the “Pachuco cross” symbolized crime and violence” (Govenar, 1988, p. 210). This
tattoo was a mark worn by a faction of the Latino population that lived outside, and perhaps
threatened, Anglo-American norms. Negative reactions to tattoos that are symbolically charged
are hardly surprising, and the effect on the viewer and the owner is almost expected. Upon being
classified by one’s stigma, “the stigmatized individual may find that he feels unsure of
how...normals will identify him and receive him” (Goffman, 1963, p. 13). This being the case, it
is understandable for a person with misunderstood tattoos to feel disenfranchised and
disassociated from the status quo.
Retreatist lifestyles gain importance as the approved behavior and goals of the dominant
culture are no longer attractive to a subculture or an individual. Preferring an alternative lifestyle,
members of the marginalized group often disassociate with mainstream culture. Over time,
individuals in this type of situation place more importance on the solidarity of their cohorts.
Ikuya Sato (1981) observed members of Japanese motorcycle gangs who experience solidarity
with other motorcyclists while participating in group rides that intensify the personal significance
of the excursion and the importance of their lifestyle. The rowdy group rides, Yakuza (Japanese
mafia) mannerisms, and disregard for traffic laws, however, garnered the attention of the police,
who have branded their behavior as rebellious and anomic (Sato, 1991). This phenomenon
among these motorcycle gangs is similar to the stereotypes associated with Mexican-American
tattooing. Govenar (1988) found that a simple cross tattoo was a gang symbol for outsiders. For
some insiders, however, who were scolded for drawing or tattooing the symbol on their hands, it
was also an expression of loyalty among friends, or even of manhood (Govenar, 1988). The lack
of approval for tattooing among these respective groups may have reinforced their retreatist
lifestyle and fortified the controversy of the activity.
My study, however, focuses not on gangs or individuals whose affiliation to particular
groups may be symbolized by tattoos, but on individuals who are linked only in terms of having
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tattoos or providing them to others. While the symbolism behind gang-related tattoos seems
relatively clear, the meaning that individuals who are otherwise unaffiliated attach to their tattoos,
and the nature of the tattoo experience itself, is not. Victor Turner (1957) provided a “theory of
social drama” with which he characterized the evolution of a non-normative activity to one that is
socially acceptable. Although his theory on social drama is not widely discussed in leisure
studies, its potential to explain how questionable leisure pursuits gain acceptance seems pertinent
to leisure studies. Turner (1957) explains,
[A] whole group might be radically cloven into two conflicting factions; the quarreling
parties might comprise some but not all of its members; or disputes might be merely
interpersonal in character….After a while I began to detect a pattern in these eruptions
of conflict: I noticed phases in their development which seemed to follow one another
in a…regular sequence. These eruptions,…[or]‘social dramas’, have….four major
phases:
(1) Breach of regular norm-governed social relations occurs between persons or groups
within the same system of social relations….
(2) Following breach of regular norm-governed social relations, a phase of mounting
crisis supervenes, during which, unless the conflict can be sealed off quickly within a
limited area of social interaction, there is a tendency for the breach to widen and extend
until it becomes….visible…
(3) In order to limit the spread of breach certain adjustive and redressive mechanisms,
informal and formal, are speedily brought into operation by leading members of the
relevant social group. These mechanisms vary in character with…. reference to wider
systems of social relations. They may range from personal advice and informal
arbitration, to formal juridical and legal machinery, and, to resolve certain kinds of
crises….
(4) The final phase…consists either in the reintegration of the disturbed social group or
in the social recognition of irreparable breach between the contesting parties. (p. 91-92)
One of the goals of this study is to determine whether members of the tattoo culture in
Los Angeles feel that something like a social drama, as described by Turner (1957), has occurred
in their city.
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Problem Statement-Purpose of Research
The purpose of this study was to investigate the experience and meaning of tattooing in
Los Angeles, California. Immersing myself into the tattoo culture, I hoped to find out what type
of activity tattooing is to tattoo artists, tattooed individuals, and non-tattooed individuals in this
city. Moreover, I wanted to investigate whether or not the participants of this study consider
tattooing a leisure activity. In addition, I wanted to understand the moral dilemmas and
controversies that surround this activity in American society. Lastly, I wanted to capture the
thoughts of tattoo artists, tattooed and non-tattooed individuals on the growing social acceptance
of tattooing. Specifically, my aim was to address the following two research questions:
1. What type of activity is tattooing to tattoo artists, tattooed individuals, and nontattooed individuals? Is it, or does it resemble, a leisure activity?
2. If yes, is tattooing a morally controversial leisure activity that has challenged social
norms and initiated a social drama in this community?

Delimitations
The informants were delimited to the tattoo artists and the individuals frequenting, or
receiving tattoos, at Traditional Ink between September 4, 2007 and August 23, 2008. The
individuals, practicing tattooing or not, tattooed or not, at this location explained and described
their knowledge of this activity and the role of tattooing, or getting tattoos, in their lives and
social world in Los Angeles, California.
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Limitations
The sample is comprised of individuals who visited Traditional Ink, tattooed or received
tattoos at this tattoo shop in Los Angeles, California between September 4, 2007 and August 23,
2008. This sample is only representative of the individuals at Traditional Ink. The key
informant, who was relied upon for his expert knowledge, was Mr. Feldman. He owns and
operates Traditional Ink. Therefore, this sample is not representative of all tattooed individuals,
tattoo artists, and non-tattooed individuals in Los Angeles, California, or the United States.
However, members of the sample do have insiders’ knowledge of the tattoo culture in Los
Angeles, California.
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Chapter 2

Related Literature
Tattooing differs among cultures, among individuals of the same culture, and among
historical eras within single or multiple cultures. Caplan (2000) and Rubin (1988) edited and
published collections of essays on tattooing. Each author introduced literature that has aided in
the cross-cultural analysis of tattooing. Most of the scholars whose work is included in these
volumes define tattooing as the process of puncturing the skin and staining it with pigments or
inks to create indelible designs, pictures, symbols, or phrases on the skin. The treatment of
tattooing among the scholars in both of these works avoids many prejudices and creates an openminded forum for the discussion of tattooing.

A Brief History of Tattooing
Tattooing and other types of body manipulations such as scarification, piercing, and
branding have been practiced for over six-thousand years in a range of cultures. This is not
surprising, as “the simple technology required and the widespread evidence of tattooing in farflung places, the practice probably developed independently, many times over, in many different
locations, since time immemorial” (Green, 2003, p. viii). Caplan (2000) argues that tattooing in
western history has not been continuous. And, where it has been present, she notes, “there is a
deficit of knowledge on the subject compared with societies where its status has been more secure
or its aesthetics more complex, notably Polynesia and Japan” (Caplan, 2000, p. xi). Scholars
interested in this topic have written about tattooing on several continents (Bianchi, 1988; Caplan,
2000; Drewal, 1988; McCallum, 1988). A discussion on all of the examples of body
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modifications is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, some types of body art found in
United States are similar to the tattoos, cicatrisation, and piercing in other cultures.

Tattooed Mummies
Caplan (2000) notes, “physical evidence for the practice survives from the late fourth
millennium BCE in Europe and from about 2000 BCE in Egypt” (p. xi). In Europe, the physical
evidence is tattoos on an accidentally mummified man, named Ötzi, found in the Alps. Green
(2003) reports that he is a Bronze Age (circa 3300 BCE) man with
Groups of parallel lines near the lumbar area of his spine as well as the ankles, and a
cross on the inside of one knee. The purpose of these marks is unclear but it has been
suggested that they may have served as ethnic markers or identifiers and,
alternatively, that they many have served as therapy, possibly acupuncture, for
maladies that left traces on his bones. (p. ix)
Unfortunately, this is the only mummy from this era found in this geographical location. His
social status, role in society, the purpose, symbolism, and meaning of his tattoos are at this point
matters for specuation. Without comparative data there is insufficient information to determine
the man’s motivations to get tattooed, or the intended purposes of his tattoos.
Other mummies providing evidence for the existence of tattooing include the preserved
remains of “Amunet, who served as a priestess of the goddess Hathor of Thebes during Dynasty
XI, about 2160-1994” (Bianchi, 1988, p. 21-22). Like the mummy found in Europe, the tattoos
on this Nubian woman, who lived during the Middle Kingdom in ancient Egypt, were simple
designs, namely dots and dashes. However, unlike the European mummy, there is evidence that
points to of the role of tattooing in ancient Egypt: Amunet was not the only mummy of her kind;
she was not indigenous to the region; and she was intentionally embalmed. With the available
comparative data, Bianchi (1988) offers a reasonable conclusion,
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Whereas the function of…tattoo in Nubian civilization is open to the question, the
Egyptians seem to have regarded the tattoo as one of several vehicles by which
procreative powers of the deceased could be revived in the Hereafter. (p. 27)
According to Bianchi’s analysis, the Egyptians of the Middle Kingdom were pluralistic and
reserved tattooing for maintaining fertility in the afterlife. Since the tattoos ensured reproductive
abilities in the afterlife, it would be interesting to know when the tattoos were executed. Bianchi
(1988) did not discuss whether Egyptian women received their tattoos at menarche, menopause,
after birthing, another culturally significant age, or even post-mortem. Without documented
evidence and only the empirical data from Middle Kingdom tattoos, speculation may lead to false
conclusions about the role of tattooing in ancient Egyptian society.
During the New Kingdom, tattoos became increasingly popular but were no longer
exclusively associated with religion. Thus, tattooed images of deities with secular and hedonistic
overtones appeared along side dots and dashes of the Nubian tattoos from the previous era
(Bianchi, 1988). Although “the ancient Egyptians were reticent about tattoo and there is almost
no mention of it in their written records” (Bianchi, 1988, p. 21), the tattooing of images seem
indicative of the Egyptians’ development of this art. Perhaps images or silhouettes would have
required more skill and additional technology to execute than the Nubian dots and dashes. If this
is the case, a comparative analysis of tattooing tools would be beneficial. Unfortunately, Bianchi
(1988) does not mention these tools among the archeological evidence consisting of frescos
depicting women with tattoos. However, figurines with engraved markings suggesting tattoos or
branding, and mummified bodies with tattoos do enhance our understanding of how tattoos
evolved after being imported and adapted to blend into Egypt’s pluralistic society.
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Yoruba Kolo
The Yoruba of Western Africa practice kolo, is a body manipulation that is similar to
tattooing, but which incorporates scarification and cicatrisation. Among the Yoruba, kolo is an
art form that can enhance beauty and communicates fortitude. Instead of injecting ink or pigment
into the dermis, “pigment is inserted into shallow cuts” (Drewal, 1988, p. 85). This body art,
which is essentially a composition of stained lacerations, requires special blades, precise
technique, and several different types of cuts to produce different visual effects. After the kolo
artist makes the cuts, typically on the face, back, chest, hands, and arms, he rubs soot or charcoal
into the skin. Knowledge of how the skin will react to certain cuts is imperative. If the kolo
artists cut too deep, they will make a wound rather than create a design (Drewal, 1988). The
same is true for Americans who practice scarification: when attempting to create body art, the
artists must proceed with caution.

Japanese Tattooing
Japanese tattooing, a body art that has progressed through two millennia, has had a
profound influence on American tattooing. Japanese imagery, themes, and composition have
been copied and adapted by American artists. According to McCallum (1988) geographical and
cultural considerations should be taken into account when discussing Japanese tattoo. McCallum
explains that during the Jomon period (10,000 - 300 BCE), the hunter-gatherer populace was
geographically Japanese, but physically they were of pre-Japanese ethnic stock and their society
did not resemble the Japanese culture. The archeological evidence during the Jomon period
includes small clay figurines, knowns as dogu, depicting deities with markings and facial painting
that may suggest the presence of tattooing. However, without human remains “such marking on
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the dogu cannot be taken as definite evidence for their occurrence on human beings” (McCallum,
1988, p. 112). The facial painting and marking could represent some body art that was not
indelible.
Japanese tattoos were documented by the Chinese during Japan’s Yayoi (300 BCE - 300
CE) and Kofun (300 – 600 CE) periods. Chinese history “compiled by Ch’en Shou in A.D. (sic)
297” described the use of tattoos to repel serpent and dragon attacks, large fish, and waterfowl
among Japanese men (McCallum, 1988, p. 114). During the Yayoi period, the population shifted
from hunter-gathers to an agricultural society and recognizable Japanese culture began to emerge
(McCullem, 1988). By the Kofun period (300 – 600 CE), tattoos were described in historic
Japanese texts such as the Nihon Shoki and the Kojiki as barbaric, eccentric, tawdry, undignified,
or the result of punitive actions among the Japanese (McCallum, 1988).
The negative connotations of tattooing from the Kofun Period continued through the Edo
Period (1600 - 1868 CE). Ironically, the population began using the tattoo as a love pledge.
Although the military government wanted to reserve tattooing as punishment, people would
execute a tattoo, called an irebokuro, with their lover’s name on the upper arm or inner thigh
(McCallum, 1988). In addition to the attenuation of the punishment aspect of tattooing caused by
irebokuro, the popularity of tattoos among firefighters, carpenters, and the “men who carried
palanquins or otherwise involved in transport” also took the severity out of this punitive measure
(McCallum, 1988, p. 124). It should also be noted that wood blocks depicting elaborate body
tattoos also appeared during the Edo Period. These wood blocks illustrated elaborate full-body
tattoos on fictional, renegade heroes who championed commoner causes. Although these
woodblocks depicted the popularity of tattoos among non-elite Japanese citizens, and the emotive
impulses behind irebokuro continued regardless of the use of punitive tattoos, the Japanese
government’s contempt for tattooing was not erased.
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The Meiji Era in 1868 signaled “the end of feudal shogunal government and the
restoration of the emperor as head of state” (McCallum, 1988, p.124). The Emperor ushered in a
modern Japan and diligently tried to close tattoo establishments. “The new central government,
highly sensitive to the way Japan was perceived by the Western powers, concluded that tattooing
would be seen as a sign of barbarism” (McCallum, 1988, p. 124). The practice of tattooing
became culturally anathema leading to the ban on tattooing, which was overturned during the
American occupation (1945-1952). Japanese tattooing, known for its stylistic execution and
powerful imagery, is appealing to the tattooed American audience and it has influenced some
American tattoo artists.

Maori Tattooing
The beginnings of moko, permanent body and facial tattoos, among the Maori occurred
sometime between Abel Tasman’s visit to New Zealand in December of 1642 and Captain
Cook’s visit in 1769 (Robley, 1896). When Tasman visited New Zealand, he described,
sketched, and documented the Maoris’ physical appearance, physique, and accoutrements with
the help of an artist who explored this territory with him. In Tasman’s account, there is no
mention of facial tattoos among the Maori. Robley (1896), concluded “that in Tasman’s day
moko or tattooing did not exist” (p. 1). When Captain Cook arrived in New Zealand in 1769,
Cook documented the ubiquity of moko among the Maori in the many portraits and writings
depicting and describing the indigenous people he met on his voyage.
Lacking documentation covering the development of moko between the visits of these
two explorers, there is ample room for speculation on how facial tattoos became prominent in the
Maori culture. Offering an emic explanation, Robley (1896) stated,
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Native tradition has it that their first settlers used to mark their faces for battle with
charcoal, and that the lines on the face thus made were the beginnings of the tattoo.
To save the trouble of this constantly painting their warlike decorations on the face,
the lines were made permanent (p.2).
Conversely, citing the opinion of Reverend Richard Taylor, a member of the Church Missionary
Society, who arrived in New Zealand in 1837, he offers an etic understanding of moko. Robley
(1896) wrote, “[Mr. Taylor] assumes that the chiefs being of lighter race and having to fight side
by side with slaves of darker hues darkened their face in order to appear of the same race (p.2).”
Although the moko denotes a person’s social rank, tribal affiliation, and were used as one’s
signature, it is interesting to note that both of Robley’s explanations focus on the military use of
moko.
The martial aspect of these facial tattoos is relevant as the resurgence of moko coincided
with growing tensions between indigenous peoples of New Zealand and European settlers.
Simmons (1986) reported that missionaries influenced converted Maori chiefs from wearing the
moko, and they tried to abolish tattooing as they felt it was “the Devil’s Art” (p. 150). The
success of these efforts is apparent as “Reverend Taylor, in the 1855 edition of Te Ika A Maui,
refers to the moko in past tense” (Simmons, 1986, p. 150). However, “during the nationalist wars
against Europeans from 1864 to 1868, warrior virtues again became important and tattooing
males underwent a brief revival” and the moko resurfaced among the Maori (p. 150). After these
wars ended, the prevalence of moko waned once again, which seems to reconfirm the relationship
between facial tattoos and the Maoris’ identity as warriors.
Not only did the men use their moko to verify their aptitude for warfare, but the moko
also ensured the warriors’ respect if they were slain in the battle field. When slain warriors were
decapitated, Robley (1896) reported that the untattooed heads were discarded without much
reverence, whereas the heads with “…beautiful moko were carefully cut off—stuck on the
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turuturu, a pole with a cross on it, and preserved; all of which was highly gratifying to the
survivors, and the spirits of the late possessor” (p. 27).
Considering this reverence, it is understandable why Maori men were motivated to wear
the moko, and why the Maori restricted this custom to elite members of their society. Slaves were
forbidden to wear moko, unless “the tattooing of the slave’s head was…for the horrible purpose
of selling the dried head” (Robley, 1896, p. 24). Simmons (1986) notes trades of dried tattooed
heads for muskets were common between 1810 and 1830.
As the Maori men started to abandon the custom of moko in the 1840s, Maori women
began to embrace the female moko (Simmons, 1986). Simmons (1986) states, “The development
of female moko complements almost exactly the decline and disappearance of male moko, then
continues to replace male moko entirely into the last quarter of the twentieth century” (p. 151)”
However, the role of female moko was slightly different than that of male moko. Female moko
was seen as an adornment that enhanced a woman’s beauty, and was just as eloquent and detailed
as male moko. However, the designs of female moko were not as extensive. Robley (1896)
wrote, “In the female the tattooing was confined to the lips, chin, and space between the eyes and
a little up the forehead, and on the back part of the leg from the heel to the calf.” The last three
mentioned tattooings are, he says, are always indicative of rank. (p. 44)
As the Maori people moved into urban areas in the 1939, women with moko became
“very important focal points for Maori life” (Simmons, 1986, p.153).
Presently, Maori men and women have been reviving the moko customs. However, it
seems that the motivations for wearing moko have slightly changed. The contemporary Maori see
their moko as a “right of passage or to mark a significant event or simply a premier fashion
statement” (Nikora, Rua, & Awekotuku, 2005, p. 198). In addition to the personal motivations
and goals for acquiring moko, individuals wearing moko are also making a commitment to
become culturally competent. This personal development is a life long process even though the
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time needed to apply one’s moko is relatively short compared to the time one needs to learn the
Maori language or hundreds of waiata, Maori songs (Nikora, Rua, & Awekotuku, 2005).
Men and women wearing moko also experience an elevation in their social status. “When
Ngarahu took her moko kauae, she was suddenly elevated to kaikaranga – the female ritual
chanting role performed during a formal welcome of visitors to her marae” (Nikora, Rua, &
Awekotuku, 2005, p. 199). The promotion of Ngarahu by the Maori elders was influenced by her
decision to wear a moko (Nikora, Rua, & Awekotuku, 2005), which seems to demonstrate that
the Maori community is embracing moko as valued cultural practice rather than a form of
rebellion. It is not unlike the prior veneration of older Maori women who wear moko, viewing
them as crucial members in Maori communities that Simmons (1986) discussed.
Although Nikora, Rua, & Awekotuku (2005) did not discuss martial themes or
motivations among contemporary Maori wearing moko, moko wearers are aware that their
appearance may intimidate others. Nikora, Rua, & Awekotuku (2005) reported that one
gentleman, Putaringa, was informed by a member of a Black Power gang that his moko was
intimidating. “For Putaringa, this was a rather ironic statement, considering the gang affiliate
carried symbols of gang association that were just as intimidating” (Nikora, Rua, & Awekotuku,
2005, p. 201). Putaringa’s reflection seems to indicate that he views his moko as a cultural
practice among a marginalized group rather than subversive gang tattoos, which may challenge
mainstream New Zealand society.
Moko amongst the Maori men and women may not have been practiced prior to their
interactions with Westerners in 1642, yet, the cultural significance of these facial tattoos was
certainly established by 1769. Although the prevalence of moko has fluctuated over two
centuries, it seems that these facial tattoos have been an integral part of the culture. The use of
moko to communicate martial prowess, establish social rank, or enhance one’s beauty may have
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subsided, yet it is impossible to ignore how these indelible markings continue to resurface as a
significant symbol of the Maori community.

A Brief History of Tattooing in the United States
In American society, tattooing is an art that incorporates Asian, Polynesian, European,
patriotic, religious, and secular ideas into its tattoo rubric. Before the word ‘tattoo’ existed in the
English language, Europeans described permanent designs and pictures on the skin with words
such as stupfen and stemplen (German) or marco, nitzo, segno, and devosione (Italian) (Caplan,
2000, p. xxi). After nomadic individuals such as “pilgrims, sailors, soldiers, and transported
convicts” interacted with Polynesian cultures possessing tattoo technologies, they quickly
integrated the Pacific Islander’s word ‘tatu’ into the European languages by the 1790s (Caplan,
2000, p. xv). In United States, tattooing is a folk art that incorporates images such as “hearts,
flowers, daggers, scrolls, women, animals, serpents, birds, ships, occupational emblems, military
insignia, and Christian icons and scenes. But over the years, the repertoire has expanded to
include other elements of folk art and popular culture art” (Govenar, 2000, p. 218-219).
American tattoo artists such as Leo Zulueta developed “tribal” tattoos in the 1980s. These solid
black designs inspired by traditional Borneo and Malaysian tattoos became a popular staple in
America’s tattoo fabric. Along with the contribution of tattooing practices among indigenous
people in Alaska, Hawaii, and the continental states, America possesses a diverse tattoo culture.

Tattoos as Entertainment
Within the context of leisure and recreation, tattooing has been a source of entertainment
for Euro-Americans. Extensively tattooed performers concocted colorful life histories that
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included abduction by savages, forced submission to intense tattooing ceremonies, and marriage
to an elite tribal member. These performances were usually attractions at carnivals, fairgrounds,
or arcade sideshows. In 1835, “the first man to exhibit himself in America was the Irishman
James F. O’Connell, whose story was as sensational and murky as those of his fellow showmen in
Europe” (Oettermann, 2000, p.199). Dan Rice, a circus manager, booked O’Connell for twenty
years, and “it was said that women and children who encountered [O’Connell] on the road died of
shock, thinking they had seen the devil incarnate” (Oettermann, 2000, p.199). The audiences’
predilection for this type of entertainment inspired P.T. Barnum to incorporate tattooed men and
women into his circus sideshows. The Howard siblings, Frank and Annie, were tattooed
performers appearing with the Barnum and Bailey circus. Frank claimed American Indians
abducted him while he served in United States Army, whereas Annie stated that savages tattooed
her while she was shipwrecked in the South Pacific (Oettermann, 2000). Performing alongside
geeks, dwarfs, midgets, giants, and bearded women, tattooed men and women became staple
characters of the American circus.
Although a majority of the tattooed performers claimed that exotic savages tattooed them,
these entertainers where usually covered with patriotic and Christian themes. Fictitious accounts
using Native American elements are sadly ironic. Tattooing was a common practice among some
North American indigenous people, but it was not widely accepted by Euro-American authority
figures. As tattooing became popular among European and American travelers who encountered
these tribes, missionaries instructed indigenous people to refrain from the practice. Gritton
(1988) reported that facial, neck, arm, and hand tattoos were prevalent among southern Alaskan
Eskimos, but this practice “disappeared within three generations of significant contact with
Europeans and Americans” (p.181). Furthermore, the intent of Euro-American performers was
quite different from Eskimo women. Both groups tattooed their bodies to attract the attention of
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others, but Eskimo women aspired to become aesthetically pleasing while the entertainers strived
to become shocking.

Tattooing Among American Subcultures
Several scholars have noted that tattooing is widespread among controversial subcultures
such as prisoners, soldiers, gangs, bikers, punks, homosexuals, etc. (Caplan, 2000; Demello,
2000; Govenar, 1988; Rubin, 1988). These groups adopted a decorum that is incongruent with
American middle-class ideals. Tattoos became threatening symbols of defiance: the “Pachuco”
cross became an identifier for Mexican-American gangs; convicts tattooed teardrops below their
eye; and white supremacists tattooed swastikas on their bodies to profess their racist ideologies.
At other times, tattoos symbolized ones allegiance to the armed forces. Although not all tattoo
artists executed these designs, the typical selection of tattoos at parlors prior to the 1970s
reflected these types of lifestyles. Demello (2000) noted, “most of the tattoos found on the walls
of tattoo parlors were masculine, both in terms of imagery (military icons, aggressive animals,
motorcycle insignia), style (bold lines), and placement (for example, the ubiquitous bicep tattoo)”
(p.77).
Soldiers, sailors, and members of subversive groups often experienced difficulty while
attempting to assimilate into the middle-class. This was especially true if the individual could not
conceal his/her tattoos. “During the resocialization into civilian life, many military men found
that their tattoos, which had been important status symbols while they were in the military, had a
negative social value at home” (Govenar, 2000, p.229). This is not surprising, as middle-class
Americans tend to misunderstand a tattoo’s emic meaning among a marginal group with
unconventional belief systems and lifestyles. In regards to military tattoos, Govenar (2000)
wrote,
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Postwar society emphasized middle-class conformity and material comfort. All of
this went against the impulses to tattooing. In this context, tattoos became identified
primarily with rebelliousness among adolescents and young adults. Tattoos were
considered ‘lower class’ and deviant, associated with blue-collar workers, drunks, hot
rods, motorcycle clubs and street gangs. (p. 230)
Perhaps this explains a few of the noticeable qualities of tattooing: tattoo parlors were located in
sordid areas of town or near military bases; tattoo equipment was traded among a limited social
network or only available in mail-order catalogs, and tattoo artists were secretive about their
techniques and knowledge.

Tattoo Renaissance in the United States

Over the last twenty years, these qualities have changed as tattooing seems to
have become popular among middle-class Americans. Tattoo parlors have moved from
marginal neighborhoods, carnivals, and other undesirable locations, to college towns,
downtown areas, neighborhoods experiencing urban renewal, and popular casinos in Las
Vegas. This increased accessibility has caused many significant changes in American
tattooing. The meanings behind some tattoos have become exoteric and melded into
American popular culture. For example, Demello (2000) stated, “not only have the
technical elements of Chicano tattooing been embraced by the middle class, but the
imagery has been as well” ( p.85).
Rubin (1988b) observed the popularity of tattooing among America’s avant-garde, who
commission tattoo artists with professional training in the fine arts. He noted that blue-collar
customers wanted traditional tattoos selected from pre-drawn designs called “flash” where as
middle-class customers wanted custom artwork, which they considered sophisticated and
aesthetically pleasing. Rubin respectively categorized these customers as traditional folk art or
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avant-garde clients. Accommodating to this influx, “tattooists created designs…that were more
genteel…, [that] were both influenced by and appealed to a middle-class sensibility. With….the
middle-class…came the radical shift in the nature and social practice of tattooing” (Demello,
2000, p. 77). The avant-garde customers and artists transformed tattooing from a lowbrow art
form into a medium of expression that catered to middle-class preferences.
Tattooing seems to have challenged the stereotypes, prejudices, and ingrained notions of
America’s mainstream culture, as the majority of the population formerly perceived this activity
as subversive, mildly acceptable, threatening, or peculiar. The shock or novelty of the activity
seems to have faded with the increasing popularity of tattooing. Gradual acceptance of such
questionable activities is not uncommon. The middle class once viewed “bikers” as pariahs
capable of disrupting social order. Even if the stigma associated with motorcycle gangs still
exists for some, the vehicle has become “a device that facilitates leisure that may be seen as free
and healthy or deviant or dangerous” for others (Kelly & Freysinger, 2000, p. 205). In the case of
tattooing, the middle class adopted the activity from various marginal groups and transformed it
into a form of expression, recreation, or fashion. This trend suggests that the incorporation of
once subversive activities into popular culture can assuage social conflict. At the same time, it
may also minimize the threat of subcultures while excluding them from the middle-class. Finally,
tattooing has also weathered legal restrictions in addition to the social challenges already
mentioned. Two examples are given below.

Tattoo Laws in New York City
Legislation aimed directly at the tattoo industry has affected the tattoo artists in the
past. Several states and cities enacted laws intended to regulate who can operate a tattoo shops.
In 1944, New York City fined Charles Wagner for tattooing customers with needles that were not
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sufficiently sterilized. In 1961, Tattoo shops were banned in Nassau and Suffolk counties (New
York) after a young man who recently acquired a tattoo died from hepatitis. Although it was not
verified that the source of infection was a tattoo needle, the ban remained uncontested until 1963
when the ACLU and the New York Supreme Court challenged the ban in an Appeals Court. The
ACLU argued that connection between tattoo shops and hepatitis outbreak was not conclusive.
Furthermore, the New York Supreme Court ruled that the 1962 ban was unconstitutional since
reputable artists could operate in hygienic conditions. Regardless, the popular opinion that
tattooing was associated with criminals, drunks, and degenerates influenced the Appeals Court
decision in 1969 to uphold the ban. (Govenar, 2000)
Following New York’s example, Florida passed laws that required tattoo artists to have a
physician supervise their tattoo sessions. This legislation was passed in 1970 and was a surprise
to Florida tattoo artists as there had been no hepatitis outbreak to warrant imposition of this
statute. This law essentially eliminated the livelihood of tattoo artists, and they were forced to
close their shops and reopen in other states. (Govenar, 2003)

Bills on Tattooing in Pennsylvania
Legislators are currently penning bills with the spirit of these bans and laws. In 2004,
Pennsylvania Bill 615 proposed that all tattoo artists should register with the State of
Pennsylvania. The Bill gives The Department of Health of the Commonwealth the power to
suspend or revoke an artist’s registration for a variety of reasons. After the passing of Bill 615,
Health officials have the authority to prohibit an artist from piercing or tattooing if they deem
him/her
Unable to practice with reasonable skill and safety to the public by reason of illness,
addiction to drugs or alcohol, having been convicted of a felonious act prohibited by
the act of April 14, 1972 (P.L.233, No.64), known as The Controlled Substance,
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Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act, or convicted of a felony relating to a controlled
substance in a court of law of the United States or any other state, territory,
possession or country, or of mental incompetency. An applicant’s statement on the
application declaring the absence of a conviction shall be deemed satisfactory
evidence of the absence of a conviction unless the department has some evidence to
the contrary.
This portion of House Bill 615 is reminiscent of the Florida State law and the New York City
ban.

Emic Knowledge
The terms “etic” and “emic” are often used by ethnographers to describe knowledge of
cultural systems and how it is gathered. Etic knowledge of cultural systems is gained by outside
observers. Such knowledge is usually empirical and regarded as objective or, at least, culturally
neutral. Emic knowledge, on the other hand, refers to an insider understanding of a cultural
system; that is, the knowledge of a member of that system in terms meaningful to that individual
(Bernard 2002). Theories based on etic knowledge are helpful for understanding cultural
paradigms, but the theories are limited if they contradict, fail to incorporate, or do not explain
emic knowledge. Bernard (2002) counters the emic explanation of the American woman’s
presence in the work place as result of “feminism” with Margolis’s (1984) “alternative
explanation…that feminist values and orientations are supported…by women being driven out of
their homes and into the work force by hyperinflation during the 1970s” (p. 430). When etic
theories of feminism are not supported by emic explanations, the validity of the conclusions is
questionable.
In addition to egregious explanations, the etic and emic discrepancy affects definitions.
Ward H. Goodenough (1970) argued that ethnocentrism is a problem if we use our etic
knowledge as a foundation for definitions, which he illustrated with the cultural institution of
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marriage. Goodenough points out that the occidental definition of marriage is the unification of
economical, residential, reproductive, and sexual factors between a man and a woman. This
union serves as a contract that excludes all others from this arrangement. This definition of
marriage was insufficient as the standard for assessing households in other cultures, such as India.
Goodenough (1970) reports that young girls become women in their Taravads, a collective
household of kinsmen,
…through the ceremony of tali-tying, which elsewhere in India serves to join a man
and girl in permanent union that fits the traditional definition of marriage. But
among the Nayar, the young man left the girl a few days after the tali-tying ceremony
and was under no further obligation to her. He might or might not have had sexual
relations with her, in accordance with her age, but he had sexual rights to her only for
the several days he remained with her. She and her future children were obligated to
mourn when he died, but they owed him nothing more….What it did was make the
girl eligible to enter into sexual liaisons with men approved by her Taravad and
establish her as an adult female member of her Taravad…When a woman became
pregnant, one or more men of appropriate caste had formally to acknowledge their
possible paternity. Otherwise, it was assumed she had been having relations with an
ineligible man, and she and the child were expelled from their Taravad. (7-8)
Although matrimony and tali-tying dictate the ideals concerning reproduction, household
economics and sexual rights, the common Western understanding of marriage does not resemble
the standards and systems among the Nayar.

Emic Knowledge and Morally Controversial Leisure
Sato (1991) presented the etic and emic views of disorderly play and how it influences
lifestyles, social interactions, and group activities in his ethnography of Japanese motorcycle
gangs. He pointed out that Japanese scholars, the Japanese media, and “three dominant
theoretical perspectives regarding crime and delinquency” were used to explain juvenile
delinquency as the result of social decay (Sato, 1991, p. 3). For those postulating the etic view,
the obnoxious group rides are the result of social problems. Sato (1991) expressed the opinion
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that the scholars, media, and theorists conclude that “delinquency appears obligatory rather than
spontaneous and playful” (p. 3). Through participant observations, interviews, and
questionnaires, Sato (1991) elucidated that the reckless “driving on Saturday nights is often
described [among participants] as a climatic point where the untamed human potential of one’s
life…youthful energy held back on working days—is detonated in a moment” (p.83). For the
Japanese teenagers, their group rides are autotelic experiences. Their goal is to experience high
speed, make a spectacle, and be seen doing it; namely, having fun.
Theories using definitions such as perceived freedom, motivations and rewards are used
to categorize activities as “pure leisure”, “pure job”, “pure work”, or “leisure job” (Neulinger,
1974). “Neulinger argues that everyone knows the difference between doing something because
one “has to” and doing something because one “wants to”” (Mannell & Kleiber, 1997, p. 126).
This seems reasonable, but Neulinger’s three components of leisure may vary between cultures or
members within the same culture. The universal idea of “pure leisure” is questionable as some
cultures may use different standards for categorizing motivations, rewards, and freedom in
relation to an activity. The discrepancy between etic and emic knowledge may point out
limitations in leisure theory that ignores insiders’ definitions and disregards their point of
reference. Without the insiders’ knowledge, standards, and systems of meaning, we cannot
confirm that our etic knowledge of leisure is complete. Emic classifications of recreational
activities and leisure can provide information that may alleviate the discrepancies between the
emic and etic knowledge.
Emic knowledge is also needed to challenge the supposed effects or products of cultural
institutions or concepts. The expected outcomes of a cultural institution based on etic knowledge
are also ethnocentric. Goodenough cites Murdock’s (1949) statement that the nuclear family is
recognized as the universal and natural result of the union between a man and a woman in every
society. However, the assumption that nuclear families and marriage are universally related is
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ethnocentric when juxtaposing it with the Taravad and tali-tying ceremony of the Nayar. Leisure
studies may face a similar dilemma. Nash (1953) believed that creative leisure enriches one’s life
where as passive leisure eventually hurts society. Curtis (1979) warns that participation in
“purple recreation” will eventually harm the participants. However, their definitions of
inappropriate leisure may not reflect the participants’ social norms, and a causal connection
between “purple recreation” and social issues may not exist. Reflecting on Goodenough’s
argument, the assumed relationship between a “healthy” society/individual and appropriate
leisure seems ethnocentric.
Perhaps insiders view anomie, retreatist lifestyles, and differential association as entirely
different. It may be possible that the participants in morally controversial leisure see these things
as intrinsically rewarding. Turner (1982) suggests,
[Leisure] is associated with two types of freedom, “freedom-from” and freedom
to,”….freedom from a whole heap of institutional obligations prescribed by the basic
forms of social, particularly technological and bureaucratic organizations [and]
freedom to generate new symbolic worlds of entertainment, sports, games, diversions
of all kinds,….transcend social structural limitations, freedom to play with ideas,
with fantasies, with words…, with paint…, and with social relationships….Leisure is
potentially capable of releasing creative powers, individual or communal, either to
criticize or buttress the dominant social structural values (p. 36 -37).
The “freedom from” and “freedom to” in Turner’s observation vaguely resemble anomie
(shirking organizations) and differential association (using individual or communal creative
power to criticize social values), but it does not resolve the debate about morally controversial
leisure. Ethnographic studies focusing on emic knowledge can aid in the understanding of
leisure, recreational activities, theories, as well as describing their effects on society.
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Chapter 3

Methods
This is an ethnographic case study of the tattoo culture at Traditional Ink in Los Angeles,
California. Initially, I wanted to conduct an ethnographic study of the tattoo culture in Los
Angeles at the Venice Beach Recreation Center (Appendix D). It seemed to be an ideal study
area as it was approximately 2.5 X .5 kilometers, is a site for several recreational activities, and
there are many people from each of the three target groups present around the promenade. Not
only is Venice Beach is a popular recreation site with ten tattoo shops in the area, but it is also
used by Los Angeles residents and domestic and international tourists. With a diverse population,
recreation facilities, and tattoo shops, it seemed to be an ideal place for a study inquiring into the
nature of the tattoo experience. Unfortunately, the study was not feasible as the tattoo artists,
tattooed individuals, and non-tattooed individuals at this location were reluctant to participate.
As mentioned in the introduction, my initial approach with a consent form, survey, and
introduction letter were likely too formal or inappropriate for the social norms at Venice Beach
Recreation Center.
I found it necessary to find an alternate location for this study. Focusing my attention on
one shop, I conducted an ethnographic case study at Traditional Ink, after developing a rapport
with Mr. Feldman (for a complete list and profiles of research participants, please see appendix
E) who is the shop’s owner and operator. He allowed me to conduct my research at his tattoo
shop in Los Angeles. At this location I was able to gather the data required to answer my
research questions.
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First, however, I will report on my initial research at Venice Beach Recreation Center, as
I was able to obtain some useful information from my efforts there. I will then explain the
methods I used at Traditional Ink.

Proposed Sampling at Venice Beach Recreation Center
I intended to use Probability Proportionate to Size sampling to ensure that my sample
was representative of Venice Beach. This sampling strategy accounts for the different
recreational activities, cafes, shops, restaurants, tattoo shops and vendors, each of which may or
may not attract certain types of individuals, and influence the distribution of tattoo artists,
tattooed individuals, and non-tattooed individuals. This is an important issue as there are some
tattoo shops within a close proximity to other shops, as well as several blocks with no tattoo
shops.
To answer my research questions, I wanted to survey all of Venice Beach to get a
representative sample from each of these three groups. Instead of selecting a biased sample by
focusing on the tattoo shops or targeting members of these three groups, Probability Proportionate
to Size generates geographic units. These units effectively divide the area into “maximally
heterogeneous clusters from which to take a random sample” (Bernard, 2002, p.155).
I began the fieldwork by dividing the research site at Venice Beach into geographic
units. I did this by placing a series of dots along the border of a map of the research site ten
meters apart, and sequentially numbered them. After choosing a random pair of numbers, I drew
a line between the two points. If the pair of dots was on the same the border of the map, the pair
was ignored. After drawing a series of lines to divide the map, I numbered the spaces and
randomly selected one of the geographic units for each day of fieldwork.
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Each day of fieldwork, I positioned myself at the randomly selected spot and asked
people to participate in my study. There are no lists of tattoo artists, tattooed or non-tattooed
people that visit Venice Beach Recreation Center or live in Los Angeles, California. To remedy
this situation, I asked the respondents to leave valid contact information on the questionnaire
(Appendix A). After reviewing their responses to the first six questions, I wanted to categorize
them into one of the three groups and randomly select 15 individuals from each group for later
participation in the study. This sampling method would not have produced a representative
sample of the entire tattoo culture, but it should have provided a representative sample of the
tattoo artists, tattooed individuals, and non-tattooed individuals at Venice Beach.

Participant Observations
Participant observation was the first method I employed in this ethnography. These
observations occurred at a randomly selected geographic unit three Saturdays and three Sundays
of each month between February 3, 2007 and August 26, 2007. I observed the interactions and
behaviors of people recreating at Venice Beach and recorded the data in my field notes.

Questionnaire
Administering a questionnaire (Appendix A) was one of the methods I intended to use
throughout the entire study. I intended to administer questionnaires to tattoo artists, tattooed
individuals and non-tattooed individuals. It was not usually possible to determine visually
whether a person was tattooed or not, or if he/she is a tattoo artist. Thus, I was hoping the
respondents would self-identify with the first six questions.
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The questionnaire was designed to collect data on how tattooed people feel about their
tattoos and their opinions about tattoos on others. It also asked about changes in social
interactions and demographic information such as income, residency, education, relational status,
and occupation. A space was provided for the respondents to express their ideas on tattoos and
tattooing in their own words.
At the bottom of the questionnaire, I asked the respondents to provide their contact
information if they would like to participate in other portions of the study. From this pool, I was
planning to create a random sample of participants from each of the three groups for the
structured interviews and the recreational activity free listing, sorting, and scaling of leisure
attributes and social acceptance.

Research Problems at Venice Beach Recreation Center
The people recreating at Venice Beach and the owners and personnel at the tattoo shops
were reluctant to participate in the study. Further, the visitors at Venice Beach did not trust me
upon being asked to sign a consent form. After discussing the need for a consent form, they
usually declined and did not fill out the questionnaire. If they did fill it out, it was not done with
enthusiasm. Their reaction is not surprising as I was a complete stranger who handed them a
clipboard minutes after meeting and asked them to sign a consent form before handing them a
survey about their tattoos, tattoo experience, and their opinions on tattoos.
I sent consent forms to all ten of the tattoo shops at Venice Beach on two separate
occasions. Each envelope, on the first attempt, contained letter of introduction, a consent form,
and self addressed stamped envelope. Each envelope on the second attempt contained a letter
asking the owners or managers of the tattoo shops to consider my request, an additional consent
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form, and an additional self addressed stamped envelope. No consent forms were returned via
mail.
I visited Venice Beach on Tuesday, February 28, 2007 to introduce myself to the shop
owners or managers of these shops. I was not welcomed—nor was I asked to leave—any of the
shops. The individuals at the tattoo shops were completely disinterested in my research project.
One tattoo artist remembered my consent forms and informed me that he threw them into the
trash can. Another artist in a different shop looked at me with disdain as she set up her tattoo
station and told me that she was busy. A younger artist at yet another shop began reading his
magazine and stated, “You do not want to hear what I have to say. I live in a bubble. You will
not draw me out of it.” He made it clear that our conversation was over.
Only one tattoo artist allowed me to observe her shop. However, the owner of this shop
does not have tattoos and dislikes American tattoos. She finds them meaningless and lacking
substance. Also, she feels the placement of American tattoos on certain parts of the body (e.g.,
the hand, forehead, neck, etc.) to be repulsive. Although I was grateful for her permission, data
collected from this one shop would have created a bias in my observations and may not have
helped me answer my research questions.
The ethnographic methods did not work for me at Venice Beach. It seemed that one
would need to develop a solid rapport with the individuals at Venice Beach for this type of study.
I suspect that the consent form and questionnaire thwarted my attempts to build a rapport with
potential participants. Approaching potential participants with a consent form and a survey on a
clip board, I was met with great suspicion or perceived as an annoyance. I was able only to
continue the participant observations. The recording of native terms, conducting structured and
non-structured interviews, free-listing recreational activities, and the sorting and scaling were not
feasible.
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Relocation of the Study Site
Due to the problems noted above, I selected a new area for this dissertation study. I
chose a Los Angeles neighborhood with a tattoo shop called Traditional Ink. There were golf
driving ranges, independent play houses, a community college, restaurants, coffee shops, one
video store specializing in rare and subversive films, gay bars, a dance hall, and Evangelic
ministries in this immediate area. Since I live a few blocks from this location, I had developed a
rapport with two of the restaurant owners, people at the video store, and the tattoo shop owner in
this neighborhood. Traditional Ink became the focus of this study and I was able to collect the
data needed to answer my research questions. Thus, this is an ethnographic case study of this
tattoo shop, which is owned and operated by Mr. Feldman.

Sampling at Traditional Ink
The sample for this study is a rapport sample of people who frequent Mr. Feldman’s
tattoo shop, people Mr. Feldman suggested for the study, and the people recreating in the
immediate area. It was imperative to use a rapport sample as a trusting relationship was clearly
essential for recruiting participants. This sample included Mr. Feldman, the resident tattoo artists,
guest tattoo artists, customers, and others who frequent the shop.

Ethnographic Methods Used at Traditional Ink
I used ethnographic methods described by Spradley and McCurdy (1975) and a variation
of a scaling technique developed by Roberts and Chick (1979) to conduct an empirical
investigation to elucidate the characteristics of the tattoo experience, its meaning to the
participants, and motivations behind this activity. Spradley and McCurdy’s methods of
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participant observation, recording native terms, and asking appropriate and culturally relevant
questions were coupled with a free listing of recreational activities. The lists were sorted and
scaled in terms of free time needed to participate in the activity, the pleasure derived from the
activity, the total involvement one experiences while doing the activity, the importance of the
activity to the participant’s self-definition, and the social acceptance of the activity. This last
method measured the leisure attributes and social acceptance of each recreational activity or
leisure behavior. Data gathering methods also included structured interviews and non-structured
interviews to inquire about tattoo experiences and morally controversial leisure in relation to
tattooing.
I chose participant observation, recording native terms, the questionnaire, structured
interviews, and non-structured interviews, free-listing of recreational activities, and the sorting
and scaling of the listed activities in order to “tease out the underlying relations among a set of
observations” (Bernard, 2002, p. 647), understand the tattoo culture at Traditional Ink, collect the
data needed to describe tattooing at this location, generate a list of leisure activities the
participants enjoy, and answer my research questions. Additionally, I hoped that these data
would offer insider (i.e., emic) knowledge about the nature of this activity and challenge my etic
perspective of tattooing, morally controversial leisure activities, leisure more generally, and the
challenge to social norms posed by tattooing as influenced by theories posited by Neulinger,
Pieper, Nash, Curtis, Russell, and Turner.

Participant Observations
Participant observation was the first method I employed at Traditional Ink. My
observations occurred from September 4, 2007 until August 23, 2008 whenever I was available to
go to the shop, or when Mr. Feldman was open. I observed the interactions between the Mr.
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Feldman, guest artists, his apprentices, and his customers. To initiate the study, I was tattooed by
Mr. Feldman. This allowed me to observe and learn how tattoos are negotiated and executed in
his shop. I believe that it also illustrated the seriousness of my intentions to Mr. Feldman.
I focused my attention on the shop behaviors and interactions that were within the scope
of my research questions. I observed behaviors that demonstrate the nature of tattooing as an
activity and experience, and social interactions that demonstrate a person’s or a group’s like or
dislike for certain types of tattoos and unskilled artists. I watched the social exchanges between
tattoo artists, apprentices, guest artists, and tattooed individuals. I gathered data on how tattoos
and tattooing are evaluated and judged. These behaviors revealed how tattooing is perceived and
whether it is ignored, absorbed, accepted, tolerated, or rejected by the community in Los Angeles.

Recording Language
I recorded language associated with tattooing simultaneously with the participant
observations. I listened to the language the tattoo artists and tattooed individuals used to describe
their actions, tattoos, and their social world. I learned different terms used by tattoo artists to
describe machines, unskilled artists, and places where tattooing is prevalent in Los Angeles,
California. I attempted to record language “without interjecting [my] own analytical concepts
and instead [I] concentrate[ed] upon folk concepts” (Sidky, 2004, p. 288) to maintain the validity
the data.
My goal was to understand the tattoo social world at Traditional Ink from an insiders’
(emic) perspective. I tried asking “culturally appropriate questions…in the context of…daily
activities” (Sidky, 2004, p. 289). If I heard a participant discuss traditional American tattoos, I
formulated several questions: “What makes a tattoo “traditional?” “Why did he/she get the
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tattoo?” and, “Where did he/she get tattooed?” I hoped that these simple questions would gather
information regarding the typologies of tattoos, participants, and placement of tattoos.
As I spent time in the field, I helped Mr. Feldman in the tattoo shop and learned about the
tools he uses to make his machines. As I spent time in his machine shop, I learned more about his
attitudes, thoughts, and beliefs. This information was necessary to understand and empirically
describe the tattoo culture at Traditional Ink. I hope that my descriptions of the social contexts
will allow readers to understand how Mr. Feldman’s shop operates, how the participants
cognitively organize their culture, interact with one another, share cultural knowledge, and what
they think and believe.

Structured Interviews
After I developed a rapport with the tattoo artists and the tattooed individuals at
Traditional Ink, I asked them to participate in two structured interviews. The Tattoo Experience
Interview Schedule (Appendix B) collected data on what type of activity tattooing is to the
participants, their experiences during tattoo sessions, and their motivations and tattoo goals. The
Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule (Appendix C) collected data
on the growing acceptance of tattooing in Los Angeles, California.

Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule
The Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule was conducted with the tattoo artists, the
tattoo apprentice, and tattooed individuals as they have experienced this activity. I asked tattoo
artists and tattooing participants about their thoughts and emotions during tattoo sessions, about
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their goals in terms of tattooing, their motivations to getting tattooed, what type of activity
tattooing is, and what it means to them.

Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule
I used the Social Drama Interview Schedule to gather data on the moral issues concerning
tattoos with respect to the four phases of Turner’s (1957) Social Drama Theory. I tried to
ascertain whether or not the activity is morally controversial in Los Angeles, California, and if
participants have witnessed a social drama—a gradual replacement of old by new social
norms—unfold in this city. The first five questions inquired about social perceptions such as
whether or nor tattooing is acceptable to society, wholesome or perverse, or if it is indicative of
anomie, a retreatist lifestyle, or differential association. The remaining questions measured the
stages of social drama by asking about social disturbances, zoning, prohibition or an acceptance
directly related to tattooing or the tattoo culture.
These structured interviews were useful in situations where I had limited opportunities to
interview informants with first hand knowledge of the experience. These interviews have a
useful “freewheeling quality of unstructured interviewing and requires all the same skills, but
semi-structured interviewing is based on the use of an interview guide” (Bernard, 2002, p. 205).
Having a series of questions helped me direct the interviews in order to gather data that addressed
my research questions.

Unstructured Interviews
I conducted an unstructured interview of two of the participants: Mr. Feldman and Mr. J.
These two individuals were often busy, so it was difficult to schedule a time to complete an
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interview or free-list, sort, and scale recreational activities. Also, Mr. Feldman and Mr. J insisted
on reading my interview schedule before consenting to participate. They did not hold the
questions on the Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule and the Morally Controversial Leisure
and Social Norms Interview in the highest of regard.
An unstructured interview was an effective method for gathering their ideas and thoughts.
“Unstructured interviews are based on a clear plan…but are also characterized by a minimum of
control over the people’s responses. The idea is to get people to open up and let them express
themselves in their own terms, at their own pace” (Bernard, 2002, p. 205). Their statements in
the unstructured interview augmented the data collected in the interview schedules.
This unstructured interview allowed Mr. Feldman and Mr. J to discuss the attributes and
issues of tattooing they feel are important. Their interview gathered data that supported and
challenged data gathered in the structured interviews. The unstructured interview allowed Mr.
Feldman and Mr. J to teach me what tattooing is to them, and how it might differ from what
tattooing is the to their customers.

Introduction to Free-Listing, Sorting and Scaling Recreational Activity Tags
In addition to the structured and unstructured interviews, I wanted another method to
understand what type of leisure activities the participants enjoy, or would like to enjoy. I also
wanted measure whether or not the participants considered getting or giving a tattoo was a leisure
or leisure-like activity. Further, I wanted to measure several attributes associated with leisure
activities.
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Free-Listing and Sorting Recreational Activities Tags
I asked twelve of the participants to write all of the recreational activities they engage in,
or would like to do if they had some unobligated time, on index cards which I called Recreational
Activity Tags. Depending on whether or not the participants listed tattooing on a Recreational
Activity Tag, this free-listing exercise measured whether or not they considered tattooing a
leisure activity. After they finished creating their recreational activity tags, I asked them to sort
their recreational activity tags into piles according to perceived similarity. Essentially, their
clusters are taxonomic structures of activities “based upon the ‘the principle of inclusion’ based
upon the use of a general category to refer to more specific groups” (Sidky, 2004, p. 291). I
hoped that this would help me understand which leisure activities are similar to one another,
which ones are different from one another, and what types of activities are similar to tattooing if
the participant listed it on a Recreational Activity Tag.

Scaling Recreational Activity Tags
After participants sorted their activity tags, I measured the leisure attributes of their
recreation activities using a modified version of a technique developed by Roberts and Chick
(1979), who asked 20 billiard players to scale behaviors associated with a game of pool “by
laying out cards with the behaviors written on them along a meter stick in terms of several
variables. Then the scale value where players placed each behavior was recorded in centimeters.
Each player scaled behaviors in terms of four variables (how much fun behaviors were, how
much concentration each required, how much concentration players experienced when executing
behaviors, and how much negative behaviors [e.g., missing a shot] broke concentration) in all”
(Roberts and Chick, 1979, p. 86). For my study rather than using a meter stick, I modified their
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method by asking the participants to scale each of their Recreational Activity Tags on a scale
ranging from 1 to 10 on five attributes: Time; Pleasure; State of Mind; State of Existence; and
Social Acceptance.
I operationalized four attributes associated with leisure and one associated with social
acceptance, and asked participants to scale each of their Recreational Activity Tags in light of
these attributes. Regarding time, I asked, “On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being little free-time and 10
being a lot of free-time, how much free-time do you need to do this recreational activity?”
Regarding pleasure and enjoyment, I asked, “On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being little pleasure and 10
being an extreme amount of pleasure, how much pleasure do you experience while participating
in this leisure activity?” In terms of total involvement and a state of mind, I asked, “On a scale of
1 to 10, 1 being little involvement and 10 being totally involved, how would you rate your feeling
of complete involvement in the experiences while participating in this activity?” To determine
how important the recreational activity was to the individual’s self-definition, I asked, “On a scale
of 1 to 10, 1 being unimportant to your self-definition and 10 being extremely important to your
self-definition, how would rate the personal meaning and self-definition that is obtained through
this recreational activity?” Finally, in regards to social acceptance I asked, “On a scale of 1 to 10,
1 being completely unaccepted and 10 being totally accepted, how would you rate the social
acceptance of this recreational activity?”
If they did not include tattooing as one of their activities, I asked them why they didn’t
consider it a recreational activity, and then I asked them to scale it terms of the five attributes
mentioned above.
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Summary of Methods
I used the data gathered with these methods to write this ethnographic case study of the
tattoo culture at Traditional Ink in Los Angeles, California. Observing participants, recording
language, conducting structured interviews,, unstructured interviews, and free-listing, sorting, and
scaling recreational activities provided information needed to explain what tattooing is to the
participants at this tattoo shop, provide a detailed, empirical description of tattooing at this tattoo
shop, and answer my research questions.
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Chapter 4

Results: Participant Observations

Venice Beach Recreation Center Participant Observations
I began this study of the Los Angeles tattoo culture at Venice Beach Recreation Center in
Los Angeles, California as it is a popular recreation destination offering activities such as roller
skating, paddle ball, skate boarding, surfing, swimming, shopping, exercising, bicycling,
performance art, etc. The Venice Beach Recreation Center also is home to ten tattoo parlors with
many tattoo artists offering their services. In addition to an adequate population of tattoo artists
to sample, there are many tattooed individuals and non-tattooed individuals who visit Venice
Beach Recreation Center, making it a desirable location for a field study of this nature.
On February 3, 2007, I began my observations at quiet spot on Market Street between
Pacific and Speedway Alley. This is a street where people visiting Venice Beach park, and is a
convenient spot for tour buses and vans to drop off and pick up their clients. It is an entry way
into Venice Beach. From this site, I could see Ocean Front Walk where people roller skate and
skate board. I could also see a wall covered with graffiti, which is part of Venice Beach
Recreation Center. Like a skate park, this wall is a serves as a “graffiti park.” Just beyond the
people, I could see the surf crash and spray on the beach and on an outcropping of rocks. As I
walked to this site at approximately 9:30 am, the shops were just starting to open. The tattoo
shops were still closed. The parking lot attendant on the south side of the street was preparing for
a busy day, and on the north side of the walk stood a taco stand. Above me, there were shoes on
a telephone wire. Lastly, the employees at a vintage clothing store on the northeast corner.
At approximately 10:00 am, two ragged men dressed in tee shirts and cut-offs asked me
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for spare change. Looking like Cheech and Chong, with unkempt hair poking up over their
bandanas, they looked like burnouts from the 1970s. They swayed slightly as if they were aboard
a vessel in their high and drunken stupor. Returning their request for change with one of my own,
I asked if they wanted to be a part of my study. The men agreed to participate, but they informed
me that they were going to continue on their mission to get drunk. Before they left, one of the
men peered at me through his aviator sunglasses and asked me if I wanted “to take a walk on the
wild side” as he flashed an old, faded prison tattoo on his left forearm. It was a pin-pricked tattoo
of a rose that looked as if it was executed with a needle, thread, and blue India ink. He said it
means “One Death.”
Looking at his tattoo, I also noticed some graffiti on the sidewalk below our feet. On the
pavement someone had a stenciled a picture of a well-dressed man from the 1950s saying, “You
don’t know dick!” Looking back up at the man’s tattoo and not knowing what “One Death”
means, or what the rose symbolizes, I reflected on the graffiti and realized I had a lot to learn.
Again, they invited me to get drunk with them. I declined, but gave the man with the
tattoo seventy-five cents to help their efforts. This made the other man angry because I didn’t
give the seventy-five cents to him. It seemed that getting drunk and asking for change was not a
team effort. The presence of men like these is common at Venice Beach Recreation Center.
They never bothered me except to ask me for spare change, an activity called “spanging.”
Along with the “spangers,” there are athletic people, artists, psychics, and a few political
activists at Venice Beach. Before the crowds arrived, there was a group of joggers chanting
something in unison. I have no idea what they were chanting or if they were a team.
Shortly before noon, a man in his early 20s approached me soliciting his documentary,
Popology, for $10. Returning his request with one of my own, I asked if he would fill out my
survey. He did not have tattoos, but he agreed to take the survey. He didn’t have time to fill it
out, so he took it with him and promised he would mail to me, which he failed to do. As the
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morning ended, a fortune-teller walked past me with his chair, card table, and an illustration of
the palm. As he was getting ready to read fortunes for the day, his presence signaled that all of
the characters who make Venice Beach Recreation Center a vibrant, unique place had arrived.
Another group of people I always saw at Venice Beach Recreation Center were the
parking enforcement agents. There were at least four different enforcers who passed by at least
six times before 11:30 AM. These government employees are doing a thankless job, and their
presence is not entirely welcomed.
Shortly after I started my observations, I realized that it was not going to be possible to
tell if someone had a tattoo or not. I watched someone in a long-sleeved shirt remove it as the
weather warmed up. He did not look like he had tattoos, but he exposed fully tattooed arms and
large tattoos on his stomach.
From faraway, I was not always certain if I was seeing a tattoo or a henna design, which
is not an indelible mark on the skin. Henna is used for temporary body art as it stains the skin,
but eventually fades. It was interesting to me that some of the henna artists offered many of the
same designs as the tattoo shops. Perhaps they were catering to the people who liked tattoos, but
did not want to commit to a permanent design.
I took a break and while I had my coffee I started a conversation with a man sitting next
to me. He told me that Venice Beach is a voyeuristic place and it is known for its carnival-like,
even bohemian, atmosphere. As he said this, we watched some musicians stop a person, hand
them a pair of earphones and ask them to listen to and buy their CD. One musician used the
shotgun approach. He played reggae for children through an amplifier as he pulled his equipment
in a red wagon along Ocean Front Walk, thus ensuring all of the people around him listen to a
recording of him singing a reggae rendition of The Itsy Bitsy Spider.
I realized it might be necessary for me to live near the Venice Beach Recreation Center in
order to immerse myself in the culture. After I finished my coffee, I weaved through the crowd
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and dodged the ambitious musicians, and went to the local youth hostel to inquire about a room
before I concluded my first day of observations. The man at the front desk told me that I was not
eligible to stay at the youth hostel because I am a local. He had a shaved head and was rather
gruff, but fairly polite. He had a military tattoo on his right forearm: USMC with a dagger. I
asked why locals were not allowed to rent a room. He informed me there was a problem with
local people casing out tourists and stealing expensive gear, money, and other items from hostel
guests. To prevent this, they don’t rent to locals.
On February 4, 2006, I parked on 4th Street and Hill and entered the south end of Ocean
Front Walk at approximately 10:30 am. Homeless people were milling about, packing up their
belongings, and vendors on the ocean side of the promenade were setting up their booths. I was
planning to observe the southern end of Venice Beach Recreation Center located on Ocean Front
Walk by 20th Street and N. Venice Street, by the paddleball courts and a parking lot.
Across from the paddleball courts was a tattoo shop. There are two places to eat in this
area: Monkee’s Burger and Judy Maroni’s Sausage Kingdom. To the west of these stands are the
ocean and a bike path near the beach. The cement bike path is like a vein pulsing with bicycles,
parents with strollers, and young kids passing by.
There are so many different types of people at Venice Beach Recreation Center. This
being the case, people dress in all sorts of fashions ranging from conservative to almost
outlandish. Although there is not a typical look for people at Venice, one characteristic is that
people dress in ways that are more expressive. Also, being an international tourist destination,
Venice Beach attracts visitors from around the world. Thus, there is a unique “look” of Venice
Beach.
I would not, however, feel comfortable saying, “You would never see a man wearing a
suit and tie.” That afternoon I saw an older man wearing a suit. His wife was dressed nicely as
well. People dress in beachwear, business casual clothing, or sports jerseys from professional
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teams in the National Basketball Association. I have the impression that you could take someone
from anywhere in the world, drop them off at Venice Beach and they would easily blend in. For
instance, I saw a couple strolling on the Ocean Walk. The woman had an antiquated, braided
hairstyle. It reminded me of the TV show, Little House on the Prairie. The gentleman had a
bowl cut that looked as if it was done at home. The couple’s dress was identical, and resembled a
uniform. They wore black shined shoes, ankle high black socks, dark navy blue shorts, and light
blue tops, which were tucked into their waistbands. I do not know if they were in the military.
At approximately 11:10 am, a Punk rocker asked me, “Sir, do you have some spare
change?” As I gave the kid 50 cents, I noticed a man looking in the trashcans for bottles. Finding
a shirt, he carefully inspected and considered wearing it. Drummers with their conga drums on
their backs talked with the other musicians who were selling their CDs. Each musician was
trying to promote themself as the next great rapper. Overhearing bits of their conversations and
listening to others visiting with their friends, I began to get the impression that my focus on
tattooing at Venice Beach would be difficult, as people don’t really discuss tattoos. Instead, at
this observation site, I heard people discuss music, paddleball, or politics.
As the crowd began to swell, the musicians ended their conversations with the drummers
and began selling their CDs. One musician approached a British person who did not want to buy
one of the rapper’s CDs, and he was growing tired of the musician’s aggressive sales pitch. The
musician was a rapper, and he was claiming to be the next big thing. As the British person was
trying to deflect the sale, a girl walked up and greeted the group of musicians. She told them that
she woke up in the bushes in between her laughs, and told them that she partied in Santa Monica,
but couldn’t get home. Finally, the British person lost his patience and walked away and
sarcastically said, “Good luck.” The rapper was a little irked and yelled, “I don’t need no luck.
Luck is for Vegas.”
Failing to sale his CD, he approached an older couple. The artists explained that he
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writes, raps, and produces the whole CD while he foisted the earphones on them asking them to
listen. The couple, in their 60s, declined his sales pitch. I noticed her tattoos, over each scapula,
but I couldn’t see what they were. As they pushed the earphones aside, the musician with the
Reggae for Kids strolled by with his red wagon and amplifier. Regardless of their determination
to avoid listening to any musicians’ CD, this musician made it impossible for others to ignore his
talent. As before, the song was his rendition of The Itsy Bitsy Spider.
Another man who had been digging through the trash passed me. He was extremely
grizzled and shirtless, but he was wearing pants and a corduroy sports coat. He spoke to himself
as he rummaged. I realized I had passed him earlier in the morning while he was sitting over
some paperwork, papers that were clean and not crumpled. He had a several number two pencils
placed neatly in front of him, and he looked like he was working on something rather serious, and
I could see that he had some mechanical drawings in front of him. Having taken a break form his
papers, he was looking through the garbage for something to eat, eventually grabbing a half-eaten
cob of corn.
Several hours later, a family sitting next to me was trying to take a family photo. The
grandfather was much older, and he was wearing a yarmulke. I asked them if they wanted me to
take the picture so they could have the entire family in the photograph. He smiled and said
something to me in Hebrew. His daughter translated, saying “He wishes that you will have a nice
family some day.”
That same day, I saw many fathers with extensive tattooing. One gentleman had tattooed
arms, fully tattooed neck and scalp. His son was walking behind them saying, “Daddy! Daddy,
wait for me!” Another father pushed a stroller and had neck tattoos, tattoos that extended where
his sideburns would be, tattoos on his knuckles, and triangles over his eyebrows. Seeing this, I
realized that as bohemian and liberal as Venice Beach Recreation Center appears to be with its
stores selling everything from water tobacco/marijuana pipes to children’s beach toys, it is also a
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place for all types of families.
As the sun was setting, a recovering heroin addict—who was extremely spaced
out—started talking to me. He told me that he takes a daily dose of 120 mg of methadone, and
that he needed some spare change. He said that he remembered me from earlier in the morning,
and that he prays for me. I got the impression that I was becoming part of the voyeuristic culture
at Venice Beach. He was sick from the high doses of the medication. His 15-year-old battle with
heroin had taken a toll on him. I gave him few dollars and wished him luck as he wandered south
to find a place to vomit.
At approximately noon on February 11, 2007, Venice Beach was just starting to come
alive. The weekend vendors on Zephyr Court were at their stalls selling sunglasses, kettle corn,
beach attire, sunglasses, shaved ice, kites, and renting bikes. There are hotels such as the Best
Western and Venice Hotel. People were strolling past painters, performing artists, rappers and
other types of musicians selling their CDs.
It had rained during the night, so only a few sidewalk booths were open. The attendance
at Venice Beach Recreation Center was rather low that day. There was a clear sky, and the quiet
and the low volume of people gave me a chance to visit a tattoo shop, Blue Zone, near Zephyr
Court where I had a conversation with a tattoo artist. He mentioned that he does not earn his
income solely from tattooing because he does not want to be complacent. He feels that “there is a
corrosion of conformity,” and in his opinion, one must always move forward. Thus, he invests
his money is in real estate and cars.
He tattoos because he loves it. He is from Miami, and his father emigrated from Cuba in
1965. The first thing I did when I entered the shop was look at his portfolio. He said I was smart
because some people don’t even look at the artist’s work. Without assessing the tattoo artist’s
skill, people look at a flash on the wall, pick a tattoo, and then get it.
Before he ended the conversation with me and greeted his next customer, he told me that
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Venice Beach is busy only from Wednesday to Sunday during the winter. In the summer, Venice
is busy all week with tourists who fly in on a Monday and stay a week. During the winter, the
professional skaters and surfers return to Venice from their tours. It was a cool day with a breeze
that would not stop. Everyone was covered up to keep warm, so there was little to observe in
regards to tattooing.
On February 18, 2007, Venice Beach Recreation Center was extremely busy. It took me
approximately one hour to walk to my site as it was difficult to move through the dense crowd.
The street performers had large audiences. In front of me was the Snake Man, dressed in what
appeared to be a leopard print loin cloth and a tiger print hat. The Snake Man was balancing on
one leg on top of a stool. One of the piano players from the Venice Beach Piano Players Club
walked passed him yelling, “God bless the Snake Man!” the Snake Man yelled back, “I love
you!”
The Snake Man told his story the crowd gathered in front of him. He claims that he
found one of the rubber snakes washed up on the beach in 2001. He believes that God brought
the snake. After he had the snake for about four months, someone found another snake that had
washed up on the shore that was almost identical to the Snake Man’s charmed snake. This person
gave him the snake. He believes that if he touches the snakes everything else he touches will be
blessed. If spectators touch the snakes, everything they touch will be blessed, as well.
An hour later two drunk, tattooed men joined the crowd and started to heckle him. The
Snake Man yelled, “See the light.” The tattoo guy yelled back, “I got Bud light! Can I touch that
the shit for one dollar?” The tattooed man’s girlfriend asked, “Are those fucking real? Oh my
God! Dude, are those fucking real snakes?” After they realized that the snakes were rubber, they
were relieved, but felt fooled. The snake man repeated the story about the snakes for the tattooed
people. As the Snake Man told the story, the men kept saying, “No shit! No shit! Yeah, dude!
You know what? I toast that shit.” He lifted his cup and chugged his beer. Wiping his mouth, he
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yelled, “Yeah today’s my birthday and I celebrated with that green stuff. The average stoner is
smarter than a scientist.” And then he said something that was a bit confusing to follow about
science needing to make medicines.
People kept passing The Snake Man thinking the snakes were real. I suppose that this
illusion was fostered by The Snake Man’s actions. As he was getting ready to leave, he carefully
put the rubber snakes in a 5-gallon bucket as if they were real. After he secured the lid, he bowed
to a Buddhist nun, picked up his stool, and walked away.
Four teenage boys walked pass me with paint rollers in their hands. As first I thought it
was odd to see people with paint rollers at the beach. They were on their way to the graffiti park
to make blank space for their next creation on the graffiti wall. It seems that this controversial
form of vandalism was transformed into recreation after a space was made available for these
“artists” to express themselves.
On February 25, 2007, I sat by the canals near Strong Street where people strolled and
viewed the expensive houses, took photos of the houses, and watched the birds in the water. The
canals are radically different from the boardwalk. There are not the pushy musicians, the
bicycles, the street performers, fortunetellers, seagulls, or large crowds of people. Along the
canals, there are romantic couples strolling arm in arm. Perhaps this is a great spot for them to
think or dream about the things couples dream about—a nice house, a pleasant future.
I did not see any tattooed people in this area, but this may have been due to the weather
as it was a cold day and most people were bundled up. I did, however, run into Mr. and Mrs. D,
who were on their morning walk. After they filled out my survey the previous week, they asked
their friend, who grew up in Venice and is a tattoo artist, if he knew of anyone, who grew up in
the area, without tattoos. This tattoo artist felt that everyone who grows up in Venice has tattoos.
On March 3, 2007, I was getting coffee before I started my observation at noon. A
woman with a fresh tattoo of Jesus and Mary on her chest was in front of me. The guys behind
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the counter talked with her about her new tattoo—they liked the stigmata. She informed them
that the tattoo took one month and a total of 20 hours to complete. She said the pain was
extremely intense after the fifth hour. She said, “My body was saying, “FUCK YOU!” and
added something about someone having to hold her down. I did not see this, so it may have been
an exaggeration. The topic of their conversation turned to the most painful place to be tattooed.
“The feet?” they asked. “It’s not that bad. It just causes twitches.”
With the warm weather, I see stark contrasts of conservative and radical people at Venice
Beach Recreation Center. A young man walked past without a shirt, and he had many tattoos on
his chest. These tattoos were Roman numerals, which may indicate gang affiliation. He also had
huge, black tattoos on his right arm, which resembled Polynesian tattoos. Just as I saw him, a
man came out of a shule dressed in a suit. Here are some other contrasts I observed: men wearing
yarmulkes and women wearing bikinis; men wearing T-shirts men and men wearing suits and
ties; clean, stylish clothes that appear to be rather expensive and dirty jeans that barely hung on
the person. There were the haves and have-nots. Watching homeless people dig out trash, they
were the have-nots compared to the people eating at a restaurant. The people seated at this
modest outdoor restaurant were certainly the haves in this comparison.
I went into a tattoo shop hoping to talk to some tattoo artists. Flipping through the
portfolios, I watched four young kids walk in with their mother. The tattoo shop was crowded.
The man behind the counter spotted the kids right away and checked their IDs. A woman next to
me was negotiating with the tattoo artist. She wanted three stars on her foot and asked if it was
going to hurt. He responded that it’s not bad. The shop was busy, so he asked if I wanted to do
the tattoo. I said I was thinking about getting a tattoo. He asked me to come back when I knew
what I wanted as he was busy. He instantly shifted his attention to his customers that were ready
to be tattooed. The stars weren’t very complicated, just one line of stars of different sizes. She
rearranged the stars in the position wanted, and then she sat down in the chair. He instantly went
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to work on the tattoo. It seemed that the tattoo artist did not lot put a lot of thought into the
design, placement, or execution of her tattoos.
On Saturday, March, 10 2007, I was at the site at 1:45 pm. It was a beautiful day. The
north side of the street is under construction, and on the south side of the street there is a tattoo
shop, Tattoo Asylum. I went into the tattoo shop and looked at the artists’ portfolios unsure if I
was going to be able to start a conversation with the tattoo artists. I have found the tattoo artists
at Venice Beach Recreation Center to be fairly taciturn.
There were three women in their 50s in the tattoo shop. They were sitting behind the
counter waiting as the tattoo artist prepared his station. One woman was going to get a tattoo on
the back of her hip. The three women compared lipstick colors while waiting for the young tattoo
artist to prepare his station. The woman waiting for the tattoo was standing, and she was nervous.
She was about to get a tattoo on the back of her hip. As she sat down and exposed the back of her
hip, she said, “Please be gentle with me. I am an older woman.” The artist put on his gloves, and
one of the other women pulled down her jacket to expose her scapula. She had plastic wrap over
a fresh tattoo that she was showing to her friend. One of the woman joked with the tattoo artist,
“We need to get over to a hair appointment, but there seems to be plenty of time for a tattoo.”
These women did not have a rough demeanor. Their words and voices were soft, which
contrasted with the music around them, which was loud speed metal with many solid beats per
minute from the bass drum.
I asked about a “GOOD LUCK” tattoo. The tattoo artist asked, “How large? Where do
you want this tattoo?” At this point I was not sure as I had recently had a CT scans, and the
doctors informed me that a new lump had appeared in my stomach. I explained that tattoo was
for good luck and good news from the doctor. I suggested a horseshoe, which they thought
should be large (6” x 6”). Sensing that they did not fully understand my situation, I explained the
size and location of the lump. I suggested a size similar to the tattoo on the back of the tattoo
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artist’s hand (the size of a quarter). Instantly, he understood and agreed to do it to. He asked me
if I was ready, I told them after the scans. He told me to come back when I was ready,
immediately ending our conversation and turning his attention to ready customers.
A few doors east of Tattoo Asylum, there was a vacant loft available for $3500 a month.
Considering the rent for retail space near Venice Beach Recreation Center, I understood the tattoo
artist’s curt negotiations. The tattoo shop must make money. In fact, the shop is being
remodeled, but they are still conducting their business. With rent this high, they cannot shut
down the tattoo shop during the remodeling. Customers are not invited to hang out at the shop.
Unless you want to get a tattoo, they don’t start conversations with you and it is not a place where
their friends loiter. The tattoo artists at the Tattoo Asylum are not unfriendly, they are simply
there to do business.
On March 11, 2007 I observed a well-used bike path near 24th Street and Speedway to
26th Street and Speedway, and four volleyball courts. There was also a pedestrian path in front of
expensive beachfront properties. It was a sunny day and this is a high use spot, but there were no
street performers, fortunetellers, or artists in this area, just people strolling or on the move.
Bicyclists came and went in a regular pulse. The only people who seemed to be at a fixed
location were the volleyball players.
A man with significant tattoos rode his bicycle north on his beach cruiser. He was
tattooed on his back, chest, ribs, stomach, nape, throat, chin, arms, hands, and mustache area. All
of these areas were filled in with tattoos. Five minutes later a person riding south with a group of
friends asked, “Did you see all of those tattoos?” Yet, five minutes later, a man who was going
south had a few tattoos on his pectoral muscles. Women passed him, and asked nothing and said
nothing about this man’s tattoos. Southbound couples with tattooed arms and shoulders received
no comments from people headed north. A southbound skateboarder with legs, chest, stomach,
pectoral, and some back tattoos was not subject to remarks from northbound bicyclists. His
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tattoos did not have smaller tattoos filling in the spaces between the large ones. It seems that
people are desensitized to tattoos, and only facial tattoos garnered comments.
On March 17, 2007, I realized that I needed a haircut, so I went to Old Glory, which is
not really a barbershop but rather, more of a salon. This salon has a tattoo parlor near the back so
the patrons can get tattoos while they wait. A haircut is $25. When I arrived at Old Glory, there
was a 20-minute wait for the next hairdresser. I asked if I could retain my name on the waiting
list and get a cup of coffee. The owner, or the woman behind the counter, suggested I stay and
offered me an imported beer. One person came in for tattoos while I was there. There were some
people looking at the tattoos. Obviously, this tattoo shop was different than the shops along
Venice Beach Recreation Center as it was part of another business.
On Sunday, March 18, 2007, I stopped by to talk with Jon, a Venice Beach psychic. He
approached me in a crowd of people, and he told me that I have the spirit of a stand-up comedian.
He suggested that I let him give me a reading to reveal my future for $20.00. I noticed that he
often flatters people walking by hoping they might be potential customers, which is a fairly
effective approach.
Jon and I developed a rapport, and every week he gave me a $10.00 tarot card reading.
Most of the time, he gave me a bad news mixed with a little good news. He predicted that I was
due for an extended stay in the chemotherapy ward, I would need to get used to poverty, someone
at work wanted to see me fail, I would soon get to travel as I would eventually become homeless,
and that I would soon lose my job. After these horrible predictions, Jon consoled me by saying,
“Come on, Cap’n, since you study leisure studies, losing your job should be good news, right?
Also, you won’t have to ask for vacation time to travel”
As I observed the social interactions that day, hoping collect some surveys, Police Car 14
looked for someone in the back of the apartment buildings that face the Ocean Front Walk. The
properties in this area are high rent, advertised at $2785 per month. Many of properties have nice
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yards, yet no one seems to use them. In fact, there is no noise coming from the houses; it is quiet
enough to hear the birds chirping. Eventually, the police officers find and arrest a female
teenager. As this was done, the area remained relatively silent. It was a cold day, so I did not see
any tattoos as people were wearing clothes to stay warm. I took a break and watched the area
from a distance on Park Street.
I walked past the freak show adjacent to a tattoo shop, where one can see the two-headed
pig, the two-headed turtle, the two-headed raccoon, etc. Todd, the barker, stands in front and
collects the three-dollar admission, and his wife Danielle interacts with the customers and
interprets the collection. He has a little of everything from human remains, such as the hand of a
Saint from Haiti in an elaborate reliquary (which is supposed to bring the owner fortune and
health), to mounted animals with physical abnormalities. He also has artifacts from the bygone
days of carnival sideshows. His presence at Venice Beach Recreation Center is his
acknowledgment of, respect for, or hope to perpetuate a form of entertainment that is no longer
popular. When you leave the freak show, Danielle stamps your hand with the picture of a
shrunken head, which allows you to reenter the sideshow. I find it interesting that she used the
word “tattoo” instead of “stamp,” as tattooed people were often a staple of these sideshows.
A week later, on Sunday, March 25, 2007, I had a cup of coffee at the Coffee Bean before
beginning my observations. David, a barista at the coffee shop, talked to me about Buffalo New
York, his hometown, and compared the differences between people in Los Angeles and Buffalo.
He feels that “The people in Los Angeles are too fake.” Pat, a man raised in Virginia, listened to
our conversation and interjected his approval. Dave tells me that it is getting busy on Venice. He
goes back and to the coffee shop, but 10 minutes later he runs out and puts money into the
parking meter. He said the parking enforcement officers “are like ninjas” in their ability to write
tickets. I mentioned that there is a ticket on the windshield of his white SUV. He tells me that it
is a fake, but it staves off the relentless efforts of the Parking Enforcement Officers.
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Pat and I continued our conversation, and he told me that he was just terminated from his
menial job in the music industry. He is trying to get hired on to a city beach crew at Venice
Beach Recreation Center. He said, “When I had to clean the beach for community service, those
guys were telling me that they make $3000 a month doing nothing. The only time they have to
work is when they have to make it look like they are busy.” According to Pat, looking busy
means making the detainees work. I told him that I had just completed the hiring process for Los
Angeles County, and I mentioned the urine test and physical I was required to take to be
considered for employment. This changed the subject of our conversation to detailed, thirtyminute lecture on how to beat urine tests. After Pat’s treatise, he claimed, “Pot stays in your
system for two months, but the hard drugs are gone in two days or less.” I was under the
impression that he did not agree with drug tests.
Todd was barking at his Venice Freak Show. He was trying to grab the attention of a
group of eight teenagers. I stopped to say hello and he told me about the devil child’s corpse he
was hoping to purchase in Mexico. “I am not going to get it, brother. I can’t get it through
customs.” I said, “I bet you could. There are people crossing that border all the time.” He
replied, “Yeah, but if they search you and find a mummified body of a child with horns.....” I
agreed declaring something like that could open the door to an insurmountable amount of
unneeded trouble. I told him about the time I had a kangaroo tooth in my pocket while going
through customs in New Zealand. Due to my accent, the New Zealand customs agent was
disgusted when he thought I had admitted to having a kangaroo turd in my pocket. Todd laughed
and told me to come back in a couple weeks to meet Dragon Fly, the world’s smallest woman,
who was making a West Coast appearance.
On this spring morning, the street artists at Venice Beach Recreation Center were in full
swing. My observation site was located near Jewish Family Services. There were well-dressed
people sitting in the grass with their backs against the concrete wall just across from Jewish
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Family Services. Instead of sitting on the bench occupied by a homeless woman, who was
hunched over, smelling of urine, and talking to herself as she neatly folded her blankets and
packed her shopping cart, they felt more comfortable sitting upwind from her as they discussed an
autobiography by Anthony Kitas, who is the significantly tattooed lead singer of the Red Hot
Chili Peppers.
At this moment, several social interactions took place. Some skateboarders and roller
skaters almost collided in front of me, and I heard a woman behind me say, “That boy has a fake
tattoo on his back.” As I was trying to sort out what was happening, a young man offered me a
plate of refried beans. He was dressed in all black, and he wore a hooded sweatshirt with Punk
rock band patches such as NOFX, Bad Religion, as Black Flag sown onto it. I thanked him, but I
declined the offer. He asked the well-dressed woman if she wanted the beans. After she
declined, he asked the homeless woman, who accepted his offer. Smiling, he gave her the beans,
exchanged some words, and conversed with her. Eventually, he ended the conversation and
walked away, but she continued talking. I thought it was interesting that this young man offered
the well-dressed woman and me the beans before he asked the homeless woman.
While sitting near the bench, two people, Vicky and Jimmy, both in their 40s, from Nova
Scotia, Canada sat down to adjust their shoes and began talking to me. They asked me where I
was from. After I told them that I from Sacramento, California, they asked me if I knew any of
the actors from Eight is Enough, which was a 60-minute program that aired in the 1980s. This
couple knew all of the characters and mentioned which ones had died of drug overdoses or been
in trouble with the law.
Just as they were discussing this show with me, two tattooed African American men
passed by, prompting Vicky to say that she cannot understand why Black people get tattoos.
“They are already black, so you cannot see their tattoos,” and continued explaining that she does
not think tattoos are as exciting on Black people as they are on white people, as tattoos show up
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better on white skin. She “really ponders” why Black people get tattoos. She tells me that “if I
was Black and tattooed, I would feel ripped off because they can hardly see the tattoos.” Trying
to understand her opinion, I asked her if it is the difference in a person’s skin pigment that causes
her to think this. Vicky said, ‘exactly’.
Vicky is an elementary school music teacher and has tattoos. She confided that she is
concerned about how she is perceived by colleagues, and does not want to show her tattoos to her
staff. She feels they would have inhibited her chances to be hired and promoted to higher
positions, a valid consideration in a small town. She told me that her 96-year-old grandfather,
who is still alive, does not have tattoos, nor would he approve of hers. Vicky says, “I am not a
sailor, in the Navy, or a prostitute. So, why should I have a tattoo?” Jimmy, the man next to her,
saw her tattoo three weeks ago. They were passing a tattoo shop, and he said Vicky should get
one. She said, “I already do. You should get one.” He was surprised when she showed him the
tattoo, a butterfly on the right side of her ankle representing her deceased pit bull, Rebecca, or
Becky, who comes to her often as a butterfly. Vicky wonders if her grandfather would
understand.
Vicky went on to tell me about a colleague who pierced her nose and dyed her hair blue
after turning 40-years-old. This was rather shocking at her school. She feels a teacher is an
important person in the community and must represent the accepted social codes. She continued,
“Tattoos usually means something bawdy. They’re associated with orgies and houses of ill
repute. Cuban tattoos have come out a little bit more, now.” She told me that she would like to
have Che’ tattooed on her arm with a Cuban flag. She goes to Cuba often. Kathy wants more
tattoos, but she is not sure what she wants, saying, “In Cuba tattoos are a form of expression in a
communist country. It is commonly seen at the beach. You will see many tattoos.” She feels that
she sees more tattoos on the beach in Cuba than in California.
Before they continue down the Ocean Front Walk, I asked her if she planned to get tattoo
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while visiting Venice Beach Recreation Center. Vicky stated that she would not get a tattoo on
vacation because tattoos require care. Ten minutes later I walked are towards Rose Street, and I
found Vicky at a henna tattoo both, and she was getting a Hanna dog paw print on her left
shoulder. It was the size of a quarter. She flipped through the book of designs and decided that
this paw print was for her. Vicky said to me, “I can get this one now and I will see how I like it.
It lasts two weeks.”
Between April 1, 2007 and August 26, 2007, I continued observing at Venice Beach
Recreation Center, and focused my attention on behaviors and interactions. I then, however,
accepted a position with The Los Angeles County Department of Parks and Recreation and was
expected to work on weekends. The only days of the week I could observe Venice Beach
Recreation Center were Tuesdays and Wednesdays. On these days, few people recreated at this
location. Unable to establish a rapport with tattoo artists at this location, and having fewer
opportunities to conduct participant observations, I realized I was unable to gather the data
needed to finish this ethnography. Therefore, I decided to relocate the study.

Traditional Ink Participant Observations
On September 1, 2007, I relocated the study to a neighborhood that has one tattoo shop,
called Traditional Ink, a video store called Mondo Video, a few restaurants, a golf range, a gelato
shop, play houses, a bottle shop, florists, a coffee shop, bike shops, a medical marijuana center,
several gay bars, and a community college. People of many nationalities live in the area: El
Salvadoran, Thai, Mexican, and native Los Angelinos. Meeting Mr. Feldman, the owner
Traditional Ink, I noticed that he had knowledge of tattoo history, and learned that he makes his
own tattoo machines. Thus, I felt that a case study at his shop might be fruitful.
To establish a rapport with Mr. Feldman, the owner of Traditional Ink, I received a tattoo
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from him before requesting to conduct my study at his shop. Shortly after the tattoo session, I
asked him for his consent and we began the study. Within the first month of the study, he moved
his shop to Gallery Row, located in the old bank district of Los Angeles, California.

Participant Observations at Mondo Video
While establishing rapport with Mr. Feldman, I also established a rapport with the owner
and several people who frequented Mondo Video, an unconventional video store that specialized
in rare, cult videos of many genres. The collection was as an archive of rare films directed by
subversive and esoteric directors such as John Waters, Russ Meyer, and Ed Wood. In addition to
the video archive, the owner often hosted live music, provided a platform for performance artists,
and filmed pornography at his store.
There were always tattooed people in this store and I was beginning to establish a rapport
with many of them. A few of the people at this video store took interest in my study, and
friendships developed as the work began. Unfortunately, I had a limited window of opportunity
to observe the potential participants at the store as it was scheduled to close. The Colonel, who
owns Mondo Video, is filing for bankruptcy as he lost $100,000 in 2006.
The Colonel has owned Mondo Video for the last 25 years. Since his titles are very
obscure, he refers to his video store as a film archive. Some of the categories include, but are not
limited to Naughty Nazis, Bigfoot, Johnny Cash, many types of pornography including midgets,
fetishes, vintage porn, 1980s porn, SMBD, gay porn, etc. His selections are mostly VHS, and he
did not reformat his archive to DVD. There is a large banner over the counter that states you are
consenting to be filmed when walking into the store. He is making a documentary about his
shop.
On August 31, 2007,, The Colonel invited me to a party at his shop. The party was
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essentially a question and answer session for members who frequent his store. He called this
question and answers session “The Final Solution” and welcomed us to his bunker. I noticed
several tattooed people hanging out, drinking beer, and smoking marijuana. Some of these
people were African American, Jewish, Caucasian, homosexuals, and heterosexuals. He said on a
few occasions that if one is easily offended by racist comments, they have no business being in
his store. He has many intimate friends who are Jews, Blacks, Asians, and Gays, yet, he has no
problem using racial slurs that some may find degrading and offensive. For instance, he calls one
of his friends a “mexikike” as he is Jewish and Mexican. The young man laughs when The
Colonel calls him this.
The Colonel announced to everyone that the store would be closing with a huge blowout.
This question and answer session was audacious in many ways. The Colonel began reflecting on
the people who have been associated with the shop. He talked about Rocket Boy, who passed
several years before. The Colonel, Rocket Boy, and a few friends went to see a movie at the
Universal City Walk, a tourist destination at Universal Studios Theme Park. Rocket Boy had a
heart attack and collapsed while standing in the snack bar line. The Colonel thought Rocket Boy
was joking around so he started kicking him. When they realized what was happening, they tried
to get Rocket Boy medical attention. It took too long and Rocket Boy passed away. The Colonel
and friends left with the coroners, but asked if they could have passes to the next show. They
came back for the next showing. The manager of the theater asked if Rocket Boy was feeling
better. The Colonel told them that he had died, but they still wanted to see the movie. The
Colonel said that Rocket Boy was lucky he died, as the movie was horrible.
During the announcements, The Colonel took the ashes of a friend named Titus, off a
shelf behind the front counter. Titus was the Colonel’s mentor who taught him how to direct
films. The Colonel explained that Titus confided in him that he was a major pornographer before
he started mentoring him. “Titus developed the pussy light,” said The Colonel. He explained
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that this was a light that allowed them to illuminate penetration for filming. The Colonel
explained, “Making porn has left me about $10 in my bank account. Even Titus was living out of
a suitcase in the end.” Regardless, The Colonel still makes porn films as he is good at what he
does.
In addition to teaching The Colonel how to film pornography, he also explained that
Titus saved him from heroine addiction. Titus had a “desert house” where he locked The Colonel
in a room until he was completely rid of the toxins in his body. He claims that this saved his life.
Unfortunately, The Colonel’s brother still abuses heroine, and somehow this was a key reason he
lost a prime location for his film archive. The Colonel also warned the audience that heroine is
prevalent in today’s porn industry, and it is back with a vengeance.
The Colonel went on to explain that he keeps Titus’s and Chi Chi’s (Titus’s chihuahua)
ashes at the shop as Titus never wanted to miss a party. The Colonel decided to take Titus’s
ashes out of the box and let people touch them. The Colonel even ate a pinch of the ashes. He
pulled Titus’s dentures from the ashes and said, “always bury a man with his teeth.”
The next night, September 1, 2007 I went to Mondo Video as the street was dead, and his
shop was one of the only businesses open. I bought some of the videos the Colonel had for sale
as he was liquidating his inventory. I asked him for two of his movies that he was particularly
proud of. One was Midnight Prowl, which won some type of an award for porn films. When I
mentioned that that these were the first porn films I ever purchased, he signed them for me. “To
Hawaiian Shirt Eric, You missed out!! You never got to prowl. - The Col.” Hawaiian Shirt Eric
is the moniker The Colonel gave me. “The prowl” refers to The Colonel’s Midnight Prowl, when
he recruits customers at local Los Angeles sex shops to make pornographic films with real porn
stars. The Colonel explained that it was an idea that just came to him. Although I was invited to
prowl, I felt that I had found one limit to my participant observations.
I signed the $20 bill I used to buy the films, “To The Colonel, Best of luck as you enter
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better times! Hawaiian Shirt Eric.” He told me that he would save the poster of Titus that hangs
above his ashes for me. It will be the last thing he sells in the store. He also told me that he will
save the $20 I gave him.
He then asked if he could interview me for his documentary. I told him that I was
amazed that he has been able to pursue a career in pornographic movies in spite of the fact that
the Jim Comstock Laws and John Ashcroft have targeted people in the pornographic film
industry. The Colonel asked, “You actually thought about what I said last night?” The Colonel
stated that he was brought up on charges for obscenity, and claimed that Larry Flint, the founder
of Hustler, paid his legal fees. He also claimed that the case was dropped by the judge who did
not want to handle any sensitive case involving porn. The Colonel felt that Larry Flint tried to
keep The Colonel “on a leash.” Regardless, The Colonel resumed working independently. I
asked him about tattoos in pornography. The Colonel briefly mentioned that he has no tattoos
except the $100,000 tattoo over his vein. He was referring to his needle marks from his former
heroin addiction.
On Sept 10, 2007, I walked past Mondo Video, but it looked as if the store was closed.
The Colonel and his girlfriend, who is at least 20 years younger than he, were screening a movie,
Fight for Your Life. It was a movie that shot in the 70s, and the script used every imaginable
racial slur. If one was offended, The Colonel would tell them to “get the fuck out.” I said I
would be right back so I could get some beer at the local bottle shop. Politely, he stopped the
movie for me, and took the moment to talk about the directing and filming of the movie. He also
rolled a joint, which he offered to everyone.
While passing the joint, he talked about trying to get The Feeders to play at the video
store before he closed it. He explained they are one of the original Punk bands, and that they
always cause controversy when they play. He talked about the time they found a dead dog on the
street and hung the dog from the neck of the guitar as they played a show. Someone in the
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audience called the phone number on the dog tags and told the owner they had found his dog.
This performance enraged the vegetarian punks, otherwise known as “Care Bear Punks.” The
Colonel thinks these are the type of Punks who like Jello Biafra, who was charged with peddling
pornography to minors because some the art work on his Frakenchrist album had H.R. Giger’s
the controversial painting “Penis Landscape” on it. Tipper Gore and The Parent Music Resource
Center spearheaded the effort to convict Jello Biafra on these charges. The Colonel called Jello
Biafra a “poseur.”
On the table next to the projector was a sign up sheet for The Colonel’s new movie,
Wanna fuck a porn star? There were about 4 signatures on the sign-up sheet. A man in his 40s,
high on a stimulant, was eager to sign up. He explained that he was an out of work model trying
to get work. His clothes were dirty and his jacket was wrinkled. Yet, this man pulled out a
spotless day planner and wrote down the information The Colonel was giving him. Another
clean-cut young man, who just moved to Los Angeles from South Carolina, signed up as well.
Later that night, after most people left, The Colonel asked the young man and me to rewrite the
names on the list with different styles of handwriting. He wanted to add some information about
the needs for an AIDS test to be in the film. As we rewrote the names, the young man
commented on the model’s last name, Ashton; “This must be a stage name.” In a video shop
where racial slurs are used to test whether or not one is easily offended or open minded, I thought
is was interesting that the young man noticed pseudonyms instead of nationalities.
On September 11, 2007, The Colonel hosted a few bands and performance artists at
Mondo Video in this order; transvestite’s puppet show, Bloody Robots, and Twin Turmoil. The
puppet show seemed to draw the attention of the crowd. However, I found it painful to watch.
The transvestite performer sang one lyric many times, “We are not here to entertain you. Good
bye Mondo Video.” After singing this several times in a child’s sing-song voice, they would play
screeching noises over amplified speakers. It was deafening, and when the noise continued for
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five minutes, I plugged my ears, prompting the Colonel to call me a pussy. A couple of times
during the show, a confetti cannon sprayed clouds of colored paper above the crowd. The
Colonel thought it was great, and sat in the front taping the entire performance while being
showered with bits of colored paper.
Bloody Robots, a duo consisting of drums and a bass guitar which was played like a
normal guitar, played next. The bassist played chords most of the night. In the crowd, a man
with a fu man chu mustache, wearing a pink dress and strange mask that resembled a quilt
watched. The transvestite puppeteer—who was also wearing a dress—stood near him. However,
the transvestites dress was black, and he had a black hat with a veil. His face was painted white,
as well, giving him the appearance of a mourning widow.
After the Bloody Robots finished their performance, the transvestite started his solo
performance. He stood in front of several amplifiers and shouted into the microphone,
programmed sound effects changing the nature of his voice so it was impossible to understand
what he was saying. While screaming, he ran in circles, intentionally running into the audience.
The audience would push him back into the center of the floor. This performance lasted ten
minutes and then abruptly ended. The Colonel asked, “Is that it?” He was hoping that this
performer was “going to blow the roof off the house.” Unimpressed with the transvestite’s
performance, The Colonel called him a pussy and poseur.
The last band of the evening, Twin Turmoil, a group of performance artists from Silver
Lake, an area in Los Angeles, began to set up. Twin Turmoil consisted of four people, the
transvestite in black, the man wearing the pink dress, a young woman who was also wearing a
pink dress with the strange quilt mask, and a skinny 19-year-old man wearing denim overalls and
an “old man” mask that was balding but had a long white beard. The Colonel was not impressed
with these four people. He kept introducing them as Twig Turmoil. The “twins” in pink sat on
the floor with toy musical instruments around them. In a child’ sing song voice, they would say,
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“That is my favorite song,” and laugh like toddlers. The transvestite played a distorted, electric
guitar over their conversation. At one point the man with the “old man” mask would berate the
“twins” and start kicking them. He would also sit on top of them and pull spaghetti out of a large
pot and force them to eat it. The “male” twin screamed and started crawling in the floor.
The performance exploded when a young man in the audience, who was wearing a black
leather motorcycle jacket, threw a trash bag of empty beer bottles at the performance artists. In
mid-flight the garbage and bottles spewed out the bag, hitting the female twin square in the face.
The “old man” was enraged and started swinging at the young man in the motorcycle jacket, and
the female twin yelled at the young man in the audience, asking why he threw the garbage at her
face. A fight ensued between the “old man” and the young man. The young man yelled, “You’re
an asshole for trying to censor his artistic way of throwing garbage.” At this point, it seemed as if
all hell was going to break loose.
The Colonel loved the frenzy. I was standing near the back where the Colonel’s
girlfriend was filming the fight. The Colonel walked up to us, and asked me to read his “Tee
Shirt of the Day”. It was a tee shirt advertising a brothel in Nevada. It read, “Our quality keeps
our customers cumming.” There was a phone number under this slogan. As a joke, I asked the
Colonel for the phone number. He was annoyed by this and asked, “Why would you call a whore
house when I offered to put you in a movie with porn star that cost $2000 an hour?” He thought
it was a little rude.
As the chaos continued, the store quickly became a disaster. The Colonel made Twin
Turmoil clean the mess in the store as they caused the fight. I asked if I could use the restroom in
the back. When I walked out of the bathroom, the Colonel was talking to Peter, one of his
employees, among the stacks of videos. He was telling Peter how he instructed the young man to
throw the garbage at those “Silver Lake assholes”. I believe they were a target of The Colonel’s,
as Silver Lake is a neighborhood known for “hipsters” and artists that have a reputation for being
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pretentious. Jokingly, The Colonel asked Peter if he thought the garbage incident would ruin his
reputation.
Between October 1, 2007 and October 30, 2007, there was not much different activity in
Mondo Video. Due to the performances, the store was in bad shape compared to when I started
my observations. It seemed that it was starting to fall apart at the seams. I felt that this month
would be an ideal time to collect some surveys at the store, as I had developed a reasonable
rapport with people at this shop. I managed to collect 12 surveys, but I noticed that the survey
changed my relationship with potential participants, straining our rapport, and that five of the
surveys were either incomplete or filled out with profanities and off-colored, sardonic, humorous
remarks. I decided to discontinue my use of this instrument. I did, however, interview and
complete the pile sort and scaling procedure with one person from this video store.
I was contacted by one of the participants on Halloween. She told me that Mondo Video
was having its last night. Several bands played, and there was plenty of beer and hard alcohol
and a crowd that flowed into the streets. When I left for work at 4:30 am, a few hours after The
Colonel locked the doors, a moving truck was parked outside. The posters were removed from
the walls. The lights were on, and the store was being emptied. On November 1, 2007, by 5:00
pm, all that was left at Mondo Video was a pile of garbage and rubble in the middle of the store.

Participant Observations at Traditional Ink
On Sept 15, 2007, I went to get a tattoo from Mr. Feldman, hoping to continue my study
at his tattoo shop. Reflecting on my experience at Venice Beach Recreation Center, I realized
that the one way to interact with Mr. Feldman, or any tattoo artist, and get a chance to build a
rapport with him was to be tattooed by him. Two weeks earlier, I asked for a Sailor Jerry Native
American Woman for my arm. The tattoo I suggested was a full-body design that was basically a
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pin-up. Mr. Feldman suggested a Sailor Jerry tattoo that he wanted to add to his portfolio. It was
the profile of a Native American woman that would require more detail, blending of more colors,
and more shading. The tattoo he suggested would allow him to exhibit more of his skill than the
tattoo I suggested. I agreed to his suggestion, and he charged me $250 for this color tattoo. He
lowered the price because it was one he has wanted to do for some time. When I entered the
shop, Mr. Feldman and his apprentice, Rick, were eating a dinner of Wendy’s hamburgers. They
asked me to make myself at home.
During the tattoo session, the banter between these two men did not stop. They
constantly said derogatory comments to one another. Another man, Mr. Q, who also participated
in this study, came by the tattoo shop while I was getting the tattoo. He walked over to the tattoo
session and inspected Mr. Feldman’s progress. Later that night, as we stood in front of the shop,
he asked me how much I paid for the tattoo. When I told him that I paid $250, he asked, “You
realize that you just got a $350 dollar tattoo, don’t you?”
Over the next few weeks, I would visit and say hello to show interest in the shop. Mr.
Feldman let me look at his books, and I loaned him a video of Stoney Sinclair, who was a
venerated tattoo artist. The topics of our conversations during this time were usually about the
dilapidated state of the neighborhood, old tattoo artists, and his experiences in the US Navy. The
other tattoo artists and the apprentices would sit outside with Mr. Feldman, smoke, and make fun
of one another. They mentioned, “Yeah, we saw you drive by in your Cadillac the other day.
That is a pretty big car. Where the fuck do you park that car?’” Hearing this and noting that they
have noticed me as part of the neighborhood, I felt we were building a rapport.
On October 26, 2007, Mr. Feldman started moving his tattoo shop to a new location in
Downtown Los Angeles that he was very excited about. As I helped Mr. Feldman move into his
new tattoo shop, he hosted Rich, a guest artist from New Jersey for a few days.
In the elevator of the new shop, Mr. Feldman was telling about the move. He asked me if
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I remembered the guy who was helping him move a few nights before. I had encountered them
on the street and Mr. Feldman introduced us. He was big, so Mr. Feldman asked him to help him
move the machines. Mr. Feldman informed me that this man is a white supremacist. While they
were moving the large machines, Mr. Feldman was in the elevator with him and asked him, “You
know I am Jewish?” The man said, “Yes, but you’re not a nigger.” Mr. Feldman remarked that
he thought it was “dumb,” but since the man was big, Mr. Feldman recruited him to move the
large lathe, drill press, and mill.
While we were moving things that night, Rich was tattooing in one of the three stations.
The clients were two Swedes, and I believe they were boyfriend and girlfriend, but I did not ask.
They were both heavily tattooed on their arms. They mentioned that they liked California
because it was OK to have tattoos. They were amazed that people actually asked them about their
“ink,” and stated that this was not the case in Sweden.
The young man had several tattoos, and he said that all off them were “cover ups.” This
is the process of using a new, larger design and tattooing over older tattoos that are no longer
wanted. The Swede wanted new designs to cover his older “shitty tribal tattoos.”
The conversation turned to painful spots and popular tattoo artists. Rich mentioned the
artist, Scott Campbell, who designed the art for Camel Cigarettes using tattoo art. Rich explained
how an art magazine misprinted Campbell’s hourly rate for tattooing at $1000 per hour. This
misinformation was beneficial for the artist. When “yuppies go to him, he charges them $1000
for the first hour.”
While were carrying boxes through the halls, Mr. Feldman mentioned that there is plenty
of filming in the building. At this time he mentioned that there have been some pornographic
movies filmed his studio. I mentioned that The Colonel, from Mondo Video, was also involved
in the porn industry and that he was fighting anti-pornography lawsuits. Mr. Feldman said, “He
is kind of skeezy.”
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On November 1, 2007, I arrived at Mr. Feldman’s old shop where he was busy removing
the art from the walls and disconnecting the wiring powering his equipment. He was listening to
country music while he worked. We talked a little about his Navy experience. Mr. Feldman
tattooed fellow sailors in the Navy, and he kept a machine in his belongings. This was an
infraction as tattoo equipment is contraband, and if this equipment had been found he would have
faced severe consequences. In the Navy, he was a chef on submarines. When he was at port, he
received security training.
We moved some essential sanitation and sterilization equipment to his new shop. This
equipment included a tall cabinet to stage sterile items, an expensive autoclave to sterilize
needles, and other cabinets for supplies. The autoclave cost approximately $2000, and it “is the
most important piece of equipment’ according to Mr. Feldman. Mr. Feldman had painted some
pin-up girls on the doors of the old shop that were quite impressive. Unfortunately, they were to
remain behind. One in particular was the Bride of Frankenstein wearing heels and lingerie. Here
eyes had a come-hither look. It was a pin-up painted in a style that was reminiscent of Sailor
Jerry.
Mr. Feldman and I had dinner after we moved the items to the new shop. We stopped by
a tattoo artist’s shop in Little Tokyo. Mr. Feldman would like to learn Japanese because he likes
the artwork. He would also like to put together an international art show with 50 other tattoo
artists. He really wants to build a community of tattoo artists.
On November 2, I met Mr. Feldman and his wife at the new tattoo shop. Unfortunately,
they divorced during this study. As I folded some tee shirts with his shop name printed on the
front, and his wife organized the library, Mr. Feldman worked on electrical issues. Mr.
Feldman’s wife, asked about my study and where I attend school. She said that my study would
be completely different if I conducted it in New York City. She grew up in New York City, and
she told me that tattooing was illegal 10 years ago. While Los Angeles tattoo artists were
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developing their style, tattooing was underground in New York City. She sees a difference in the
styles of tattooing common in these two cities.
In addition to strengthening his tattoo skills, Mr. Feldman is stocking his machine shop so
he can design and manufacture tattoo machines. He has many ideas about the products he wants
to make, and he is very enthused about learning how to operate his mill.
By November 7, 2007, I noticed the rapport between Mr. Feldman and me deepening.
Mr. Feldman offered me the use of his machine shop. That night we went on the Los Angeles Art
Walk with his wife and several of their friends. They were very personable and willing to talk
about art, conspiracy theories, and other subjects. All in all, the first impression I got from them
was that they were inclusive and friendly. They talked about the new shop, and they all liked it.
They mentioned that there are not any pictures or posters of “flash” or “cheesy” tattoos. Mr.
Feldman said that most people don’t get “flash.” However, we agreed that my tattoo was very
close to “flash” as it came from a Sailor Jerry book.
I visited the tattoo shop on November 19, 2007. When I arrived, Mr. Feldman was
inspecting a competitor’s machine. He felt that the quality of the tattoo machine was not very
good. He stated that the tattoo machine had too much flux and it quit whenever he became the
ground. Business is beginning to increase for Mr. Feldman and he mentioned that he mainly
tattoos on the weekends. Mr. Feldman informed me that there was a pin-up photo shoot
scheduled at his new tattoo shop, and he suggested that I stop by for it.
I arrived at the shop the night of the photo shoot. Stan, a friend and client of Mr.
Feldman’s, was getting a tattoo. Stan is Chinese-American and about 27-years-old, and is the
proprietor of a bar in Burbank, California. Stan grew up in a Southern Baptist home. He has
many tattoos, and is fully “sleeved” with tattoos from his shoulders to his wrists. His “sleeves”
are visible to the public when he wears short-sleeved shirts.
Since he mentioned that he grew up in a Southern Baptist home, I asked Stan if tattoos
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were taboo according to Scripture. He feels that if the people in power say tattoos are “bad”, the
people who listen to the power holders will think that tattoos are “bad”. Stan likes to prove and
test things and not believe what people say just because they hold positions of power. I asked if
anyone in his family has tattoos. Stan’s father has tattoos. He mentioned that The Southern
Baptist influence came from his mother.
I inquired about his thoughts on social norms and the acceptance of tattoos. Stan said
that “tattoos are more acceptable on the Coast,” but perhaps not as “acceptable in the middle of
the country”. Stan said that people judge public tattoos. Public tattoos are tattoos that are placed
on the hands, neck, forearms, face, etc. His first tattoo was on his left deltoid, and the second
tattoo was on his chest. These two tattoos were easy to conceal. At one time, Stan believed that
he would never get “sleeves.” However, Mr. Feldman persuaded him to begin his sleeves. After
the first one on his forearm, “it was ‘downhill from there, and it was way easier from there.”
I asked him about his thoughts on the current popularity of tattoos. Stan thinks
“Capitalism and the entertainment industry picks-up on edgy things that are new at the time to
make money. In the big picture, tattooing is not really a big deal. 30 years ago it was.”
Conservatives are more accepting than in the past. He feels that people judge him at first, but
they change their ideas about him after they get to know him.
Stan thinks there are other things that attract negative attention from the police, and that
the style of one’s clothing is judged more harshly than tattoos. Referring to hip-hop, Stan told me
about his friend who serves on the Culver City Police Department. His friend often scrutinizes
the activities of people dressed like gangsters or hip-hop artists. The suspected gangsters
challenge this brother, and when asked why he focuses his law enforcement responsibilities on
their subculture, he responds “don’t go dressed like a duck when it’s hunting season.” When I
asked Stan if the “hunting season” is over for people with tattoos, and he answered that he
believes it is. At this point in the conversation, Mr. Feldman and Stan agreed that they do not
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experience any type of problems with law enforcement officers in regards to their tattoos.
To illustrate this point, Stan told me about a particular night before a three-day holiday
weekend. Stan was on a date with a girl, and he was driving under the influence of alcohol,
speeding, and operating an illegally loud, lowered vehicle. A Hispanic police officer flashed his
lights at him, and merely told him to slow down. Stan believes, being Chinese-American, that the
police officer would have pulled him over if the vehicle was a “low-rider.” This is because “lowriders” are associated with Mexican American gangs.
Telling this story, Mr. Feldman and Stan began to discuss the black-and-white style of
tattooing that is gang-related. Mr. Feldman told me that “cops do not mess with people who have
color tattoos.” He received this information from a police officer. According to Mr. Feldman,
officers target individuals with prison tattoos or black-and-white tattoos. Mr. Feldman explained
that the officer was a member of the Rampart Police Precinct. This precinct was notorious for
their controversial arrests of gang members. In this respect, perhaps the black-and-white or
jailhouse tattoos are visual queues the officers use to identify possible criminals. Mr. Feldman
believes that police officers do not view tattoos done in a professional shop in a similar way.
The payment for this tattoo was rather informal. Mr. Feldman told Stan to pay him next
week. Stan wanted to pay for the tattoos that night, but he did not have any cash on hand.
Although he had a check in his wallet, Mr. Feldman preferred cash and they agreed upon a
payment at a later date. The payment arrangement was fairly casual like, two friends discussing
who was going to pay for a dinner at a restaurant.
On December 8, 2007 there were two guest artists, a client, and her dog, Scuff, at the
shop. The guest artists were Dale from Florida and Bill from London. The artists were working
with Mr. Feldman to design their tattoo machines. Bill needed a machine for his appointment that
night. He does not bring his tattoo machines into the US from London as he feels that it is too
risky. Customs agents may not let a person enter with their tattoo machines. Thus, he built a
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machine in Mr. Feldman’s shop, an effort that lasted until 4:00 am continued later into the next
afternoon. Mr. Feldman supplied Bill with tubes, which guide the needle up and down. The client
was getting her hands tattooed as she feels that her hands are getting old and are in need of some
decoration. She wanted identical scarabs on each hand.
While Bill tattooed his client, Dale and Mr. Feldman worked on their tattoo machines.
They were getting anxious and frustrated at times. There were moments when their ideas did not
work and constant fine-tuning was needed to get the machines just right. They had no plans to
work from as they were trying to develop prototypes. Around 9:00 pm, they finally got the exact
product they wanted, and they gave each other handshakes and high-fives. Putting an end to their
frustration, they were elated when they finally produced the machines they wanted.
Dale seemed extremely pleased and euphoric when he finally produced the machine he
wanted. He felt that this machine was the best he has ever made. He believes if the machine
doesn’t feel right in your hand, it won’t run right. He stated this is what Lyle Tuttle, who is a
well-known and respected tattoo artist, told him. Dale felt the “old-school” machine he just
manufactured is what he needs to do “old school” work.” From what I understand, “old school”
tattoos are tattoos that were offered in shops prior to 1960.
While Dale and Mr. Feldman examined their machines, Bill attempted to find the right
location for the scarabs on his client’s hands. He wanted perfection. The image of the scarabs
used for this tattoo resembled the scarabs that decorated the walls of the Pharaoh of Thebes tomb.
The tattoos will be all black with some shading. The woman getting the scarabs on her hand is a
hair and makeup stylist who works for musicians producing videos. Aesthetics, one’s image, and
perfection are very important to her.
Enthused with his success, Dale made plans to give Mr. Feldman a Sailor Jerry tattoo that
night. They discussed the types of ink for the tattoo. Dale suggested color produced by a certain
company, but Mr. Feldman said that particular brand and color was horrible for him. He asked
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Dale to use another type of the ink. Mr. Feldman did not have the alternative ink Dale suggested,
so Dale mixed other inks from cabinet to get the color he desired for Mr. Feldman’s tattoo.
On the evening of January 17, 2008, Mr. Feldman was very busy. He was about to fly to
Philadelphia to visit Philadelphia Eddie’s shop, another venerated tattoo artist, to sell some
machines. Mr. Feldman was building two types of machines, The Dogs, which are to be his
signature machines. Although there are left-handed and right-handed machines, Mr. Feldman
was only making right-handed machines at this time. Using a right-handed machine with the lefthand causes a slight issue with balance, but it is still possible for a left-handed artist to use a righthanded machine. Mr. Feldman was also tattooing a sleeve of sweet treats on a girl, Ms. K, later
this week. The treats include an ice cream cone, a slice of cake, and a lollipop, and he suggested
that I interview her for the study
On January 27, 2008, Mr. Feldman returned to his shop and began working 10-hour days,
sometimes seven days a week. On this night, he showed me his prized possession, his
grandfather’s square and his die and tap set. Machining and restoring antiques are Mr. Feldman’s
passions, and it seems that these hobbies were interests of his grandfather and father. Having a
close relationship to his grandfather and father may have influenced his desire to reproduce
antique tattoo machines.
Mr. Feldman took a break and showed me advertisements from other tattoo artists on
Craig’s list. The artist posting the advertisement was a “scratcher,” that is, an unskilled tattoo
artist. The pictures in these tattoos exhibited ranged from tattoos with decent shading, which
demonstrated a modicum of artistic ability, to unshaded, one dimensional tattoos that looked like
undeveloped renderings from a mediocre artist. The inconsistency in the quality of tattoos in this
advertisement led Mr. Feldman to believe that the tattoo artist did not actually do all of the
tattoos. Using other artists’ work in his portfolio is, in Mr. Feldman’s opinion, plagiarism.
Mr. Feldman also fears that these people are cross-contaminating their equipment with
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blood-borne pathogens by failing to use proper sterilization. Cross-contamination occurs when a
machine is used on a person with hepatitis or other blood-borne disease. Even if the needles are
changed, the machine still carries the virus. He is also skeptical of their knowledge of bloodborne pathogens, and believes they are not doing safe tattoos.
Several months later, I checked craigslist to see if the tattoo artist was still offering cheap
tattoos. On March 15, 2008 I retrieved the same post Mr. Feldman showed me, which read:
Sick Ass Tattoos For Cash or Barter.
Reply to: sale-607797654@craigslist.org.
Date:
2008-03-15, 11:52PM PDT
Lasting Impressions, Custom Mobile Tattoos.. Are you tired of those high shop
prices and the bad attitudes you get when you walk into a shop...Well look no
further..
Everlasting Impressions is the place you need to check..
I am a mobile tattoo artist that has been doing work for over 15 years..I come to you
in the comfort of your own home..What could be better..
My equipment is sterile and clean and I use ONLY new needles on every customer..
Call now for a free quote...
You have nothing to lose...
Most shops charge $50 an hour or more for drawing artwork... I don’t have a fee for
artwork as long as you get the tattoo done by me..
To check out more of my artwork you can go to Or you can e-mail me at:
sickasstattoos@yahoo.com www.myspace.com/stevestattoos. What are you waiting
for...Call Now!!!! (http://orangecounty.craigslist.org/bar/607797654.html)
On February 2, 2008, Mr. Feldman was tattooing Joanna, a producer, director, and actor
in pornographic movies, at his shop. She was getting a dagger with a snake on her right forearm.
A woman arrived with several cases that resembled suitcases, filled with cosmetics. Her name
was Mary, and she was there to apply make-up to Joanna for a pornographic photo shoot
scheduled to take place at the tattoo shop that night. Mary applied Joanna’s make-up while Mr.
Feldman tattooed her. Another woman named Regina patiently waited for Mr. Feldman to tattoo
to a panther on her forearm. The shop seemed full as Joel, the make-up artist’s brother, was
“hanging out”, as well.
As the make-up artist focused on, Mr. Feldman attentively tattooed Joanna. Joanna joked
with Regina that if someone walked into the shop they might think she suffered from a
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narcissistic personality disorder. As the make-up artist was finishing Joanna’s make-up, the
photographer arrived and started setting up his equipment and checking the lighting in Mr.
Feldman’s shop with a light meter. Mr. Feldman had finished Joanna’s tattoo, sterilized his tattoo
station, and started Regina’s tattoo. Joanna and the photographer started taking extremely
graphic photographs less than fifteen feet from Mr. Feldman’s tattoo station.
The next day, the activities at the tattoo shop were strikingly different. Mr. G, who
participated in this study, was getting a tattoo on his entire arm. It was a religious piece depicting
the final day of Christ with several banners. In each banner was a verse: Mathew 26:27, Luke
22:39, Mark 15:22, John 19:18, and Acts 1:4.
On February 8, 2008, Ronnie, a friend of Mr. Feldman, delivered Mr. Feldman’s business
cards. Plenty of planning went into these business cards as Mr. Feldman felt that his card should
communicate his abilities and the professionalism of his shop. The cards were trade for tattoo
work on Ronnie’s niece. The tattoo was a full back piece that Mr. Feldman estimated at $600.
Mr. Feldman was extremely unhappy with the cards, which he valued around $100. He felt that
the graphic on the card looked as if it had been poorly scanned, and he felt that the workmanship
was shoddy. Mr. Feldman felt embarrassed to pass the cards out to prospective clients. He also
asked me not to mention the cards around Ronnie.
That night, Mr. Feldman and I prepared to leave for a tattoo convention in Colorado
Springs. He wanted to construct several machines to sell at the convention. Mr. Feldman took a
break from the machine shop, and we headed to Hollywood to attend a premier party for Joanna
Angel’s new movie. Although this movie was not filmed in his shop, she invited Mr. Feldman as
she used his shop for several of her photo layouts and movies. Pornography featuring tattoos is
one of her niche markets. As we left the party, Mr. Feldman mentioned that there are several
tattoo shops in Hollywood where he would like to sale his machines, but that the owners might
not be receptive to him if he entered their shops. He mentioned that tattoo artists are territorial.
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We went back to the tattoo shop, as Mr. Feldman wanted to finish three tattoo machines
before we left. He informed me that each machine takes approximately six hours to build. At the
moment, he is trying to develop a system or process to efficiently manufacture theses machines.
To do this, he turned down several tattoo sessions each week, which has allowed him to devote
time to his machines.
I went home to sleep for a few hours. Mr. Feldman continued to work, and said he would
call me when it was time to go. Four hours later, we boarded a plane headed to Colorado. Mr.
Feldman told me the night before that people give tattoo artists a bit of respect. Carrying some of
books of Sailor Jerry tattoo stencils in my carry on-luggage, I experienced this respect as a
Transit Security Agent searched my bags at the airport. The agent was a young Latina woman,
who was very pretty with an extremely friendly smile. She politely directed me to a table and
placed my luggage in front of me. She instructed me not to touch my bags as she inspected them.
When she opened my luggage, she saw the Sailor Jerry tattoo stencil books in my luggage. She
asked me with a pleasant smile, “Are you a tattoo artist?” Telling her that I was not a tattoo artist
seemed a little disappointing to her.
When we landed in Colorado, we caught a shuttle to the tattoo convention. In the shuttle,
Mr. Feldman saw a flier for the convention and laughed and sarcastically said, “Brother, we got
eagles!” The flier had tattoo flash on it that are usually associated with bikers. It appeared that
the convention would appeal to Hell’s Angels or other bikers. As we entered the parking lot, he
saw several cars with tattoo shop logos printed on the rear windows. Sarcastically, Mr. Feldman
said, “I should do that.”
We checked into the hotel, and Mr. Feldman needed to sleep as had been up all night
working on machines. I went to the café for some breakfast. In the café I was seated near two
parents, both tattoo artists, with their children. The children were singing ABC’s and counting.
The big brother, who may have been 10-years-old, shaved his little brother’s—who may have
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been 4—head, and “tattooed” it by drawing on his brother’s scalp with a ink pen. He drew on his
little brother’s arms, as well.
The MC for the tattoo convention was from New Jersey. He had a solid build, was
slightly gruff, wore a powder blue suit and two-tone shoes. He was always polite, and he had
tattoos on top of his hands and knuckles. Mr. Feldman introduced himself, and informed the MC
that he designs and manufactures machines. The MC inspected his machine and then asked him
for his name again. The MC offered some suggestions, which Mr. Feldman considered. The MC
talked to us for a while, and told us that he flies everywhere. He has been a union pipe fitter for
31 years and he is also the president of the financial credit union. Witnessing the family in the
café, and learning about MC’s profession and position at the credit union, it seemed that these
tattooed individuals adhere to social norms much like their non-tattooed peers.
Several weeks passed before I could observe Mr. Feldman’s shop. I was busy at work,
and he traveled to Florida to tattoo at a guest spot. When he returned, he suggested several of his
customers that might be willing to participate in my study. We also watched a few tattoo videos
on Needled.com. Mr. Feldman enjoys showing me who the prominent tattoo artists are. We
watched an interview with Philadelphia Eddy and an interview with Stan Moskowitz. Mr.
Feldman has great admiration for the older artists.
After we watched a few videos, Mr. Feldman crank called other tattoo shops. He targets
tattoo shops that are operated by sub-quality tattoo artists, whom he refers to as “scratchers,”
particularly the tattoos shops at Venice Beach Recreation Center as he feels that many of the
tattoo artists there are sub-quality scratchers and idiots who do not belong in the industry. He
does, however, make an exception for the tattoo artists at Tattoo Asylum.
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Chapter 5

Ethnography of Traditional Ink
At the outset of this ethnographic case study of this tattoo shop in Los Angeles,
California, I viewed tattooing from an etic perspective. It seemed that tattooing was a leisure
activity, as many of the activity’s attributes concurred with Neulinger’s theory: tattooing is an
activity that is executed during one’s free time; individuals have the perceived freedom to
participate in the tattoo session; the participants have intrinsic motives and goals that will not reap
extrinsic rewards. Using these qualifiers as the definition of leisure, tattooing seems to resemble
a leisure activity.
This conclusion is ethnocentric, however, as it does not consider the shared knowledge,
social norms, or definitions of leisure among tattoo artists or tattooed individuals. It does not
consider the subjectivity of the participants and their concepts of leisure, nor does it explain why
some participants view tattooing as leisure and others do not. An ethnographic inquiry of the
tattoo culture in Los Angeles offered an opportunity to observe and interview tattoo artists,
tattooed individuals, and non-tattooed individuals. The data seemed both to agree and disagree
with the leisure experience described in leisure theory. In terms of agreeing with leisure theory,
the participants did experience enjoyment, perceived freedom to get tattoos, total involvement,
and an arousal while getting tattooed or looking at their tattoos.

Venice Beach Recreation Center Ethnography
I began this study of the Los Angeles tattoo culture at Venice Beach in Los Angeles,
California as it is a popular recreation destination offering activities such as roller skating, paddle
ball, skate boarding, surfing, swimming, shopping, exercising, bicycling, and performance art. In
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addition to these recreational activities, the Venice Beach Recreation Center is home to ten tattoo
parlors with many tattoo artists offering their services. In addition to an adequate population of
tattoo artists to sample, there are many tattooed individuals and non-tattooed individuals that visit
Venice Beach Recreation, Center making seem it a desirable location for a field study of this
nature.

Reluctant Tattoo Artists
Unfortunately, I failed to establish a rapport with the individuals from these three groups
at Venice Beach. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the owners of the tattoo shops did not respond to
my first or second written attempts asking for their consent. Upon visiting their shops, I was
informed that my correspondence had been ignored or discarded. I suspect that the formality of
the consent forms, the rigid and professional protocol, my proposed methods, and the academic
intent outlined in the letter requesting their cooperation influenced this response. Although I
presented these forms and a letter stating my intentions, this was an ethnocentric method of
requesting consent. Perhaps it was invasive and did not take into account how tattoo artists,
tattooed individuals, and non-tattooed individuals interact with one another or give one another
consent for various projects such as contributing to magazine articles, or using one’s artwork.
Also, I was a complete stranger intent on asking them for their opinions, knowledge, personal
experiences, and the social ramifications of their actions, namely getting tattooed or tattooing
others. This might be a perceived as a bit too forward in any social setting.
I should note that one tattoo artist did agree to participate in this study. She does not
have tattoos as she feels that tattoos are for the lower social classes. She hates American tattoos
as she feels that American tattoos lack meaning, and that they are vulgar as they can be seen on
the face and hands. She likes traditional Japanese tattoos as they symbolic and dedicated to
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humankind’s spiritual nature. In her opinion, the Maori tattoos are more acceptable than
American tattoos as they too are rooted in spiritual traditions. Although she does not have
tattoos, she is a tattoo artist who owns a tattoo shop. I am grateful for her consent, but I am not
certain if data solely from her tattoo shop are sufficient to make generalizations about all of the
tattoo shops on Venice Beach.

Reluctant Participants
Outside of the tattoo shop, asking random potential participants to sign a consent form
and take a survey created awkward social interactions. My presence was met with suspicion,
which was often heightened when I produced a formal consent form with carbon copies followed
by a received survey attached to a clipboard. One individual at Venice Beach asked, “What are
you doing with a clipboard at Venice Beach? That is way too serious for this place.” Again, my
approach and methods were detrimental to my efforts to establish rapport, as I did not devise a
way to interact with people at Venice Beach that was congruent with the setting and the social
norms.
There is ample ethnographic data to be gathered at Venice Beach Recreation Center
regarding leisure, cultural differences, tattoos, social demographics, social norms, religious
issues, freedom of speech, development, and political agendas. As I conducted fieldwork at this
location, I saw a significant population of heavily tattooed people. I also saw people who made it
difficult to determine whether or not they had a tattoo as I suspect that many individuals had
them, but not on publicly visible skin. I did have some casual conversations with non-tattooed
individuals that I steered towards the topic of tattooing. Their thoughts on tattooing ranged
among dislike, abstinence, ambivalence, prejudice, grief, and parental concern.
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Dislike and Abstinence of Tattooing on Others
Mr. A is Jewish and, even though he is not practicing his religion, he feels that he is more
than just his corporeal body. Acting on this conviction, he abstains from tattooing, eating fatty
foods, drinking alcohol in excess, smoking, and other habits that are harmful to the body, which is
the vehicle for our spiritual existence. In the survey, he stated why he is not tattooed. He wrote,
“I own no art that I would want to see everyday.” In response to the question about his desire to
get tattooed, he indicated that he is unsure if he would get a tattoo. Explaining this answer, Mr. A
wrote,
The only tattoo I would have would be about the width and height of my thumb and it
would be very simple DNR for “DO NOT RESUSCITATE.” I think tattoos will
become the “big hair” of tomorrow and tattoo removal will generate many people’s
income.
Mr. A’s comments demonstrate his consideration of a possible utility for tattooing, and his belief
that novelty found in the expressive culture of tattooing will eventually cease. Essentially, he
sees tattooing as a fad that will eventually embarrass people who have chosen to get tattooed,
although, he does acknowledge tattoos can be useful in emergency medical situations.
Yet, Mr. A does not have anything bad to say about tattoo artists. He conceded that “My
favorite girls are tattoo artists.” Knowing several tattoo artists, he is familiar with the art form,
and he has the opportunity to view tattoos on other men and women to form the following
opinions. He wrote,
I am always interested to know why someone plays the music, generates the art they
do. I think tattoos do say something about a person—whether carnival style thought,
yakuza style or what have you. They reveal something.
He also offered his opinions about tattoos on other men and women. For men, Mr. A feels that
tattoos do not “reflect our highest level of creativity and spirituality.” Asked about his opinion of
tattoos on women, Mr. A wrote, “Love tattoos on a broad because it shows a will to submit,
which is something I won’t do.”
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Gradual Acceptance of Tattooing
Ms. B, an elderly woman from Santa Monica, was extremely ambivalent about tattooing.
She enjoys coming to Venice Beach to people watch, and she thinks that the people on Venice
Beach are nice and interesting. She does not have any feelings about individuals with tattoos.
“Whatever people want to do is up to them, and there is no reason to knock it,” she says.
Ms. B is an endearing woman as there were many people that stopped to say hello as she
dictated her responses to me. She is not tattooed, nor does she have any interest to get a tattoo.
She asked me to write,
I have a scar on my leg; that is enough. A guy asked me if I want one. That scar
happened when I almost lost my life. That scar is enough. Well, I never understood
what I see here. Nice looking girls loaded up with tattoos. I never ask them about it.
Her comments about how she feels about tattoo on others communicated her respect for the
autonomy of others, and her non-judgmental attitude towards other’s actions. Ms. B asked me to
write, “Whatever. I don’t really care. I don’t know much about it.” Her indifference did not
have gender biases. In regards to tattoos on men, Ms. B asked me to write, “Fine with me.
Whatever makes your clock tick.” And as for women, she feels, “Whatever you want to do, I am
not going to knock it.”
Ms. B’s views differed from Mr. C’s, another man who shared his thoughts with me. Mr.
C acknowledged that tattoos can be seen everywhere and on TV. He offered examples such as
MTV and Miami Ink. He said that the placement and type of tattoos says a lot about people, and
he feels that tattoos can create a stigma for the person. Mr. C has traveled in Asia, and he
informed me that tattoos are no longer private there. Like America, tattoos are publicly displayed
in Asia, as well.
Mr. C also felt that the quality and the quantity of tattoos a person has “says something
about the person.” For a woman, a butterfly tattoo communicates a different message than an
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eagle tattoo. He didn’t say exactly what it communicates, but he said each tattoo says something
different. Also, if woman has a lot of tattoos, he can figure that either she works at a tattoo shop,
or her boyfriend has lots of tattoos or works at a tattoo shop. Mr. C says it’s the types of tattoos,
“On TV, you can look at some of that with tattoos and you can tell if the guy got out of prison or
if he does it recreationally.” It should be noted that he used the word “recreationally” after I used
it in our conversation.
Mr. C does not have any tattoos, and he is unsure if he will ever get one. Explaining his
thoughts in tattoos, Mr. C wrote,
I feel it helps people express themselves by the art of pictures and words on one’s
body. In some cases, such as in wartime, a tattoo expresses the way they feel
(pro/con) about the war. Also, I feel some people get a feeling of belonging such as
gangs.
As for tattoos on others, he stated, “There is some good work out there.” He did not have a
gender bias when asked about tattoos on men or women. For both of these questions, he felt the
content of the person’s character was important when making judgments concerning one’s
tattoos. Thinking about the way he treats tattooed men and women, Mr. C wrote, “Depends on
person more than the tattoo.”
Elaborating on his ideas concerning tattooing, Mr. C believed that tattoos became
acceptable during the 1990s. In his opinion, tattoo shops are everywhere people congregate
because it’s a business. He went on to explain that before this time tattoos were for sailors and
military personal. Mr. C said he can “target in” on who a person is by their tattoos. His
statements demonstrate the social cues some people derive from tattoos. Mr. C’s reading of these
cues could be interpreted as the stereotypes tattoo artists and tattooed individuals may encounter.
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Gang Tattoos
Commenting on gang tattoos, Mr. C and Mrs. D shared a tragic event that occurred
among their friends. They have lived in Venice for 20 years, and everyone they know who grew
up in Venice has a tattoo. One of their friends was murdered when he was 38-years-old. He was
a tattoo artist from Culver City, and he had a tattoo on his stomach, which read, Culver City. He
also had several other tattoos. While he was lighting “safe and sane” fireworks such as sparklers
and snakes with his two children in front of their house on the Fourth of July, two men, suspected
to be gang members, drove up and said, “payback is a bitch.” After saying this, the men fatally
shot him in front of his children. Sadly, it was a senseless murder of a man who did not have
gang affiliations. Mr. D said, “it’s kind of a sad story…the negative side of tattoos.”

Parental Concern
Parental concern was an issue for Mr. E. His concern was that kids get tattoos and do not
understand their meaning. And, if tattoo artists took advantage of kids for a little cash, Mr. E felt
that “parents might get mad at the kids who come home with tattoos after a night of drinking with
the guys.” He feels that young people should be counseled before they get tattooed, and thinks
that tattooing for young people is not like under-age drinking, as the product of that activity is a
limited high where as tattoos are permanent. Mr. E is Jewish, and he asked me, “You know, it is
against the Jewish religion to have a tattoo.” His daughter has one tattoo that she got in Europe.
As a side note, he mentioned that her mother is European. His son, a local surfer, who also grew
up in Venice does not have a tattoo. Mr. E added another side note, that his son does not practice
the religion and has not entered a shule since his bar mitzvah.
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Mr. E informed me that he has lived in Venice for 35 years. There are 180,000 people in
Santa Monica and Venice, and each year 8 million visitors come to the Ocean Front Walk, which
does not have a lot of hotels to handle this huge population of visitors. Because of this, Mr. E
feels that Venice does not feel like a resort. To him, it is an affordable place to recreate compared
to theme parks. “Disneyland…is expensive. At Venice you pay for parking, hotdogs, and cokes.”
At the same time, the first four blocks of property near the beach are extremely expensive. Mr. E
mentioned that there has been an influx of Russian immigrants, who seem to know when cheap
housing becomes available. He figures this because they lived in a communist society, they must
know when resources are about to become available. In stark contrast to this family element at
Venice Beach, Mr. E informed me that bodies have been found in the bathrooms that are usually
the result of drug overdoses.

Summary of Venice Beach Recreation Center Ethnography
These comments reflect the many facets of The Venice Beach Recreation Center,
including leisure, tourism, crime, religious ideologies, demographic shifts, ethnicity, drug use,
and socio-economics, most of which are beyond the scope of this study. In terms of the
comments made about tattooing, these individuals indicate that non-tattooed individuals and one
tattoo artist at this recreation center tolerate tattooing, but they do see it as something stigmatizes
an individual. Yet, these types of data are inadequate for answering my research questions.
These unusable data, coupled with my inability to establish a rapport with individuals at Venice
Beach Recreation, led me to determine that it would not be feasible to conduct an ethnographic
study of tattooing at this location.
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Relocation of the Study to Traditional Ink
Unable to complete an ethnographic study at Venice Beach Recreation Center, I decided
to conduct a case study and focus my attention on one tattoo shop. I could have continued my
efforts at the one tattoo shop at Venice Beach as the explicative qualities of her shop and beliefs
would have been interesting, but I fear that her information alone would have resulted in an
incomplete case study. She was a tattoo artist, but not engaged with the tattoo culture; I wanted
to conduct this study at a tattoo shop with an artist who is tattooed, and active in the tattoo
industry and community.

Motivation to Relocate Tattoo Shop
After the video store closed, I focused my efforts on Traditional Ink. The tattoo shop was
managed and operated by Mr. Feldman and was owned by his wife. Since their estrangement,
Mr. Feldman has been the sole person running Traditional Ink. He has tattooed customers, built
machines, mixed tattoo inks, and is developing a tattoo supply business. To promote his products
and services, Mr. Feldman is a member of Myspace, which is a social networking website.
Individuals, politicians, entertainers, musical groups, businesses, and various organizations create
profiles on this website, which serves as a venue for communication and promotion. Mr.
Feldman’s (2009) Myspace profile states,
TRADITIONAL INK is an old-school tattoo parlor in the best sense of the terms.
Our artists provide solid, clean, custom tattoo work in the sanctuary of a private
upstairs studio, miles removed from the bustle of the street. Tucked away in an
historic building in the Bank District, and decorated with original flash and
memorabilia from legendary tattooers, TRADITIONAL INK is a singular tattoo
experience. (http://www.myspace.com/traditionalink)
In spite of the change in locations from 4308 Melrose Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90004 to 453 South
Spring St, Suite 339, Los Angeles, CA 90004, Mr. Feldman retained the mission of his tattoo
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shop.
There were underlying financial reasons that motivated Mr. Feldman to relocate
Traditional Ink. Mr. Feldman said that the potential clients willing to pay the appropriate fees for
his skills did not come to his shop on Melrose Avenue because of the location, and the people
who resided near the Melrose location also did not frequent his shop. When they did, they were
not willing to pay even a moderate sum for Mr. Feldman’s work. He hated it when people
wanted a tattoo for $40. “I won’t even break my needles open for less than a $100.” Amidst a
local clientele was unwilling to pay his tattoo fees, and a lack of customers willing to visit his
shop, it was impossible for Mr. Feldman to operate a viable business.
Mr. Feldman’s sentiments were echoed by another business owne, who is an avid
bicyclist and owns a restaurant in the immediate area. This gentleman said, “The neighborhood is
a black hole. The city has no plans to improve the city in this spot.” East to west from
Normandy to Vermont, and north to south from LACC to the 101 freeway, the area is neglected
by the city. When he opened his restaurant, he wanted to buy a pizzeria located on the corner of
Heliotrope and Melrose. Geographically, this pizzeria seems like it is in the center of this dead
zone.
This restaurateur knew the owner of the pizzeria was going to retire and made him an
offer on the restaurant. The owner of the pizzeria gave the younger restaurateur this advice: “Go
to the cemetery and pay someone some money. Then, buy a restaurant and put flowers in the
fridge. When some one dies, you will be the first person they call.” From this advice, it seems
that Mr. Feldman, the restaurateur, and owner of the pizzeria do not foresee a lucrative future for
the businesses established in this location.
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Traditional Ink in Gallery Row
For several reasons, Mr. Feldman was excited and optimistic about his lease on a studio
located at 435 Spring Street in Downtown Los Angeles. First, he believes Downtown Los
Angeles is improving as a business and residential location, whereas the location on Melrose was
in a state of decline. Second, Mr. Feldman believes the gentrification of Downtown Los Angeles
will attract clientele willing to pay his fees. Mr. Feldman moved his shop from a “dead zone” to
an area that now hosts art shows with famous artists such as Clive Barker. Mr. Feldman wanted
to move to an area where he could work on an appointment only basis. He feels that he, as an
artist, is producing a product worth several hundred dollars. He was sick of “poor” immigrants
entering his shop and asking for a $40 dollar tattoo.
Mr. Feldman left an expensive commercial space in an undesirable neighborhood for an
affordable studio in a potentially promising neighborhood. The landlord had raised his rent on
Melrose Avenue by thirty percent. The new studio on Spring Street allowed him to save
significantly on his rent. Although Mr. Feldman’s studio is smaller in this artist’s building than
his shop on Melrose Avenue, he believes the new, inexpensive location will attract clients willing
to pay appropriate prices for his tattoo work, eliminating two troubling financial aspects that were
detrimental to his business.
As this neighborhood is gentrified, developers are converting many empty office
buildings and Single Room Occupancy hotels in Downtown Los Angeles into luxury lofts. The
result is the beginning of a transformation of residential population from indigent to affluent and
upwardly mobile. When Mr. Feldman met with a venerated tattoo artist at the Colorado Springs
tattoo convention in 2008, she recalled tattooing at a shop in Downtown Los Angeles on 5th and
Main Street, which was called The Nickel on Skid Row. She described the area as being
frightening in the 1970s, and she was surprised when Mr. Feldman told her that several art
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galleries opened in Downtown Los Angeles.
The tattoo studio on Spring Street has three tattoo stations, a sanitation area for cleaning
tubes and other supplies, a tall cabinet to store sterilized items, other cabinets to store tattoo
supplies, a sink, and an expensive autoclave that sanitizes tattoo needles. The sanitation items are
essential. The autoclave cost approximately $2000, and Mr. Feldman says, it “is the most
important piece of equipment.” Near the front door is the waiting area with several tattoos books
and some flash hanging on the wall. There is also a counter in front of a drawing table furnished
with several art supplies and a computer.

Interview Results
I used a Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule and a Morally Controversial Leisure and
Social Norms Interview Schedule for this study. These interview schedules were fashioned after
the interview schedules Sato (1988) developed to interview members of Japanese motorcycle
gangs. Thirteen participants completed these interview schedules. Mr. Feldman and Mr. J felt
the interview schedules were ridiculous and did not follow them. Instead, they gave me their
thoughts and opinions on tattooing and the tattoo industry in an unstructured interview.
I listened to, transcribed, and revisited to these interviews several times, and identified
several themes that surfaced during the interviews. According to Baptiste (2001), this is the
identifying, tagging, and labeling of data that are imperative to a study such as this. Baptiste
writes,
Tagging refers to the process of selecting from an amorphous body of material, bits
and pieces that satisfy the researcher’s curiosity, and help support the purpose of the
study. Unless everything one “collects” and records is considered relevant and
important (a rather rare and frightening prospect), one must decide to count as
important certain pieces of data and discount (if not completely reject) others.
Labeling (i.e., assigning some distinguishing mark to selected data) is always an
aspect of tagging. Labels may come from the data itself, or they may be imposed
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from outside. Labels may be meaningfully related to the data or mere heuristic
devices. As such, labels may be images, numbers, symbols, words, phrases, themes,
etc” (Baptiste, 2001, p. 8)
Following this directive, I attempted to label themes that appeared in each of the interview
schedules and unstructured interviews.

Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule Results
Thirteen participants completed the Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule. Over half of
the participants discussed several characteristics about tattoos and getting tattooing. Due to the
prevalence of these characteristics, I perceived these characteristics as prominent themes. For
these participants, tattooing is a highly expressive and an enjoyable experience that offers
pleasure, release, and relief. Due to the intense pain of some tattoos procedures and the ability
finally to express deep feelings, it is an event that can be preceded by an anxiety or nervousness.
The locus of control changes hands during the tattoo session, which requires trust between the
tattoo artists and tattoo receiver. These issues of trust and the close physical contact of the tattoo
artist and the tattooed individual can foster intimacy between the participants. Also, the
participants have tattoo goals, and they have personal motivations behind continuing to get
tattoos.
Eleven participants discussed the pleasure, enjoyment, and relief they experience while
getting tattooed. Eleven participants also talked about their goals in regards to tattooing. The
intense expressive nature of tattooing was extremely important to ten participants. Nine
participants talked about their motivations to tattoo or get tattoos. Nine participants experience a
release or physiological arousal from the pain caused by the needles puncturing the skin. Eight
participants discussed their locus of control during the tattoo session and how they forfeit it upon
trusting the tattoo artist. Eight participants also discussed their motivations to get tattooed. The
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intimacy of the tattoo session and the lack of boredom were mentioned by eight participants.
Seven participants discussed the anticipation anxiety they experience before a tattoo session. The
participants were not unanimous on all of the aspects of tattooing. However, at least half of the
participants mentioned these things in the interview. With respect to tattooing as a form of
leisure or recreation, one participant mentioned that tattooing is recreational, and another
participant mentioned that tattooing is a pastime.
Summarizing the statements of the participants (see Table 5-1), tattooing is an intimate
and expressive activity that is pleasing and enjoyable to the participants. It is an arousing activity
as the body creates adrenaline and endorphins to relieve the pain caused by the puncturing of the
dermis. The arousal prevents the participants from feeling bored during the procedure. The
tattooee can feel in control, or the tattooee can forfeit his or her control and trust the tattoo artist.
Many of the participants experience an anticipation anxiety before a tattoo session, which
subsides once the body produces endorphins and adrenaline.
Table 5-1. Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule Themes

Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule Theme
Pleasure, Relief, or Enjoyment
Goals
Expression
Motivations
No Boredom
Arousal from Tattooing
Activities that are Similar to Tattooing
Control Forfeited to Trust
Intimate Act
Complete Control
Anticipation Anxiety
Recreation

Number of
Participants
11
11
10
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
7
2

Total
Comments
per Theme
23
12
20
11
9
18
12
11
10
8
11
2
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Pleasure, Relief, and Enjoyment of Tattooing
It may seem odd that eleven of the participants commented about the pleasure,
enjoyment, and relief they receive from tattooing, as it can be a painful process. There were
comments about having fun watching the tattoo artist draw the design, apply the stencil, and
finally complete the tattoo. Simply getting the tattoo made another participant happy. One
participant stated that she is not sure why she enjoys getting tattooed, but she simply likes it.
For some participants there were deeply felt reasons behind their enjoyment in acquiring
tattoos. There is a sense of relief when the tattoo is the product of strong feelings or convictions
that have taken a considerable amount of time to commit to indelible designs on the skin. Mr. O,
talking about his feelings about his first tattoo he got to commemorate is father’s life, said it is
“relieving, man. As in ever since I really got into tattoos, which was a couple of years ago, and
it’s just, like, I’ve been dying to, like, really get this.” Mr. O is a young man, and his father
passed away when Mr. O was 10-years-old. He told me during the interview that his last
conversation with his father was an argument. Mr. O’s tattoo is a single word, LIFE, with the
year his father was born on one side and the year he passed on the other. Mr. O said,
Like, just, kind of, like, I fell, like, that weight that’s been on my shoulders for the
past few years, like, trying to say sorry, some how. Like, I feel like I don’t have to
do that anymore. Like, I’ve already done it. So, I feel like I’ve walked past that now.
Interviewing Mr. O within an hour after he received this tattoo—which was his first—it was not
difficult to see the profound enjoyment he experienced from the closure of his feelings over the
childhood loss of his father.
In terms of one’s convictions, Mr. G is from the former East Germany and grew up as an
atheist. Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, Mr. G has converted to Christianity, and this has
inspired many of his tattoos. His entire arm depicts the last hours of Jesus Christ’s life. He
mentioned,
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I definitely like the process that it is finally getting done. You know, like mixed in
with the regret thing, it’s also like that feeling of joy, that you’re like, “Oh wow, I’m
finally going to do it because I have been waiting for it for such a long time.”
Both of their comments, reflecting on the end of the long wait for the tattoos, the expression of
feelings or beliefs, and the personal meaning of the tattoos, indicated that the experience was a
pleasure for Mr. O and Mr. G.
Three women stated that tattooing is an enjoyable or fun activity that makes them happy.
Ms. N, who expresses the things important to her through tattooing, said, “I want to be happy, and
so that’s what makes me happy, getting the tattoo makes me happy.” Ms. S also said that she
simply enjoys getting a tattoo. Ms. R, who tattooed a copy of her mother’s first tattoo on the
Mother’s Day near her 18th birthday, felt that this tattoo was important as it expressed their
familial love. Ms. R mentioned that getting tattooed was fun. It is interesting that even deeply
significant tattoos can be fun rather than sanctimonious for some of the participants. Their
comments on mere enjoyment do not imply that their tattoos are less expressive, but it does imply
that expressive and meaningful tattoos do not require intense enjoyment, closure, or rapture.
I observed several occasions when Mr. Feldman’s clients were having fun while getting
tattooed. On one occasion, one of his customers was getting a tattoo of a lotus, drawn by Sailor
Jerry, on his inner wrist. While the tattoo session was happening, a clothing designer was
conducting a photo shoot of tattoo inspired clothing and items at the shop. A member of the
photo shoot had placed a set of Sailor Jerry shot glasses near Mr. Feldman’s tattoo station. The
box of shot glasses had a frosty beer mug with “5¢” on the mug, which inspired Mr. Feldman. He
convinced the customer to get the tattoo on his lower bicep.
On another occasion, three young Canadian women and a woman from Los Angeles were
getting their inner lower lips tattooed. Two young women got “Frenchie” tattooed, one got
“BBQ”, the other got “OK” as she was just going along with their novel tattoos. I asked the
young woman if she really liked barbeque. She replied, “Hell yeah, barbeque is really good.”
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Her friends added to the conversation saying that they thought it would be funny to tattoo a pig
wearing a top hat and a bib over a banner reading, “Sweet Meat”. Hearing this, Mr. Feldman
looked up from his tattoo station with complete excitement. He told her that he would do it for a
reasonable fee. After finishing their lip tattoos, Mr. Feldman drew up the tattoo of a pig wearing
a top hat, complete with a blue ribbon, a bib, and a banner reading, “Sweet Meat” on her
shoulder.
These comments and observations illustrate the pleasure and enjoyment tattoos bring the
participants. This enjoyment can be from the playfulness of some tattoo sessions, or it can be
from the relief found in expressing deep felt convictions, feelings, or family ties.

Tattoo Goals
Eleven participants also discussed their tattoo goals in the Tattoo Experience Interview
Schedule. The goals that the participants identified will resound through many of the themes in
this study. For instance, the participants mentioned expression as a major goal of tattooing.
These responses could have been coded as a statement about expression, which is a theme that
will be discussed shortly. However, the following findings are the direct response to my question
specifically about tattoo goals. Goals for the participants range from self expression, self
identification with one’s religion, collecting tattoos from famous artists, wearing a beautiful piece
of art, honoring family members, or accomplishing an immense tattoo that requires several
sessions. Considering that tattoo artists charge a fee—an extrinsic reward—and people receive
tattoos without an extrinsic reward, it interesting that they share a common goal: The tattoo artist
and the individual receiving the tattoo want a superior finished product.
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A feeling of accomplishment is one of the goals discussed by two of the participants in
the flow interview schedule. One of the participants was a tattooed individual and the other was a
tattoo artist. Mr. T, the tattooed individual, stated,
I would wanna get my back done, like, a huge piece on my back. That’s probably
one thing I would like to aim for, like, as far as a goal….On the back, you could
really go all out, and do something really, really cool….That’s a lot of sessions and I
think for that, you’d be doing so many sessions that at the end you’d feel such a
good, like “We’re done. Yes!” You know,…accomplished.
Mr. T has many tattoos that have taken one or two sessions. Large, involved tattoos require
endurance and a commitment to finish. It almost seems as if, at least for Mr. T, finishing a large
back tattoo may give him the same feeling of accomplishment that a runner might experience
finishing a marathon.
Tattoo artists receive an extrinsic reward for their services, but this does not necessarily
negate the leisure aspects of tattooing. There are some intrinsic rewards tattoo artists receive if
tattooing is their passion. Mr. Q, a tattoo artist, said the
Feeling of accomplishment….When I hear somebody tell me that this is awesome
after I’m done, and I can see the smile and the way their face lights up, that’s all I
need. If I could survive on that, if I could buy food with that, I don’t need money. I
lived for six years on the streets of Los Angeles….I don’t need money to live. I
already know that. Happiness, doing something that makes you feel like you’ve
accomplished something, making the world a little bit more beautiful a place, putting
art work out there. Keep America beautiful. Get a tattoo.
Mr. Q’s comments seem to indicate that tattooing is a leisure-job for him. In other words,
tattooing is an intrinsic motivation with extrinsic rewards. Mr. Q is tattooing because he is
intrinsically motivated to tattoo, or create art. Although he does receive intrinsic rewards such as
happiness, accomplishment, appreciation and creating something of artistic value, he must,
however, charge a fee—an extrinsic reward—for his efforts. Reflecting on what I know of Mr.
Q, I do not think he would tattoo others if he did not receive intrinsic rewards. He mentioned that
he edited movie trailers at one time. This job did pay well, but Mr. Q quit due to the long hours
and lack of personal fulfillment.
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Four participants mentioned expression as the goal of tattooing. For three of the
participants it is interesting how constraints influence their goal of expression. For two of these
participants, Mr. O and Ms. R, the tattoos expressed love for a family member. One participant
expressed her personal freedoms where another participant, Mr. G, expressed his religious beliefs
through tattoos. For both Ms. R and Mr. O, their first tattoos were expressions of love for their
mother and father, respectively.
Ms. R, Ms. L’s daughter, got tumbling dice, which copied Ms. L’s first tattoo. Ms. R
stated,
My biggest goal was…to express myself. It was always something I wanted to do
because I like tattoos, but I never-because of the cultural stigma that comes with
them, I know I can’t get as many as I would like to have.
Although Ms. R did not elaborate on the social stigmas in the Tattoo Experience Interview
Schedule, she did recognize them as a personal constraint of her expression.
That evening, Ms. L added “WE WERE BORN, BORN TO BE WILD” and blue flames
to her pair of tumbling dice. Ms. L also feels that tattoos are form of self-expression. However,
Ms. L recognizes that the social stigmas are no longer a constraint for her. She stated,
I kind of moved past that phase of my life where—not that I ever really gave a shit
about what people thought but you do have to be careful with it when you’re much
younger.
Ignoring those constraints, Ms. L is able to express herself more freely in her adult life. This can
be seen by her willingness to tattoo Ms. R’s name on her ankle 18 years ago.
Mr. G, who grew up in East Germany, related how expressive hairstyles that deviated
from the social norms were met with punitive action. Mr. G recalled,
Punk kids were arrested by the police and were made to work, and they cut their hair
off and they put you like in working camps…to make them prisoners…to make them
good citizens.
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Mr. G reported that tattoos were met with the same punishment. Aware of this severe
punishment, and in the absence of this type of constraint, Mr. G is also able to express himself
more freely in his adult life.
During this study, he hired Mr. Feldman to tattoo the last hours of Christ’s life on his left
arm, beginning at his wrist and ending at his shoulder. No longer living in an oppressive
environment, he is able to express himself without fear of punishment. Mr. G stated,
Especially since I am an artist, I always try to…intensify, or like enhance as much as
possible the expression I can achieve with something….And, then, it’s also definitely
for me, especially with my Jesus tattoo on my back and the Jesus tattoo on my arm,
it’s also definitely, to me, to glorify Christ.”
Without the punitive constraints, with subject matter that is easily accepted and the freedom to
practice and express his religious beliefs, Mr. G’s goal is to finish a tattoo illustrating the last
hours of Christ’s life on his left arm.
For some of the participants, their tattoo goals were twofold. First, they wanted to
express something that is important to them. Secondly, they wanted to communicate something
to others. Mr. G also mentioned the goal of self-identification, which is similar to Ms. K’s goal
of validation. Mr. G’s goal is to have a tool that confirms his self-identification to others. Mr. G
related, “People ask me, “What’s your Jesus tattoo about? What’s on your arm?” His tattoos
identify him as a Christian and communicate his beliefs, which would have been difficult for him
as young man living in East Germany.
Ms. K has sweet treats and candies tattooed on her upper arm, which she hopes
communicate that she is “a good girl.” She explained that these treats, especially the ice cream
cone, are in memory of her grandmother, who gave her pistachio ice-cream as a child. She
elaborated,
At the end of the day it makes me feel good, you know, and she’s always going to be
close to my heart and I’m always going to look at it and remember…pistachio icecream.…I want to walk down the street and help an old lady with her fucking
groceries and have her look at my tattoos and smile and say “Wow, you’re really not
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an asshole,” or “You’re really not abrasive,” you know.
representation of something other than something bad.

I want it to be a

She believes that it is impossible to misinterpret delicious treats as there is nothing inherently evil
about an ice-cream cone, a sundae, or a piece of cake. At the same time, her goal is to
communicate that her success as an advertising agent in the adult entertainment industry does not
negate her decency, proper upbringing, love for her grandmother, or her respect for her family.
Three participants, Ms. N, Ms. P, and Ms. H stated that their goals are, respectively, to
have a new tattoo to show everyone, wear a beautiful piece of art, or collect tattoos from
renowned artists. Ms. H highlighted the shared goal and symbiotic relationship between the
tattoo artists and the person receiving the tattoo. To her, getting a tattoo is like acquiring fine
China dishes. The artist makes the plate, but it is the collector who will eat off of them. She
feels, “that there is pride in both parties” as the tattoo artist must produce beautiful tattoos if
he/she wants them to be collected by tattooed individuals. Superior tattooing desired by
collectors is the tattoo artists’ goal, and to receive these tattoos is the goal of the tattooed
individual.
From the etic point of view, this negates the intrinsic motivation and allows the tattoo
artist to reap extrinsic rewards. Thus, tattooing becomes pure-work for the tattoo artist.
However, it is still leisure-like for the person receiving the tattoo as they are intrinsically
motivated to get the tattoo. Ms. H realized that these goals are different in that the tattoo artist
views tattooing as a profession, and the tattoo collector sees it as a hobby.

Tattooing is a Form of Expression
Ten of the participants mentioned that tattooing is a symbolic or artistic method of
expressing one’s self. This theme emerged in response to several questions on the Tattoo
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Experience Interview Schedule, and which resurfaced several times in the Morally Controversial
Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedules. In terms of expression, the participants discussed
how tattooing is an art, a method to express one’s beliefs and character, a method to depict
significant life events or relationships, or a testimony to one’s fortitude.
In the context of tattooing, the line between art and self-expression is often blurred. Mr.
T, whose father was tattooed, and Ms. R, whose mother is tattooed, both mentioned how tattoos
are an art form. Ms. N discussed how tattoos are an expression of who she is on the inside. Mr.
O, echoed and synthesized these thoughts stating, tattoos are
Just a form of expression really. You know, like, really just showing things about
yourself, without having to verbally say it, you know. Yeah, so that’s pretty much
how I feel about it and art, as a whole unit. So the bottom line, expression,
completely.
Having tattoos on publicly visible skin, Mr. T, Ms. N, and Mr. O have tattoos that, respectively,
express aesthetic tastes, familial affections, character, or passing of a loved one. For Mr. T, Ms.
N, and Mr. O, their abilty to communicate these things is only limited if they decide to wear
clothing to cover their tattoos. It is not difficult to see how important these things are to them as
the expression is permanent and constantly visible.
This powerful form of expression is interesting considering that tattoos are an art form
with technical limitations. Even if an expressive drawing can be rendered on paper or canvas, it
does not mean that the drawing can be translated into a tattoo. Tattooing on skin with needle and
ink is entirely different than drawing on a paper or canvas with pen and ink. Going too deep with
the needle can cause the ink to spread. Also, the design must be cogent and succinct as tattoos
have a limited space on one’s skin to evoke the individual’s thoughts or feelings. Even if the
tattoo is an entire back piece or a full body suit, there is limited space as well as body contours to
consider. Furthermore, getting the tattoo can be a painful experience, so the tattoo session may
be limited by the individual’s pain tolerance.
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Mr. G mentioned that tattoos can encapsulate everything a person is feeling at the
moment and express it for a lifetime. Ms. L likened tattoos to vanity plates, or personalized
license plates. She explained, drivers “try to squeeze their entire life’s history and everything
they want everybody to know about them in seven letters on their license plates.” Like the
owners vanity plates, tattoos are something that she does not want to change. She feels two of her
tattoos make a statement about her love for her daughters. Another participant, Ms. H, feels
tattoos are a cathartic post-it note. She related how one of her tattoos express the pain she felt
when she learned that her boyfriend was cheating on her. That tattoo was a cathartic celebration
of her learning experience. The tattoo reads, “Love is a dangerous angle.”
Tattooing a graphic, text, or a symbol is intensified with personal meaning when the
placement of the tattoo is deliberate. Beyond the consideration of available space on the skin or
contours of the body, the placement of the tattoo is another way to communicate one’s loves,
passions, or determination. Ms. H explained,
This [tattoo] is about writing. This one’s about music. This one’s about literature.
Three things I love. These are about reading, which I love. I love the fact that I’m an
avid cinephile and I write about cinematic things. It’s on my writing arm. Like I
love books. I love music. These are things like that. Like things I have on the back
of my calves are like symbols from one of my favorite children’s books about a little
girl who braves all the odds and still comes out on top and so I mean it’s all
celebrations of me because I feel like in most circumstance I’ve had since I was born
I’ve been but in that situation whether it was just because I’m kind of different or
black sheepish or just a creative, emotional, sensitive person or not.
Some of these meanings may not be understood by people who do not know Ms. H, or are not
familiar with the symbols from her favorite books. Regardless, it impossible to ignore her
permanent and constant expression of the arts, activities, and her self-esteem.
The participants feel that this form of expression requires bravery. Ms. S explained,
It expresses who I am in, like, an outward way. I don’t know. I think you have to
have a lot of guts to be tattooed, because it does express who you are. And you’re
showing it to everybody visually, so there’s nothing to hide.
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The acceptance expressed through tattoos shows the fortitude Ms. S mentioned. I witnessed this
bravery while observing the attendees at a tattoo convention with Mr. Feldman. I overheard a
conversation between a tattoo artist and a woman while dining at the restaurant at the convention.
The tattoo artist asked the woman if she was planning to get tattooed while she was at the
convention. She said no, but that she had been tattooed at a convention she attended earlier that
year. She continued, saying that she brought her son to the convention for a tattoo session. She is
a health care provider, who divorced her husband four years ago. Her son, who is 21-years-old, is
battling a terminal disease. He has severe muscle atrophy and he is confined to an electric
wheelchair. Due to his condition, mobility and daily tasks are impossible. She has dedicated her
life to helping him as the disease progresses. “I want to make things as happy as possible for
him. He likes tattoos, so taking care of him is my purpose.” Later that day I saw her son as he
got a phoenix tattooed on his arm. It is hard to miss the meaning of this tattoo on a person who
has grappled with his mortality and publicly expressed it on his skin.

Motivations Behind Tattooing
Nine of the participants discussed the motivations to tattoo or receive tattoos in the Tattoo
Experience Interview Schedule. Like discussing their goals, self-expression was a significant
motivation. Again, these responses could have been coded as a statement about expression, but
these comments were the direct response to a question specifically about motivations. There
were comments about self-empowerment, telling one’s life story, intrinsic motivations, enjoying
the art of tattooing, escaping a mundane life, or paying tribute to one’s family. For the
participants who have had an admiration of tattoos for many years, tattooing is the medium they
chose to facilitate expression of these various motivations.
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Three of the participants who discussed expression as their primary motivation elaborated
on why they choose to express themselves through tattooing. Mr. G feels that tattooing is a
method of intensifying his self-expression. He explained,
Tattoos go beyond what my physical body can do with like hair, or like facial
expressions, or like body gestures, but to really go beyond it to use the skin as a
poster or a billboard, or something. And, I have been, actually for quite a long time, I
have always been fascinated by body art and tattoos.
Mr. O, who is an artist, finally achieved a sense of satisfaction in finding a way to express his
love for his father through tattooing. Having tried other mediums, and exhibiting his
installations, Mr. O did not feel that he was successful in expressing his love for his father. Mr. O
said, the tattoo “relieved the pressure” he was feeling to express his sentiments.
Ms. R’s motivation to use tattoos as an expression of love for the members of her family
was similar to Mr. O’s. As mentioned earlier, her tumbling dice, a tattoo Ms. L got one night on
a whim, are a tribute to her mother. Her mother, Ms. L, got her first tattoo—a set of tumbling
dice just below her waistline—while she was in college. Ms. L interpreted her later tattoos and
explained Ms. R’s desire to copy her tumbling dice when she reminisced,
I wanted [the tattoos] to match, because my kids match, they look like they- [my
youngest daughter]’s has the vines copied off of [Ms. R]’s.…They have the same
cursive writing, they both have flowers.…For both of the girls’ tattoos it was their
first Mother’s Day with me.…That’s why [Ms. R] had hers on Mother’s Day, the first
Mother’s Day after she turned eighteen, that’s why it was so important she have it
done that day with me.…Her first tattoo is a copy of my first tattoo.
Mr. R’s motivation behind her tattoos was to communicate the bond she shares with her mother.
Another motivation three participants mentioned is using tattoos to tell one’s life story.
Ms. L restated that her tattoos are her vanity plates. She feels that her tumbling dice, a heart with
her eldest daughter’s name on her ankle, and a flower on her shoulder with her youngest
daughter’s name illustrate her personal history. Mr. M also feels that tattoos are a way to tie
one’s life story together, but this was not his original motivation. Mr. M recognizes that the
motivation to get tattoos was the same as his motivation to start smoking. He was a “pissed off”
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teen who thought tattoos were cool. Mr. T, whose father and uncles are heavily tattooed, did not
think he would get tattoos. During his childhood, Mr. T recalls that his mother predicted that he
would get tattoos, and he did not agree with her at the time. However, by the age of 17, he began
to admire tattooing as art. Now, Mr. T sees tattoos as a way a way to tell his life story. He can
remember why he marked some life events, who was with him when he got the tattoo, and the
feelings and emotions behind the tattoos. Beyond that, Mr. T says,
It’s just also having rad artwork on you….I know a lot of my friend that have some
pretty shitty tattoos, you know? And I’m just stoked that mine are really simple, and
that’s part of the thing that makes these tattoos so cool….I love getting them.
Two participants were motivated to get tattooed to defy the status quo and a life of
mediocrity. Ms. N, who is from a conservative and traditional family, stated,
I saw a woman who had a tattoo on her elbow, and she was like a tough biker chick,
and I was probably like six years old, I told my parents “I want that.” And…they’re
like “No. No, you don’t want that…just trash has tattoos,” and from then on I’ve
always wanted one…and then it just progressed into multiple…I’ll always get
tattoos. So, it’ll never go away, it’s just something inside me.
Ms. N does not believe tattoos make her “trash”. She acknowledges that others find it difficult to
accept her, but she feels that the tattoos allow her to sift through judgmental acquaintances and
find potential friends more easily. If a person cannot accept her tattoos, she is certain that he or
she is not a worthy friend.
Ms. N feels that it takes courage and a strong self-esteem to have publicly visible tattoos.
In this sense she is like the tough biker chick she saw as a child and personal empowerment is one
of the motivations behind her tattoos. Ms. N’s defying of the status quo is similar to Mr. I’s
reluctance to live a life of mediocrity. Mr. I, who comes from an artistic family, realized that he
does not want to work in a cubicle eight hours a day, nor does he want to work in a restaurant as a
busboy. Becoming a tattoo artist, Mr. I can pursue painting and drawing without getting trapped
in the doldrums of a nine to five job. For these two participants, they are motivated to get or give
tattoos in efforts to use the stigma attached to tattooing to their benefit.
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Two participants also mentioned that emulating adults was the motivation behind
tattooing. In some cases, the adult is a positive role model and in others it is one chance
encounter that fuels the motivation to get tattooed. Ms. P, who is drawn to tattoos and thinks of
them as wearing beautiful art, recognizes that her grandfather inspired her motivation to get
tattoos. She states,
My grandpa, he has a lot of like old school pinups and stuff, so I kind of always
looked up to him. My parents don’t have any, but they were always against it, but
my grandpa was such a big part of my life….He’s so rad, you know, so he kind of
inspired me in that way.
Mr. Q was a mesmerized by a man’s tattoo as a young child. He related,
I was a little kid in Florida and in my stroller at a red light. My mother tells me this
story. I looked up and there was an old man standing there and he had like a pin-up
in his arm….I was pointing at it. He made it dance on his arm. That was it. I
thought that was the coolest thing in the world. That was it. Then it became like
temporary tattoos out of Cracker Jack boxes. I plastered them all over my body.
It is interesting that the amount of exposure to a role model can greatly vary, the impact of
viewing tattoos on others is profound for the participants.

Arousal from Tattooing
Nine participants also talked about the arousal or release they get from tattooing. For eight of the
participants, there was a consensus that the adrenaline and the endorphins are the catalyst for this
arousal. One of the participants clearly stated that he does not have the knowledge to determine
whether or not it is the endorphins or the adrenaline that causes this physiological arousal.
However, all of the participants described the arousal as a drug-like rush. Several of the
participants mentioned that there are moments of relief after intense pain from the needle. Each
time the tattoo artist lifts the needle from the skin, the “rush” subsides. However, once the artist
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resumes, the arousal continues. Two of the women stated that this arousal relieves stress or has
cathartic properties.
The impact of this arousal is extremely profound to the tattoo experience. This surge of
endorphins and adrenaline is not an average experience for most people. Mr. Q states,
The normal average guy who just goes to work for eight hours and comes home and
has a couple of beers, goes to sleep and wakes up doesn’t really get that endorphin
surge a lot so it does really strange things to the human body.
The adrenaline rush or endorphin high was likened to an addiction by some of the participants.
Mr. T stated,
I’d rather be getting tattoos and getting that type of needle stuck in me than anything
else. You know what I mean? I guess you could say if that’s gonna be, like, a choice
of drug, I’d do…tattooing then.
These two statements illustrate the powerful arousal tattooing provides.
Mr. M succinctly explained how an addiction to tattoos may develop. He explained,
I can see why you’d get tattoos in jail though. How many highs do you get?...All of a
sudden you’re going to start getting fucking addicted to it. It’s just another addiction.
It’s another way of escaping. Every time you get a tattoo, it’s planning it out. It’s the
projects you want to do so that gives you something to do during the mindless hours,
but you literally get an endorphin, the same high. And if you have nothing else to and
don’t care, fuck yeah, you’re going to go for that high. Just like weightlifter, and
watch them all with the weightlifting out there. It’s the same. You go for the
endorphins. You’re trying to get fucked up in a fucked up situation. That’s my
theory….That’s why you get that addicted. You’ve got nothing else to do for 24
hours a day....You get into things. You go for any high you can get.
It is interesting that he connects the high with escape. If tattooing can help one escape the
drudgery of jail, there is, then, a significant benefit to be derived from this activity.

Lack of Boredom
Nine of the participants mentioned that they did not feel bored during the tattoo session.
From Mr. Q’s, Mr. T’s, and Mr. M’s comments about the arousal of tattooing, it is understandable
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why tattooing is not a boring activity for the participants. Their responses to the question of
whether or not they get bored during a tattoo session did not evoke long answers. They did not
elaborate on this absence of this feeling. However, Mr. T mentioned that if he does get bored
during the session, this is when he feels anxious.

Locus of Control Forfeited to Trust
Eight participants believed that they have control of the tattoo session. The locus of
control one feels during the tattoo session differs for each person. During a tattoo session, two
people, the artist and the client, are working together to achieve an aesthetically pleasing tattoo.
Although tattoos can be touched up or covered up, the tattoo process does not allow for mistakes
as there is no way to edit or revise a tattoo. The tattoo artist controls the machine, his tattoo
station, and directs and positions the client to optimize his or her access to the area being tattooed.
However, Mr. Q felt the client was in control as he is hired by them to give them the tattoo that
they want. Regardless of his operation of the machine and direction of the client, he realizes that
he has been hired for his services. Yet, Mr. Q acknowledges that he is in total control of one
ultimate decision; he can stop the tattoo session at his discretion. In other words, he has the right
to refuse service to anyone.
The six participants who felt in control while getting tattooed had views similar to Mr. Q.
Ms. K, Ms. N, Ms. R, and Ms. S all felt in control when it came to picking and working with the
tattoo artist, developing the idea for the tattoo, and choosing the design and the placement of the
tattoo. They also felt that they could stop the tattoo session if they were uncomfortable with the
artist. Ms. L, when asked what she controls during the tattoo session, stated, “The whole
thing….Yeah. I would be very comfortable with stopping him at any second.”
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At the same time, the participants felt that they had very little control of the tattoo session
once the session began. The locus of control was in the tattoo artist’s hands. Mr. M, who also
believes he can stop the tattoo session, conceded that both parties are committed once the tattoo
artist has started the tattoo. However, he feels that it is ridiculous to stop the tattoo before the
artist is finished. This is similar to Mr. G’s admission that the tattoo artist controls the session.
Mr. G feels that he surrenders control of the tattoo session and that he feels vulnerable as he can
only watch the progress of the artist. Ms. H, feels that if the tattoo artist says “shut up” and sit
still, she must follow these orders.
There is an underlying trust issue that allows the participants to forfeit their control to the
tattoo artist. Mr. O and Ms. P both mentioned the need to trust the artist. Ms. P added that is why
she is extremely picky about choosing an artist. Other than be able to stop the session at her
discretion, Ms. R said that one cannot turn back once the artist had started. Ms. K mentioned that
one almost submits to the tattoo artist. Mr. I, who is a tattoo artist, agreed, saying,
I would never tell someone who’s tattooing me like “Do this” or “Do that,” it’s not,
you should not say anything like that, that would piss me off, you know, because the
person knows what they’re doing and in their head they’re trying to put it down onto
your skin. And, I wouldn’t want anyone telling me like “Do this” or “Do that.”
This being the case, it is not surprising that Mr. I feels that when he is working, he has control of
the tattoo session. For some, once the trust is established between the tattoo artist and the client,
the locus of control is transferred from the client to the tattoo artist.

Intimacy and Tattooing
Eight of the participants mentioned the intimacy of the tattoo session; trust between the
tattoo artist the client is imperative. As this trust increases, there is an intimacy that develops
between the tattoo artist and the individual receiving the tattoo. Some of the tattoos take several
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sessions, and require prolonged association and interaction between the tattoo artist and the client.
Ms. N, Mr. G, and Ms. K both mentioned that after several hours of listening to music with tattoo
artist, or talking to him as he works on their tattoos, an understanding, appreciation, and
friendship develops. Ms. H and Mr. T will not get a tattoo from someone that they do not know.
Mr. T feels that walking into a tattoo shop and getting a tattoo from a random tattoo artist would
be extremely awkward. He added that he has known his tattoo artists for several years. Ms. H
feels the same as Mr. T, and she added that the intimacy she shares with her tattoo artist is similar
to the intimacy she shares with her boyfriend. This intimacy is important to her as it makes her
feel comfortable with the artist and it ensures the quality of the tattoo.
Along with this intimacy, and attentive tattoo artist is crucial to tattooed individuals.
Even for a person receiving their first tattoo, this attention is imperative. Ms. R, who got her first
tattoo from Mr. Feldman, said,
The thing I liked about [Mr. Feldman] doing mine was he was very focused on me,
and what I wanted, which I mean I feel like I deserved that, because I’m the one
putting something permanent on my body. I don’t feel bad about wanting all the
attention, because if he’s not giving me 100 percent of his attention, that’s when
something can go wrong.
The necessity of this attention seems to be the foundation of the intimacy. Without it, the tattoo
session might feel superficial, and one could speculate that the session would be like getting a
tattoo from an artist they do not personally know.
The intimacy that develops between the tattoo artist and the client is not one sided. The
tattoo artist also feels the intimacy, and in some respects cannot avoid it. Mr. Q explained,
I look at tattooing as a very social activity and a very intimate procedure amongst two
people. You’re coming into very close contact with another person. It’s very
intimate. You’re touching them the whole time. For a couple of hours at a time you
have your hands all over them. You’re giving them something that they’ve been
wanting for a while. It’s definitely like something really special for the person
getting the tattoo. I think it’s probably one of the most intimate moments you can
share with a person. You talk about all sorts of stuff in the chair. If people are
getting a memorial piece, it brings up the whole love and fondness that they have for
that person. You’re really doing it for both of them. If people are getting their
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mom’s name on them, that a big deal. They’ll share stories about their mother. It’s a
really intimate thing. Tattooing shouldn’t be looked at as just a party thing to do. A
lot of people do it and that’s cool, too. There is nothing wrong with that.
Mr. Q comments indicate that this intimacy inspires conversations about family members,
cherished memories, and intense feelings. These elements coupled with the physical contact and
attention of the artist creates an ideal environment for trust and intimacy.

Activities Similar to Tattooing
Eight participants discussed activities that are similar to tattooing. There were several
attributes of tattooing the participants mentioned: expression, joy, intimacy, pain, or behavior
practiced among a sub-culture. These other activities include praying, exercise, roller derby,
dancing, sewing, acting, playing music, sex, and fighting. The participants stated that these
activities were also expressive, joyful, intimate, associated with a subculture, or painful. Within
their comments, there were several mentions of the presence of endorphins while participating in
the activities.
There were some activities that the participants mentioned that are not reserved for
subcultures. Praying, sex, and exercise, which tattoo artists, tattooed, and non-tattooed
individuals experience, seem to offer an experience similar to tattooing. For Mr. G, praying is
one of the activities he does while getting tattooed. As many of his tattoos are testimonies of his
spiritual beliefs and religion, it is not surprising that he might feel that praying is similar to
tattooing. Mr. G’s coupling prayer with a painful activity, I could not help but see Mr. G’s tattoo
sessions as vaguely resembling flogging one’s self while praying. Mr. G recognizes that tattoos
are painful, but the end product is a joyful experience for him. Also, his tattoos are a tool, an
invitation to others, to start conversations about Jesus Christ.
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Mr. G and Mr. I also mentioned that sex is similar to tattooing. With the intimacy and
joy that people experience while having sex, their perception of this similarity is understandable.
Mr. G and Ms. H mentioned that tattooing is similar to exercise as there is an endorphin rush that
one experiences after exercise.
Ms. L mentioned that sewing is much like tattooing as it is an activity where she makes
something that is significant and personal. Using fabric, she “sculpts” clothing that is meant for a
particular person. Ms. L creations have personal meaning and are the product of intrinsic
motivation spurred by personal expression. Like her tattoos, Ms. L would not like it if her articles
of clothing were copied.
Ms. L, Ms. R, and Mr. T stated that expressive activities such as dancing, acting, and
music are similar to tattooing for them. Ms. L, who earned a Bachelors of Art in ballet, stated
that it is the dichotomy of pleasure and pain that makes dancing similar to tattooing for her. To
explain this, she discussed her experience when she got two lines of script tattooed over her hip.
She reported,
When he was doing the top line and the first few words, those really tickled, they
were like vibrating through my hip….I danced ballet point, so…it’s more
comfortable to be on point for me in those shoes than to be in a move where your feet
are flat, because they’re being pulled the wrong way, those shoes are shaped with
metal and balsawood, so when your feet are in them, and you’re in particular section
of a dance it’s very comfortable, because you’re kind of going with the flow and
everything’s feeling good and then all of a sudden you’re in a part where you have to
put your foot flat and you’re going against all the forces of that shoe and it’s just like,
“Fuck, it hurts,” you know. You get blisters, your feet are bleeding, the ribbons are
all of a sudden pulling the wrong way on your ankles, because they’re supposed to
wrap up and go with your foot this way, now all of a sudden they’re…pulling against
it….You could go from one minute being perfectly fine, the next minute excruciating
pain.
In addition to the sudden shifts of pain and pleasure, Ms. L mentioned that dancing is like
tattooing as it is something she is committed to finishing regardless of the pain. This expressive
art is something she “is not able to walk away from.”
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Ms. R, her daughter, feels that tattooing is much like acting. Not only are the two
activities expressive, but she recognizes the need to relax while acting or getting a tattoo. Ms. R
said,
The moment I relaxed halfway though [the tattoo], like when I was talking about
relaxing, that was kind of similar [to]…closing night feeling, when you’re just like
there’s nothing else you can chance. You know all of your lines. You know all your
blocking. There’s nothing to do but shut your brain off and just do the show for the
last time. It was just like that kind of feeling where I relaxed and I was like okay, it’s
done now. There’s nothing really…else for me to do.
Ms. R’s relaxed feelings occur when her acting skills and abilities are sufficient for the task at
hand. Her comments indicate that her actions, awareness of the other actors, and her
memorizations of her lines prevent her from being bored, anxious, or overwhelmed with “stage
fright”. After telling the tattoo artist what she wanted, developing the design, and being
comfortable with him, she was relaxed and not anxious while receiving her first tattoo.
Mr. T, who is a musician, feels that playing music is much like getting tattooed. He
experiences the same feelings during a tattoo session or while he is getting tattooed. He
described it as a “rush” that is preceded by excitement, not unlike the fun Mr. T has while playing
music with his band the Faraway Boys. Mr. T said,
We used to jam, just for the hell of it. And, at the time, I had a job and everything at
the Harley shop. And one of the guys said, “Man, you guys should totally just go
down and play on the corner, and make some extra cash.” I didn’t think much of it,
so I would walk down, we’d meet up at my house, we’d…grab a bottle of Sailor.
Just because it was rum that got the job done pretty quick, you know? And we would
mix it in, like, a bottle of coke, and walk down to the street corner right in Laguna,
and our drummer would come. He worked at the Starbucks around the corner, and he
would watch us play. He’d ask us, “Hey dude, play some Elvis songs, or
something.” Cause I’d just, like walk down with my upright [base]. My guitarist
would be playing his acoustic, and the next thing you know, he asks us, like, “Hey,
dude, let’s, you know, do you mind if I jam with you guys?” So one thing kind of led
to another and he was, like, “Maybe we should write our own music, you know?”
And we were, “All right, cool.” So we wrote this song about Sailor Jerry Rum, about
us going downtown, pack of smokes, and Jerry Rum. You know, and that was our
song of the three of us rocking out down there, and just having lots of fun, you know?
Summertime, a lot of tourists. I was, like, that was 20; I really didn’t care, you know,
but I had my own little place there. We just partied, and drank, and played.
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Mr. T experiences of playing music with his friends seems to have the same creative,
collaborative, and expressive qualities as getting tattooed by his friends.
In some respects, their songs and the band’s choice of beverage have direct links to the
tattoo culture. There is a significant connection to the tattoo culture and the brand of rum Mr. T
and his friends drank. Sailor Jerry is a venerated tattoo artist who tattooed in Hawaii from the
1940s to the 1970s. His flash designs are frequently used in contemporary tattoo shops, and his
style is often imitated. His influence on the tattoo culture is significant, and has led to the
marketing of many products. One of these products is a music CD compilation. Mr. T explained,
They put us on this rad album with all these really cool punk bands, you know? So
we’re totally pumped on it, and now they’re playing it for the Sailor Jerry Rum store
in Philadelphia, I think. They use that song for their commercial now. So, it’s pretty
cool.
It is interesting how Mr. T considers writing music as an activity similar to tattooing, and how he
connected the two mediums.
Two of the participants, Ms. K and Mr. M, focused on the pain when discussing activities
similar to tattooing. Mr. M feels that fighting, paint ball, and slam dancing are similar activities.
He experiences the same type of “high” there is a possibility of danger and pain. His distinction
between painless activities and painful activities is how he determines whether or not he will
experience a total involvement, or a “rush” while participating in the activity.
In regards to paintball, where players shoot projectiles at each other, versus laser tag, Mr.
M feels the absence of pain prevents one from being totally involved in the game. He explains,
Laser tag, guy is coming at you. You have an eight-foot drop. Guy is coming at you.
Fuck it. Guy hits you. Beep-beep-beep. Guy is coming at you with a paintball gun.
Eight-foot drop. Paintball guy, you’re already down the eight-foot drop, you know
what I mean? Because those fuckers hurt, but without that extra bit of hurting, you
wouldn’t get the motivation to do the extra part of the game which makes the game
that much more exciting, and then the endorphins kick in because of the possibility of
pain. That’s why laser tag sucks.
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During the interview, Mr. M made a derogatory comment about using Henna to make temporary
designs on one’s skin. This method of body decoration is not painful so, for Mr. M, it lacks the
excitement he desires.
Ms. K believes activities, like roller derby, that have the possibility of pain are similar to
tattooing. She also believes that roller derby, like tattooing, fosters a sense of camaraderie among
the participants. It is interesting that camaraderie is a major theme mentioned in the responses
during the Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Drama Interview, which will be addressed
later.

Anticipation Anxiety Associated with Tattooing
Seven of the participants mentioned anticipation anxiety as part of the tattoo experience.
For Mr. G and Mr. O, there is an initial doubt or fear that the tattoo will not turn out as well as
they hoped. They all felt an excitement before the tattoo process. The anticipation of pain, the
planning process, and the impending surge of endorphins and adrenaline causes anxiety. This
anxiety quickly vanishes when the initial pain is physiologically assuaged with endorphins and
adrenaline.

Summary of Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule Results
The participants identified several attributes of tattooing such as the playfulness of the
activity, their enjoyment of getting tattooed, and the fun they experience while getting tattooed.
They clearly stated their individual tattoo goals and their motivations that keep them engaged in
this activity. There is also an arousal that produces an endorphin rush giving the participants an
euphoric feeling. Lastly, some of the participants experience a locus of control when getting
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tattooed, and may eventually cede their control to a trusted tattoo artist. In addition to these
attributes, the participants view tattooing as an expressive activity that is cathartic, a symbol of
one’s love for another, a testimony to one’s beliefs, and/or a depiction of one’s personal history.

Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule Introduction
Thirteen participants completed the Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms
Interview Schedule. My questions in this interview schedule focused on the social attitudes,
consequences, and the acceptability of tattoos in Los Angeles, California. I hoped that this
structured interview would identify social norms relating to tattoos.
The participants identified social conflicts caused by tattooing. Thirteen of the
participants discussed how tattooed individuals are stigmatized as outsiders. Twelve participants
discussed the camaraderie that exists between tattooed individuals, and twelve participants also
discussed the current tattoo culture in Los Angeles, California. Eleven participants discussed the
growing acceptability of tattoos. Nine participants discussed public agencies and laws regulate
tattooing, and nine participants identified the occupational risks of having publicly visible tattoos.
Eight participants reiterated their thought on tattoos as a form of expression, and eight
participants made general statements about societal conflicts spurred by tattooing. Seven
participants discussed family conflicts they have experienced, and seven participants recognized
that tattoos conflict with some religious proscriptions.
Five participants discussed dating or marital problems, and five participants talked about
their loss of friends once they received tattoos. Although less than half of the participants had
this experience, these comments seemed closely related to family conflicts. Therefore, I felt it
appropriate to include these themes in the findings.
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Table 5-2. Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule Themes
Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Number of
Interview Schedule Theme
Participants
Tattoos are Labels for Outsiders
13
Camaraderie
12
Tattooing in Los Angeles
12
Acceptability of Tattoos
11
Agencies or Legal Issues Concerning Tattoos
9
Occupational Risks
9
Expression
8
Societal Conflicts (General Statements)
8
Family Conflicts
7
Religious Conflicts
7
Dating or Marital Problems
5
Loss of Friends
5

Total
Comments
per Theme
63
24
16
23
11
20
10
13
9
8
6
6

Analyzing the statements of the participants (see Table 5-2), it is clear the participants are
aware that tattooing stigmatizes an individual in mainstream society, although the degree varies
from being treated as a social pariah to being treated as a respectable member of society. The
treatment depends on the content of the tattoo and the placement and number of tattoos.
Participants have a cognitive map of the Los Angeles Tattoo culture. Even though there are
occupational risks, family conflict, religious conflicts, and societal conflicts, they feel that tattoos
are becoming acceptable in Los Angeles. They are also aware of the social costs one may incur if
they get tattooed.

Emic Description of Tattooing in Los Angeles
There are many tattoo artists and tattooed individuals, numerous distinct tattoo styles, and
several areas in Los Angeles, California with a spate of tattoo shops. There are even a few
galleries in West Los Angeles exhibiting artwork by tattoo artists rendered in different mediums.
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TLC broadcast Los Angeles Ink, a nationally syndicated reality television show featuring Kat Von
Drachenburg, a famous tattoo artist in Hollywood, California. During my fieldwork, Macy’s
department stores ran large advertisements in The Los Angeles Times showcasing Ed Hardy, a
venerated tattoo artist in Southern California, and his tattoo designs on clothing, shoes, bedding,
watches, perfume, cologne, and luggage. I also attended the 5th annual Ink and Iron Festival in
Long Beach, California, which incorporates a car show, a carnival midway, music, entertainment,
and an international tattoo convention hosting several hundred tattoo artists aboard The Queen
Mary. With national television coverage, many types of products available and advertised
nationwide, and entertainment that caters to tattooed individuals, the influence and presence of
the Los Angeles tattoo culture is difficult to ignore.
Considering the breadth and depth of the tattoo culture in Los Angeles, a full treatise
would require years of study and possibly several volumes. After a year of fieldwork, I realized
that there are many aspects of this culture that extend beyond the scope of my research question.
Therefore, I will only focus on my observations and the comments made by the participants in my
sample, which offer information about their views, perceptions, and opinions of the tattoo culture
in Los Angeles.
Twelve participants commented that the present tattoo culture in Los Angeles is vast,
multi-faceted, and the product of a city that is permissive and accepting of creative and artistic
expression.

Participants living outside of Los Angeles
Three participants living outside of Los Angeles offered general opinions about Los
Angeles tattoo artists. They also discussed the skill of Los Angeles tattoo artists, who in their
opinion range from excellent to horrible. Mr. T elaborated on what makes a tattoo artist
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exceptional, saying,
So far, the tattoo artists that I know are just really cool, kinda down-to-earth-type
guys that are really mellow….I could totally relate with them, because they have a
passion. You know, they have something they’re just totally stoked on, and they’re
constantly having to do it to keep their jobs up, you know? And every day, they’re
learning something new. And, with me, it’s, like, I feel like I could kinda relate to
that with my music. If I stopped playing for two months and I get back into it, I’m
not just gonna rock and be amazing at it. You know? And it just seems that they
have that drive of this is what they love to do, and they’re totally doing it, you know?
Mr. T views good artists as relentless and passionate, which is reflected in the quality of their
tattoos. Ms. P concurred with Mr. T when she described Los Angeles area tattoo artists as
“awesome.” She continued, “The only artist I know is Kat, so I’ve seen her do a couple of pieces
and she is amazing. I think they have amazing artists out here.”
When asked about tattooing in Los Angeles, Ms. N did not discuss the correlation
between the passion of Los Angeles tattoo artists and the quality of their tattoos. Instead, she
viewed Los Angeles as a city with many shops where prices correlate with the quality of the
tattoo. She stated,
I have never seen so many tattoo shops, you know, but there’s good ones and there’s
bad ones, you know, scratch shops that just bust them out for sixty bucks, but you get
what you pay for, you know, if you want a good tattoo you’re going to pay extra
money for it. If you just want crap, then there’s one probably on every corner.
In some respects, it seems that Ms. N does agree with Mr. T when she identified “scratch shops”
that “bust” out tattoos for sixty dollars. Among aficionados, this points to a lack of passion. Yet,
Ms. N seems to indicate that financial gains are the motivation behind low-quality tattoos, and not
love for the art. Furthermore, with a myriad of shops in Los Angeles, it seems that one must
know how to discern which tattoo shops are reputable. Assessing the comments made by these
three participants, there is the general emic knowledge that the variance in the performance of a
Los Angeles tattoo artist can be explained by passion or greed.
All the points Mr. T, Ms. P, and Ms. N identified were reiterated by the participants
living in Los Angeles, demonstrating that their emic knowledge is shared among all of the
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tattooed individuals in this sample. However, the Angelino participants focused on regional
differences in tattoo styles, differences in skills and abilities among the artists in these areas, the
different types of clientele, and how artists are perceived by others.

Participants Living in Los Angeles
The eight participants who reside in Los Angeles discussed the tattoo culture in great depth.
They identified four specific geographic locations in Los Angeles with many shops, and they
discussed their opinions of the tattoo artists, tattooed people, how people perceive them, and the
popularity of tattooing. Ms. H acknowledged that it is difficult to describe the tattoo culture in
Los Angeles. She stated,
It depends on what area. I mean Los Angeles is so spread out and so many different
people. It’s really hard to say. It’s regional with Los Angeles. The people
regionally, they’re different…East L.A. is a whole other story. When you get back to
Hollywood you’ve got the Hollywood types. You’ve got the actors, models, porn
stars, yuppies, what not, and you’ve got people who can pay the $250 an hour for
tattoos and I can’t pay that but a lot of people can afford Sunset Strip tattoo shops and
that’s what they’ll do. You’ve got the tourists who go into those tattoo shops just to
say they got a tattoo on the Sunset Strip.
You’ve either got down to earth people who are just tattoo artists, or you got newbies
who are just in it for a buck on Hollywood Boulevard, and they turn out crap and
they don’t care…or you’ve got people who like it’s been kind of handed down like
any craft, and that’s a lot of people in East LA. And then you got people on the
Sunset Strip and…they go to conventions. They are into the fame. They’re into the
money. They’re probably good artists.…The ones on Sunset Strip I think are
probably better artists.…I know that anybody is better than the ones on Hollywood
Boulevard. I’ve seen their portfolios and they’re crap, but it’s kind of like there’s a
tattoo shop that said, “Cheap tattoos aren’t good and good tattoos aren’t cheap.” So,
Hollywood Boulevard has cheap tattoos....Some people do take it very seriously.
That’s their craft. That’s what they love doing.
Venice Beach is not dissimilar to Hollywood Boulevard but West L.A. is very
different. There are some shops in West L.A. that are really decent but Venice Beach
is for the tourists just like Hollywood Boulevard is for the tourists. That means they
don’t put any effort into it and it’s going to turn out crap. It will probably fade and
it’ll bleed and it’ll be terrible in five years whether you go out in the sun or not.
Her response does not contradict the general statements of Mr. T, Ms. P, or Ms. N. Ms. H’s
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recollection of the sign that read good tattoos are not cheap and cheap tattoos are not good is
congruent with Ms. N’s comment.
Ms. H also discussed several qualities specific to Los Angeles. Ms. H identified four
areas in Los Angeles known for tattoo shops; East Los Angeles, Hollywood, Venice Beach, and
Sunset Strip. In each of these areas, she recognizes differences among the tattoo artists. As for
Hollywood and Venice Beach, she feels that the emerging artists working in these areas produce
inferior tattoos, cater to tourists, and are motivated by financial gain, echoing Ms. N’s statement.
She feels that these tattoo artists are different from the artists in East Los Angeles, who see
tattooing as their craft and pass it on to apprentices, similar to Mr. T’s comment. Finally, she
identified Sunset Strip as an area with accomplished artists, who are driven by money and
notoriety.
In her general overview, Ms. H talked about several aspects that drew similar criticism
from Mr. Q, Ms. L, Mr. I, and Ms. R. Mr. Q and Ms. L view the popularity of tattooing as
ephemeral and agree that many tattoo artists are unexceptional. Mr. I also agrees that there are
many incompetent tattoo artists in Los Angeles. Mr. Q claims the popularity of tattooing has
increased the number of inferior artists who have degraded the industry. Commenting on the
prevalence of greedy and unskilled tattoo artists, Mr. Q merely stated that tattooing, which, in his
opinion, is experiencing another period of popularity, is “watered down” in Los Angeles. He
believes that many of these tattoo artists will leave the profession when there are fewer
customers.
Ms. L discussed her views on the mediocrity and insincerity among Los Angeles tattoo
artists. She thinks tattooing has become a lucrative business, attracting tattoo artists who do not
see it as an art. She feels that some Los Angeles tattoo artists are insincere entrepreneurs
capitalizing on a trend. Ms. L explained,
I think for the most part they’re not real sincere about it, it’s a business, they’re just
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trying to make a buck. This town does have some long-time artists that are really
good at it and they’ve been doing it their whole lives, but it’s trendy out here.
Mr. Q’s perfunctory statement and Ms. L’s use of the word “trendy” communicates the belief that
tattooing is experiencing a wave of popularity which will eventually ebb. Until this happens, it is
doubtful the unskilled tattoo artists will cease their insincere efforts.
The presence of these undesirable artists requires the tattooed individuals to develop a
relationship with the tattoo artists. In some respects, this may be the basis of the intimacy shared
between the tattoo artist and the client. Mr. I feels that it is imperative to know the tattoo artists
before he lets them tattoo him. He explained,
A lot of people in L.A. are tattooed, like the majority that I’ve seen are tattooed, and
which is awesome, I like to see everyone get tattooed, you know. And a lot of shops,
especially when you go to places like Hollywood and Venice Beach, there’s just like
every other block there’s a tattoo shop, you know. I’ve never been tattooed by
someone I didn’t know….There are lot of ones that don’t know what they’re doing,
and then there are a lot of really good artists.
Mr. I, who started tattooing on Hollywood Boulevard after his apprenticeship, also feels that there
are plenty of unskilled tattoo artists at Venice Beach and Hollywood Boulevard, concurring with
Ms. H.
In their comments, these participants revealed their insistence on becoming acquainted
with the tattoo artist before receiving a tattoo, the presence of substandard and exceptional tattoo
artists, different locations with several tattoo shops, and an eventual waning popularity. Their
comments provide information on their subjective thoughts and reactions to the current state of
the Los Angeles tattoo culture.
Some participants addressed their attitudes about tattooed individuals or how they are
perceived in Los Angeles. They acknowledge that popularity, mixed reactions, and insincere
tattooed individuals have degraded the Los Angeles tattoo culture.
Ms. R feels that tattoos are losing personal significance as people are getting tattooed
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without much forethought. Reflecting on these types of tattooed individuals, Ms. R feels that
tattooing has become a “fad,” that is, frivolous and devoid of personal meaning and profundity.
She explained,
I think right now it’s very popular. It’s probable going to die out. I don’t see it
continuing the way it is, because it’s very popular. I kind of feel like it’s the whole
“bro” era coming back where it’s cool to get a snake for no reason one day. It seems
a lot more like people aren’t really thinking about them. They’re just getting them.
And, those are the type of tattoos that you regret in like five years.…If I got one and I
hated it, I wouldn’t get another one.
Ms. R concedes that tattooing can be a capricious activity in Los Angeles. She stated in other
portions of the interview that tattoos can impede a person’s personal goals and have detrimental
effects on one’s life. Considering Ms. R’s belief, it is understandable why she feels meaningless
tattoos will foster regret, which she believes will bring an end to the current tattoo “fad.”
Ms. K feels that personally meaningful tattoos are often misunderstood by others as
trivial. Her tattoos are well planned, well executed, and steeped in personal meaning. Yet, it is
sometimes difficult to convey the meaning to others. Ms. K has experienced mixed reactions to
her tattoos. She stated,
I think that people are different everywhere you go. I find that the majority kind of
looks at them like a tattoo, like why would you fucking put an ice-cream cone on
your arm, you know what I mean, like people just probably think it’s really dumb or
they just don’t get it. And there are other people like, “Oh my god, that’s really cool,
I’ve never seen anything like it before,” or there are…younger kids that are like,
“That’s fucking retarded.” It’s just a matter of opinion, and you’re going to find that
varies everywhere you go. If I’m in a rock show it’s going to be different than when
I’m in the library, you know, of a Catholic school or something, you know what I
mean, like people are different everywhere you go. And as much as I get the, “Wow,
that’s really cool, I’ve never seen that before,” I get double dirty looks, or like
double-takes, or just kind of like getting sidestepped or whatever, and it’s a mind
fuck, but you have to learn to just put it past you and move the fuck on.
The reaction, in her opinion, depends on the location, social environment, and the person viewing
the tattoo. In formal and religious settings, Ms. K has had negative responses to her tattoos. In
these types of settings, her tattoos are seen as insipid, where as in locations where social norms
are disregarded her tattoos are seen as novel.
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There is a spectrum of reactions to tattoos. Ms. S, who moved from Minneapolis to Los
Angeles, feels that the responses to tattoo in Los Angeles are no different than in Minneapolis.
Her statement differs from the assumptions and experiences of several participants. During the
interviews, many participants expressed feelings that the creative environment accepting of
tattoos is not present in other states, California counties, or cities near Los Angeles. Two
participants discussed the limited number of tattoo shops in smaller cities near Los Angeles and
Orange County. Three participants feel that tattooing is not accepted in the Midwest, “fly over
states”, or Kansas.
Mr. M was the only participant who identified who the tattoo artists and tattooed people
in Los Angeles are. Mr. M feels that tattoo artists and tattooed individuals are angry,
disenfranchised, or economically challenged people. He stated,
I think it’s like it is in pretty much any other city and it’s a subculture of angry
people. I mean, I think there’s a lot more involved….I would say that the majority of
tattooists have tattoos. It’s very rare to find a tattooist that doesn’t have any, and
usually that means that they have tattoos and they come from a similar background. I
don’t see any, I have never met or even heard of, and I’m sure there’s one because
someone is always there to bust the exceptions, but I’d never seen old blue-blood
money Thurston Howell III tattoo artists. “I decided—I was at Harvard and my dad
was doing this and I was doing this, and I decided to say ‘fuck it’ and I’m here and I
started tattooing. I really fell in love with it.” I’m sure there’s one, but not really. If
you’re tattooing, you know what government cheese is….If you have a tattoo, then
odds are you know what government cheese tastes like. Still, the majority....of the
world doesn’t have tattoos. Sometimes we get so absorbed in our own little culture
that we don’t realize what a minority we are. Sometime we get so oblivious to how
the world looks at us.
Mr. M believes that tattoo artists and tattooed individuals in Los Angeles are a minority.
Regardless of the current popularity of tattooing, he acknowledges that few people are tattooed.
The Los Angeles tattoo culture is prominent and it is pervasive in American popular
culture. The participants in this sample had similar thoughts and shared an emic knowledge of
this tattoo culture. Generally, they discussed the accepting social environment in Los Angeles,
which fosters a diverse tattoo culture. They explained there are many tattoo artists who are fueled
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by greed. These artists produce shoddy tattoos, and are responsible for the plethora of tattoo
shops.
Specifically, they discussed the skill of tattoo artists, areas in Los Angeles known for
tattooing, thoughts on the tattoo artists’ motivations, the eventual subsiding of popularity, and the
members of the tattoo subculture. They feel that the skills of the tattoo artists in this city range
from incomparable to mediocre, and that tattoo shops in Hollywood and Venice Beach have
fewer skilled artists than Sunset Strip and East Los Angeles. They feel that people often get
tattooed without much planning, which degrades the significance of tattoos. Conversely, they
discussed the difficulty in communicating the personal meaning of their tattoos to others. Lastly,
they described the tattoo culture as populated by marginalized members of society.

Acceptance of Tattooing in Los Angeles
Eleven of the participants who participated in the Morally Controversial Leisure and
Social Norm Interview Schedule discussed how tattooing has become increasingly acceptable in
Los Angeles. In their comments, the participants brought up three points that appear rather
obvious. They feel that older generations often disapprove of tattoos, younger generations are
embracing tattoos, and the eventual ubiquity of tattoos will require that society eventually
condones, or at least fully accepts, the activity.
It was not surprising to hear Ms. R say, “I think it shows that we are definitely laxing up
but almost because we are forced. I mean if everyone gets tattooed you can’t not hire people with
tattoos.” Mr. M offered his opinion on the growing acceptance of tattoos in Los Angeles by
stating,
Almost every teenage girl has a bellybutton ring. And the little “fuck-me” tattoo in
the small of her back. I mean everybody has that now. The henna tattoos. The
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temporary tattoos. Every little fair, every little Venice Beach Way has the henna
thing which is just the 13-year-old version of I’m-gonna-have-a-tattoo-soon.
In Mr. M’s opinion, the result of this popularity is a loss of the social stigma associated with
tattoos. He stated, “It becomes accepted. Anything loses it’s … you can’t be a minority if you’re
the majority. You can’t be an outcast with a tattoo if everyone’s got a fucking tattoo.”
However, Mr. M feels that social and economic status is indicative of whether ones
tattoos will be accepted or not. He stated, “Well, it’s always been money. But again, most of the
time really rich people do not have a shit load of tattoos unless they’re musicians.” Mr. M, like
most of the participants, offered a disclaimer to his statements, which reveals that the growing
acceptance of tattoos is not simply based on the popularity of the activity. The participants
identified several conditions or qualitative aspects of tattooing that are not immediately apparent,
which qualify certain tattoos as socially acceptable or unacceptable. Within their comments
throughout the Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview, these eleven
participants revealed what they believe are the variables that determined the acceptability of
tattoos among people from older generations. These variables are tattoo placement, content of the
tattoo, quality of the tattoo, the number of tattoos, social and economic status of the tattooed
individual, occupation, and social settings when the tattoo is visible.
Mr. M and Ms. L discussed how the tattooed individual’s social role, the content of the
tattoo, and the visibility of the tattoo will influence whether or not the tattoo is socially
acceptable. Mr. M stated,
I think it depends on what their social world was before, and where and what it is
they get tattooed. I mean someone could have a tattoo of a fairy on their thigh and
it’s never going to change anybody’s perception of her in any way shape or form,
because no one is ever going to know it’s there at work.
Mr. M’s comment is informative, as he identified concealable tattoos on women as socially
acceptable. From his comment, it is difficult to determine whether it is the private nature of
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tattoo, or if one can discern whether an individual is tattooed or not before making a character
judgment. Furthermore, Mr. M did not offer specifics such as what type of work place or the type
of reaction a woman with a visible tattoo will encounter.
Ms. L, a court clerk, verified Mr. M’s comment when she stated that her social role,
parenthood, the placement, content, and symbolism of her tattoos made her tattoos socially
acceptable in the work environment. She stated,
Nobody ever knew about my first one, except maybe boyfriends, but when people
found out I had the girls tattooed it was more of a, you know, “Oh isn’t that sweet,
she’s so dedicated to being a mom,” kind of attitude. If I’d walked in with the
comedy-tragedy masks, whole different attitude….Whole different attitude, and also
because I was working in the courthouse. I probably would’ve been removed from
where I was working, because I was in Juvi Hall and working with all the kids, they
don’t want that kind of influence, I would’ve been—I’m sure that I would’ve been
removed, from working where I was.
Ms. L’s comparison of her first tattoo, easily concealed tumbling dice, and the tattoos of her
daughters’ names to comedy-tragedy masks, which are viewed as a gang tattoo, is interesting in
respect to the content of her tattoos and the violation of social codes in the work place.
Instead of having tattoos that would label her as gang member, her tattoos affirm her
socially acceptable role as a parent, making her tattoos permissible in her extremely formal work
place. When asked why visible tattoos of her daughters’ names were allowed in a juvenile hall
courtroom, Ms. L stated,
Everybody thought that was cool, because Juvi Hall was also the place where Mom
and Dad can show up to support you, and it’s pretty rare they’re there, it’s pretty rare.
I mean, sometimes there might be Aunt or Uncle, Grandma, Grandpa, whoever, but
it’s most always a woman from the family that shows up, and dads are non-existent.
So for me to be tattooing my kids on me, it was like, you know, “Oh yeah, you’re
going to be with them forever, you’re going to take care of them, you’re going to be a
good mom.” It had that kind of connotation to it.
An important aspect to consider when analyzing the acceptance of Ms. L’s tattoos in Juvenile
Hall is her role in the courtroom. As a court clerk, she manages the court proceedings, and she
has authority within the courtroom. She is not a tattooed defendant entangled in a proceeding
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concerning her children. In such a case, the judge—or others in the courtroom—might not look
at her tattoos of her daughters’ names as a sign of commitment and affection.
Mr. T also discussed his interaction with a tattooed police officer, which offers additional
information on how one’s social role will determine whether or not a tattoo is socially acceptable.
Mr. T reported,
I got pulled over…and the CHP officer was wearing a long-sleeve, but when he went
to, like, stretch out for something, he was tattooed all the way down to his wrists.
Like, you could see it, and you look at him, you’re like, “That’s fuckin’ cool, man.”
You know, like, “Rad.” He didn’t pull you over—obviously, that’s not the reason
why, or he’s not just gonna be an ass to you just because, he’s gonna be like,
“Well…guys with tattoos are hooligans,” or something.
Mr. T’s experience was a social interaction between one tattooed individual, who is charged to
enforce laws and mainstream social codes, and another tattooed individual, who is subject to obey
these laws and codes. Although it seemed as if their tattoos made them peers, Mr. T’s disclaimer
succinctly identifies the conditions that negate this thought. He ended, “It also depends, I guess,
what you have. I mean, shit, if I’m walkin’ around with a gnarly swastika on my arm, I wouldn’t
expect the world to be nice to me.”
Mr. T’s comment indicates there are tattoos one can have that will not alter the way
people perceive him. Mr. T confirms that swastikas, a symbol of hatred and racism, are met with
vehement disdain. However, he did not elucidate which tattoos are socially acceptable or why the
policeman did not scrutinize Mr. T’s tattoos.
Mr. G, Ms. K and Ms. H provided some information on which tattoos are socially
acceptable and why they are tolerated. It is interesting that these three participants also offered a
disclaimer to their statements. They indicated that tattooing is socially acceptable to a point. Mr.
G stated,
I think there set of socially accepted tattoos. You know, like the lower back tribal is
common, or the little like whatever, barbed wire ring around your biceps, or
something. Like the rather little stuff that is pretty widely accepted. Or like the
anchor, like old like stuff that your grandfather or your dad would have on his arm.
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But then again, if you see like a young guy with the full sleeve…together with the
clothes and the hairstyle, you can tell he’s definitely more like gang associated. And,
I think there is still certain like huge kind of fear among society, and a nonacceptance.
Mr. G’s examples of socially accepted tattoos are relatively common tattoos. His examples of
“tribal” tattoos, which are solid black designs similar to that of Polynesian tattoos, on the small of
a woman’s back, are so common that they have been coined arche gerveigh. Translated from
German into English, such tattoos are referred to as “ass antlers.” Also, nostalgic tattoos that may
evoke emotions of esteemed family members are tolerable. Yet, he pointed out that significant
tattooing, rather than small and concealed, combined with certain hair and clothing may indicate
one has gang affiliation.
Like Mr. G, Ms. H also commented on the nostalgic nature of naval tattoos, and she
confirmed that smaller tattoos are socially acceptable. She agrees with Mr. G that tattoos once
affirmed criminality. In her opinion, this is no longer the case unless one violates social norms
concerning the size and frequency of one’s tattoos. Ms. H stated,
If we’re talking about society, society has obviously changed in what they look at
because with men, then it was any tattoo. It wouldn’t have had to have been a jail
one. It could have been something they got anywhere. Now it looks nice even
if…it’s a sailor one, however many years ago would have made you be dangerous
and criminal, but if it’s a sailor one now that looks fine as long as it looks nice on
men. For women it doesn’t matter. I mean a little butterfly is different. I mean like I
said size, a little butterfly on the shoulder, a little halo on the ankle, a little whatnot
but there’s only certain places and certain sizes that you can do, otherwise you will
definitely sleep with them. You’ll sleep with everybody and you probably have.
Ms. H also focused on the gender difference between men and women in regard to tattooed
individuals. Almost a response to Mr. M’s comment on “’fuck-me’ tattoos” on the small of a
woman’s back, Ms. H feels that heavily tattooed women are subject to prejudices men might not
encounter.
When asked whether tattooing is a “good” or “bad” behavior, Ms. K discussed her
thoughts on the differences between socially acceptable and unacceptable tattoos. She stated,
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I think it goes both ways…There are people who have “Fuck the World” tattooed on
their forehead, and there are people who have “Straight Edge True Till Death”
tattooed on their chest, which are complete opposite ends of the spectrum. The
Straight Edge kids who are totally sleeved and, you know, fucking rock out to hard
core music, are singing songs about living life with integrity and a drug and alcohol
free life, and that is completely opposite from someone who gets tattooed when
they’re fucking wasted, that has a dick on their arm or something.
Ms. K’s offers an example of two groups on extreme ends of the social spectrum. Assessing
these two groups, it seems obvious that a group concerned with their integrity and sobriety would
choose socially acceptable tattoos. Her comments also reaffirm that tattoos are not reserved for
rebels.
It is interesting Ms. K mentioned that the sober group, who are prone to chest tattoos, is
more acceptable than the reckless group with a predilection for tattooing genitalia on their arms.
Even if her example is a hypothetical extreme, it is interesting that she chose those parts of the
anatomy to demonstrate the difference between the two groups. Tattoos on the chest are much
easier to conceal than a tattoo on the arm, which might make the chest tattoos more socially
acceptable.
Although Mr. G, Ms. H, and Ms. K identified which tattoos are socially acceptable, they
also discussed some gender differences and the inability to definitively say whether tattooing is a
“good” or a “bad” activity. Mr. G and Ms. H did discuss acceptance of tattoos steeped in
sentimentality. Navy tattoos signifying one’s military service, or an older relative’s allegiance,
are no longer stigmatized. Mr. T, Mr. Mr. Q, Mr. M, Mr. I, and Ms. K discussed their perceptions
of a generational difference towards the acceptance of tattoos that has occurred recently and how
this has changed tattooing and the meaning of tattoos.
Mr. T spoke about the popularity and loss of profundity and meaning once associated
with tattoos. As tattoos became more acceptable in American society, the reservation of tattoos
for marginalized or criminal aspects of society ceased. However, the symbolism of tattoos
became lost with its transition from esoteric to exoteric nature. Mr. T stated,
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I always just think of back in the ‘50s or something, like if you lived, in a little
Pleasantville town, and that one guy comes in and gets something done. The way I
look at it was more of back in the ‘60s, too, the whole bikers, and all that. Like, it
just seemed that they were one of the only other groups that would get tattooed, you
know?...That’s where kinda like where the bad part of the tattooing came
from....Now, so many people have ‘em....I don’t even know because there’s so many
people getting so much different stuff…that I really kind of lost track. There of a lot
of things, unless someone told you like, “This is what that means. It comes from this
place.”
Mr. T’s comment confirms his belief that negative social stigma associated with tattoos arose in
the 1950s and 1960s. With the rise in popularity, not only did younger generations accept and
incorporate tattooing into their lives, but the meanings of the tattoos changed. In some cases, Mr.
T feels the meanings were lost.
Mr. Q feels tattoos are much more acceptable now, than “five years ago.” Like Mr. T, he
also feels the stigma associated with tattooing has waned with the current generation. Mr. Q also
discussed the positive and negative consequences with this recent acceptability. He stated,
It’s good because you’re taking that stigmata (sic) away of it being thieves and
hookers and dope dealers and criminals and taking it out of the underground. But
then we’re watering it down so much. It is the oldest form of art that hasn’t really
gone through a renaissance in the history of the world. The oldest human being
they’ve ever found had tattoos on his body for the same reasons people do it
today….It’s way different nowadays. I guess there’s a lot of young parents too
nowadays that didn’t go through what my parents went through maybe, didn’t come
from a small town mindset or whatever. They were kind of hip when they were kids
and now they have kids and they’re like, “Okay. Here’s $800. Go get your arm
tattooed.”
Mr. Q, who grew up in Los Angeles, feels the conservative ideals associated with smaller
populations have waned in contemporary Los Angeles. Shedding the social norms of older
generations, Mr. Q believes the acceptance of tattoos is a social norm that will be passed on to the
next generation.
Mr. M, who believes this will permeate into other areas of Los Angeles society, echoed
Mr. Q’s comments. Mr. M stated,
For the first time we’re going to see things like old age homes for punks. We don’t
know what a whole generation of 80-year-old punks is like yet, with saggy tattoos
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and piercings. We’re just starting to see those with kids and stuff so you’re starting to
see tattoos at parent-teacher conferences, and PTA meetings, because all the people
that were crazy have grown up and have kids now.
The incorporation of the Punks and other tattooed adults into the social fabric is to be anticipated.
At some point, whether or not they are socially accepted, tattooed individuals will have children
enrolled in the public school systems, go to hospitals, and become part of the status quo in some
capacity. Mr. M’s comment may suggest that aging is a factor that must be considered in the
social drama involving tattooing.
Mr. I also stated that older, conservative people with religious values generally do not
accept tattoos. He thinks this viewpoint is changing as tattoos are gaining popularity among
younger people. Mr. I stated,
I think a lot of younger kids, like even kids my age, because I’m still kind of a kid,
but I mean people my age, they, a lot of them think “Oh, I’m going to get tattoos
because a lot of rock stars have tattoos and they look cool and I want to look cool,”
which I guess that’s okay, if you’re into that, you know. But I think in a ten or so
years, like everyone’s going to be tattooed <laughs>, or not ten years, but I’d say a
good fifty years from now, probably almost ninety percent of people will have at
least one tattoo, I think.
Whether or not this occurs, Mr. I’s comments illustrate his opinion that a shift in personal
adornment has occurred in Los Angeles, and his speculation means that individuals without a
tattoo would be the minority.
When asked how tattoos are viewed by society, and whether tattooing is encouraged or
discouraged, Ms. K feels that it depends on the sub-culture one belongs to. Like Mr. I, she feels
that the popularity of tattoos will have an influence on how tattoos are perceived in society. She
realizes that people with tattoos are often viewed unfavorably. Ms. K stated,
I’m getting older, I look around and I see more tattoos, and I feel that it’s changing
because people are so desensitized by them now, and I feel like everyone is going to
have a tattoo when I’m older, and it’s not going to be taboo anymore, you know. So
like I’ve learned to let my inhibitions go because now I blend in with the crowd
almost, so that’s kind of comforting.
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Ms. K’s comment seems to agree with Mr. M’s observation. These two participants seem to
suggest the rebels eventually join the status quo they reject just as the status quo eventually
accepts, or incorporates, the activities of the rebels into mainstream culture.
Three of the participants stated that this generational shift is noticeable in the university
and high school setting. Tattoos in educational settings seem to be one reason behind the
popularity and growing acceptance of tattooing.
Noticing the popularity of tattoos on the college campus, Mr. O stated, “it seems accepted
between the students, because everybody on campus, pretty much, has a tattoo showing.” His
tattoos have not affected his status as a student as the admissions process does not focus on his
physical appearance. Mr. O stated,
You’re not really having a personal interview with the Dean about it. You have an
application letter and an essay, and your GPA and stuff, your transcript. But I mean,
maybe, it would affect it if each student had to personally interview with the Dean at
the Dean’s office, you know? Like, maybe, that would, like, affect the whole thing.
But we don’t know, because the system is just different. So I mean, maybe we got
lucky there and maybe we didn’t.
Mr. O’s comment points to the normalcy of tattoos among the student body at college campuses.
It is interesting that Mr. O recognized a student’s physical appearance is not considered when he
or she is evaluated by administrators. This may indicate that tattoos have not disrupted higher
education.
Ms. P feels tattooing has become more acceptable in the last ten years. In neighborhoods
and schools, she noticed more people displaying tattooed, which in her eyes reduced the stigma.
When asked how she formed this opinion, Ms. P stated,
Just with me like seeing around like my neighborhood and people getting tattooed
and going to like, I went to like a pretty ghetto middle school, so then I’d see like
their older brothers are like the straight up like San Diego “esse” tattoos and then just
like going into high school and seeing other people, like females starting to get
tattooed and stuff, and just thought, “Wow, that’s so cool, like it’s an art now and it’s
not so much gang associated.”
Ms. R also discussed how fellow students have attenuated the negative stigma associated with
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tattoos. She related,
I’ve seen some really pretty stuff....This girl at my school…got a dolphin on her
shoulder, and it’s really small. It’s less than an inch long, but she was talking about
just this huge connection she has to dolphins, and when she was little she drew one
and had never seen one before and she just had this experience where she was
feeding dolphins and they would only go up to her. She just had a very positive
relationship with them in her life, so getting a dolphin tattoo for her was very
spiritual. So I think in that sense, I think it’s very good per se. The way I did it, it’s
now this permanent connection that I have with my mom that was never there
before.…I think in that terms it’s a positive aspect.
Considering the acceptance of tattoos these participants have experienced in educational settings,
it is important to note that the examples of acceptance the participants discussed are between
peers. The participants did not mention the faculty of the schools or universities as the
individuals enamored with tattoos. Regardless, the schools’ and colleges’ passivity on this issue
further suggests that tattooing is gradually becoming accepted by the individuals expected to
maintain social norms or foster the future generations’ compliance with the status quo.
The quality of one’s tattoos is another variable the participants identified that determines
whether or nor a tattoo is socially acceptable. When asked about good and bad tattoos, Mr. I did
not focus on the negative or positive social aspects of tattooing. Instead, he commented on the
quality of the execution, which is imperative when others, tattooed or non-tattooed, see it and
form an opinion on a tattooed individuals character. Mr. I stated,
Good tattoos are tattoos that are well done and like have not necessarily a meaning,
because half my tattoos don’t have meanings, but I mean, they’re just good tattoos
and they’re good artwork, and I think that’s a good positive vibe in itself.
Quality tattoos may also communicate several things to others viewing the tattoos.
Having quality tattoos may indicate that the tattooed individual has the financial resources
to afford better artist. Tattoos with a wide spectrum of colors may also indicate that the
wearer is not a convict who received the tattoos in prison where different pigments are not
readably available.
Although it is difficult to measure the acceptance of tattoos with my methods and
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instruments, it appears there is a growing acceptance of tattoos. The ubiquity of tattoos and the
younger generation’s growing acceptance and predilection to getting tattooed seems to confirm
this. The participants also identified that the acceptability of a tattoo depends on placement,
quality, content, and the number of tattoos an individual has. However, the tattooed individual’s
occupation and socio-economic status are variables that should be considered when judging
whether or not one’s tattoos are acceptable.

Government Agencies and Legal Issues
Ten participants discussed their knowledge of legal issues that have erupted over
tattooing, agencies that regulate tattoo shops as part of their jurisdiction, and the regulations the
owners of tattoo shops must obey. Regulations, legislation, and ordnances are important, as they
are the mechanism the social majority uses to incorporate threatening elements of society into the
status quo or eliminate it from the social fabric. The issues the ten participants discussed are age
limits, health regulations, the need for consent forms, states and cities that outlaw tattoos, permits
and zoning, anti-discrimination protection for government workers with tattoos, and why it is
important for tattoo artists to foster rapport with the local police.
Two participants were aware of states and cities that outlawed tattooing. Ms. P
commented that her friend living in Oklahoma often travels to California for tattoo sessions. She
stated, “My girlfriend lives out there right now and she has a half a sleeve. And so, she has to
come out to San Diego to get tattooed.” Ms. H also mentioned, “I mean it was illegal in New
York for a really long time.” Ms. P and Ms. H both commented on these laws, which have since
been overturned.
None of the participants discussed a time when tattooing was outlawed in Los Angeles,
but Ms. H and Ms. L acknowledged laws prohibiting minors from getting tattooed. However,
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they were unsure about the history of these laws. Ms. L stated, “There used to never be an age. I
don’t know when that law came into effect. I think it was, I’m guessing about the late ‘40s.”
Mr. I also talked about the age limits that restrict minors from getting tattooed. However,
he admitted that if someone under the age of 18-years-old wants a tattoo, it is not impossible to
circumvent this law. When reflecting on laws and regulations pertaining to tattoos, Mr. I related,
Yeah, eighteen years of age in most places, but I mean, I think that’s an amazing
thing, you know, if people were letting me get tattooed when I was thirteen I would
be covered by now and regret half of them.…Well, I got my first tattoo when I
was…seventeen, but that was by my uncle’s friend in his garage…, like he could’ve
gotten in trouble, but, you know, we didn’t make it a big deal.
Mr. I’s account of his first tattoo illustrates the limited efficacy of the laws aimed at preventing
minors from getting tattoos. Although Mr. I agrees that the laws are prudent, he suffered little
consequence from breaking the ordinance restricting minors from getting tattooed. Also, from
Mr. I’s comment it seems his first tattoo was an issue that was handled by his family and not the
authorities. This brings into question whether or not the citizens of Los Angeles are extremely
concerned about tattooing. If tattoo artists—or individuals in their garage—who tattoo minors are
not prosecuted, it seems that this is not a crucial issue Los Angeles.
Mr. I’s experience and Ms. L’s general knowledge of the law seem to indicate the age
limit and the signing of the consent form are mere formalities to ensure the tattoo artists and the
individual seeking a tattoo are operating and acting to the letter of the law. Furthermore, tattoo
artists working in legitimate shops believe the use of a consent form has improved the industry.
Mr. Q professed,
I think the regulations that are in place nowadays are for the good and the better of
tattooing. I think they really do have the artist and the art form’s best interest in
mind. I love the fact that everybody has to fill out paperwork nowadays. I love it
more than anything in the world. I love making a little kid sit there and fill out his
paperwork. If he does it wrong, I’ll make him fill out again. If I see that he’s sitting
there just checking shit off without reading it, I’ll make him do it again.
Mr. Q’s comment conveys his determination to communicate to his younger customers the
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importance of the consent form. It almost seems Mr. Q uses the consent form as tool to command
the respect and seize the attention of customers who might take these regulations, or Mr. Q’s
profession, lightly. In some respect, the formality of the consent form may improve the decorum
of the tattoo shop.
Health regulations aimed at preventing communicable diseases transmitted during tattoo
sessions are vital in Los Angeles and everywhere tattooing is performed. The participants also
had general knowledge of the laws. Ms. L stated, “All the health regulations that came about
with needles and HIV and all that kind of shit with tattoo shops and being licensed to do it.” Her
comments confirm that she has knowledge of health officials acting to prevent the spread of
hepatitis, AIDS, and other blood-borne pathogens. Ms. L stated, “That’d be my guess, especially
with the needles thing, that would definitely be legislation.” It was imperative for health officials
and tattoo artists to address these issues. Public safety and epidemiology are the focus of these
regulations and not the mitigation of morally controversial activity in efforts to constrain it or
make it socially acceptable.
Even if these health regulations were not mandatory or hardly enforced, the participants
and the tattoo artists would insist on using sterile needles and tattooing in a sterile tattoo station.
They voiced this concern in the interviews.
This being the case, the health regulations are a response to health concerns and not the
social majority’s effort to make tattooing less threatening. Regardless, there were social impacts
that surfaced with these health regulations. The tattoo industry’s willingness to accept and self
enforce these health regulations have affected their views of tattooing. Mr. Q stated,
This is a highly skilled trade. If you go into a real professional shop, you’re going to
get good quality work with sterile equipment. You’re not in your homeboy’s garage
with a guitar string and a motor out of your Walkman with dust flying everywhere.
The regulations that have been put forth are like the blood borne pathogen training. I
believe every tattoo artist needs to have that. It’s pertinent, absolutely number one
thing. Go take a blood-borne pathogen course. That will solve so many problems in
the industry with the dirtiness and cross contamination. I actually think that they
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should enforce those laws that are on the books a lot more than they do.
Mr. Q’s comment demonstrates his views on the difference between a professional tattoo artist
and am amateur. He sees professional tattoo artists as socially responsible, highly skilled, and
knowledgeable. In his opinion, the professional tattoo artists are more legitimate and socially
acceptable than someone tattooing in his or her garage.
In addition to tattoo artists complying with health regulations and legitimizing tattooing,
the participants also discussed how health regulations have made tattooing palatable to people
who might have felt threatened by it at one time. Mr. M stated,
The only laws I remember is little things like let’s get them, put them under the
health license so we know that they use a sterile needle and stuff because before they
weren’t.…And it’s good that there are some standards for health practices. I don’t
know if at least that seems like it’s good for everyone’s business, because it makes
everyone feel more comfortable walking in. And it makes it better for business,
because more norms will come in if they feel it’s safer, and the more norms that
come in, the more money that you make.
Mr. M’s comment focuses on the feeling of safety following the enforcement and compliance of
health regulations. He believes these regulations unintentionally removed some of the social
threats associated with tattooing, which follows Victor Turner’s theory.
When asked if there has been anything done to prevent, limit, or regulate tattooing, Ms. N
also discussed health regulations, which she favors as these regulations improve tattooing.
However she also discussed permits and zoning. She stated,
Well, I would hope so, I hope any old Joe Blow can’t tattoo, you know, I’m sure they
have to get permits and all that kind of stuff….The city doesn’t want a tattoo shop,
and so they make things hard for them, so they can’t get permits and can’t, you know,
open the kind of shop that they want to open.
She identified the Health Department and Council people as the “they” that has the authority to
close a tattoo shop. Her comments reflect her views on the officials as the instigators of
regulations who use redressive tactics to close tattoo shops in certain locations.
Other participants also commented on zoning and permits. They see these actions as
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steps taken to control where tattoo artists can legally operate. Ms. N feels that ability of tattoos
shops to generate income is not the deciding factor officials consider when issuing permits for
tattoo shops. Ms. N stated,
They only want a certain amount of tattoo shops, so “You can be in the county but
you can’t be in the city and you can’t be in this area because we’re trying to spruce it
up, you know, bring in revenue and you can’t with a tattoo shop.” But, little do they
know that tattoo shops are raking in money.
She believes that if an area is zoned for gentrification in Riverside, California, tattoo shops are
not a welcome business in the commerce community. Ms. N’s comments and thoughts on the
zoning of tattoo shops were not unique.
Mr. T also witnessed the closing of a tattoo shop due to the actions of officials. He stated,
There was [one] opened in Laguna Naguel and they have to close it down because the
city didn’t want to allow it; they didn’t want that type of tattoo shop, or guess you
could say, that type of business in that area….I don’t remember exactly the reason,
but it had to with the whole, “Our city doesn’t want that.” They had it open for a
while, and then it just wasn’t really happening…It does not surprise me one bit…It’s
just way too, like, everyone just is way too yuppie.
Mr. T’s and Ms. N’s comments illustrate the contention that still exists between officials and the
owners of some tattoo shops in cities outside of Los Angeles, California. To my knowledge, Mr.
Feldman has not experienced this type of zoning in Los Angeles. Again, this suggests that social
norms concerning tattooing may be a regional phenomenon. Officials may have the authority to
close shops. However, they may encounter difficulty if they try to terminate employees because
they are tattooed.
Ms. R recalled that there are health regulations concerning tattoo shops that are enforced,
and she is aware that tattooed individuals have certain protections when working for government
agencies. She stated,
Aren’t there laws protecting it? I mean I know at the courthouse, they ask you
to…hide all tattoos and to take out all piercings, but as soon as you say they’re for
religious purpose. It’s like you can just make up a religion and claim it. They can’t
do anything about it, and they can’t fire you for it, so I think there are laws protecting
it. I mean of course, in the private sector…you’re an at-will employee. They can fire
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you because they don’t like the way you cut your hair.…In the public sector there’s
even protection for people who get them.
It is ironic that civil servants are less likely than individuals working in the private sector to lose
their jobs due to their tattoos. Agencies such as health departments, law enforcement, office that
handle various licenses and permits, enforce the regulations that Ms. N and Mr. T have observed.
Yet, if they are tattooed and cover them, their tattoos cannot be the grounds for their termination
from civil service.
Ms. L shared her knowledge of other laws that pertain to tattoos, and the removal of
tattoos. The participants agreed that certain tattoos, such as comedy-tragedy masks, denote one
as a gang member, which is not socially accepted in Los Angeles. Ms. L stated,
There have been laws made about tattoos….Anybody that’s been classified as a gang
member, now under the law can have the State pay to have them removed, if they
choose to….When they started letting the kids get them removed at a taxpayer cost.
They figured it would eventually benefit the taxpayer. And, I don’t think that that’s
one that’s very widely known, I don’t think a lot of people realize that tax money can
used for these gang members to have them removed.
The use of taxpayer money to erase gang tattoos demonstrates the desire to rehabilitate tattooed
members of subculture. However, these laws targeting gang violence and crimes that are
prevalent in Los Angeles. Ms. L did not mention if these tax monies were used to remove tattoos
that one now regrets, such as the name of a former spouse.
Tattoo artists often develop relationships with law enforcement officers demonstrating
that not all tattoo artists are viewed as criminals or social deviants. Mr. Q discussed the
relationship, or rapport, that benefits the police and the tattoo artist. Mr. Q stated,
The police, and it’s a good thing that police like to make that known. They’re very
aware of what’s going on in the community, very aware. They know exactly. I
wouldn’t be surprised if they don’t have a special task force for just
tattooing….Anybody who works at a tattoo shop or owns a tattoo shop should make
good friends with the local police department and treat them with the utmost respect.
Tattooing is a seedy business. There are still some shady characters. Some shady
character comes into your shop and tries to rip you off, you end up killing him,
you’re done. You’re in prison for the rest of your life. If you have good friends on
the police force, you make one call and that guy’s done. …I’ve seen it happen. The
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old shop I worked in. I know a dude that has an armory right around the corner. You
hit one button on the phone and that guy is there in less than two minutes with an
arsenal of weapons. And the doors immediately get locked. And the person that was
causing the disturbance doesn’t go away.
Mr. Feldman stated several times that he is acquainted with police officers in the Rampart
Precinct. He has gone on “ride-alongs” with police officers, and he has tattooed a few police
officers. In terms of social norms, the possibility of friendly association between law
enforcement agents and tattoo artists suggest that the stigma of criminality associated with
tattooing has lessened.

Occupational Risks
Nine participants discussed occupational risks during the Morally Controversial Leisure
and Social Norms Interview Schedule. As previously mentioned, all of the participants in this
study have varied occupations. The nine participants who mentioned occupational risks are
employed as an architect, an advertising manager, a court clerk, an analyst, a full-time student, a
theater manager, a physical therapist, or a pre-school teacher. One participant was unemployed.
These nine participants recognized that tattooing might prevent one from getting a job, retaining a
job, or advancing in one’s career. This may seem obvious, but it is definitely something one
experiences when they have publicly visible tattoos. Two of the participants, Ms. L and Ms. R,
discussed how the private sector can fire employees for having tattoos, but the public sector
cannot terminate tattooed employees as it may be seen as discrimination.
The participants discussed how unconventional types of apparel are unacceptable in
professional workplaces. In their opinion, when personal adornment includes tattoos, entry into
professional settings such as law firms, financial institutions, and insurance agencies becomes
increasingly difficult. Ms. K, who is an advertising manager in the adult entertainment industry,
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described the negative impacts tattoos have on one’s career. She explained, in the professional
world,
I think it’s viewed as dirty and unprofessional, so to speak. Because, you know,
again, if you’re walking into a corporation it’s mostly old fashioned people who are,
you know, they just see a negative side to tattoos, and it’s abrasive, and it’s you
know, like walking into a law firm, I couldn’t work at a law firm with the rings on
my fingers, you know what I mean, and so tattoos are totally out of the question.
That’s definitely negative and that totally sucks, if it’s going to inhibit you from
succeeding at life; it takes precedent over having a master’s degree.
Ms. K demonstrates knowledge of the limits tattooing may cause within the work place. With
respect to careers dominated by traditional, conservative employers, Ms. K feels participation in
this morally controversial activity nullifies educational accomplishments or pertinent skills. Her
statements are congruent with the opinions, observations, and experiences of the other eight
participants who discussed occupational risks associated with tattooing.
Two of the participants, Ms. N and Mr. M, discussed how tattooing has had a negative
affect on their roles as educators. Considering the general influence of tattooing in work place,
Mr. M said, “If you’re stupid in your decision of what and where and when you get your tattoo,
you can financially cripple yourself.…The work environment in general, if you liked your job, it
can change.”
Ms. N teaches preschool and Mr. M was a junior high school teacher prior to becomeing
a theater manager. Ms. N has experienced some prejudice, while Mr. M found the need for
forethought before getting tattooed and the discernment to not disclose to his students that he has
tattoos.
Ms. N experiences prejudice from the parents who question her abilities as a teacher,
which she suspects stems from her tattooed forearms. She states,
They don’t want to hire anyone with tattoos because some people still look at it as
like “Oh my gosh,” you know, “they’re a criminal or they’re off the street,”
whatever.…I work in an office, I’m a preschool teacher, too.…Parents don’t want a
tattooed girl teaching their kids, they think I’m not as smart, or I’m going to, you
know, taint their child, but that’s not it.
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In Ms. N’s comments about occupational risks, the theme of stigmatizing tattoos resurfaces. Her
desire to get tattooed is in direct conflict with her entry into the work place and a successful
career. Thus, she must wear long sleeved shirts and long pants while at work.
Mr. M also felt the need to conceal his tattoos while teaching junior high students. He
related an incident that occurred on a school excursion. Mr. M reported,
It was weird, when I was…taking the kids to the beach and not taking my shirt
off.…I got two big skeletons fighting, trying to kill each other on my back. You
know what I mean, not an appropriate thing so just don’t do it. Luckily, I could
cover it up with a t-shirt. It was all fine, but it does make you have to thread a
needle, and if you put someone in a situation where again: face, knuckles, where you
can’t blend in when you need to, you can definitely limit the way the world perceives
you.
His recollection repeats the emic knowledge concerning tattoos regarding the social ostracization
that follows when one tattoos their face or knuckles. Also, there is a sense of decorum dictated
by social norms that some tattooed individuals do not violate for fear of financial repercussions.
Besides careers in education, tattoos also jeopardized careers in the service industry. Mr.
O, who tattooed “LIFE” on his wrist, is aware that he is violating the rules of employee
appearance at Starbucks where he works. He reported that he must cover visible tattoos while at
work. Mr. O also discussed an incident where his friend’s parents went to a fine dining restaurant
and encountered a waiter with tattooed forearms. Mr. O said,
The [waiter] was at a fine dining restaurant for a reason. He had good service. He
was a waiter. I mean, otherwise, why would they hire him.…Coming up to the table
were these old conservatives are, and they didn’t like that he had sleeves. So they
asked for another waiter.…In the restaurant business, how it works is…each person
has their own section. So, now that kid just lost the tips that he needed for rent or
whatever?…Just because of a tattoo.
Within in Mr. O’s comments, he elucidates the disapproval, the reaction, and the financial
consequences younger tattooed members of society encounter when dealing with older,
conservative members of society. In an encounter of these two parties in a social situation, the
young man would only face their disapproval. However, at the young man’s work place, older,
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conservative customers have the ability to interfere with his earnings. Essentially, their
preferences and social norms may have tangible costs for tattooed individuals.
Two participants, Ms. L and Ms. R, reported that there are differences in the way
management deals with tattooed personnel in public and private work places. As mentioned
earlier, one can easily be terminated for having tattoos in the private sector. Ms. R reported that
one of her mother’s friends who
Has tons of tattoos and one is like a half-sleeve on her left arm, and it’s flowers. And
she didn’t disclose it to her job and she wore a tank top one day, and they were these
very conservative Asian people, and they freaked out and they almost fired her on the
spot.
Ms. R believes that this type of reaction is not uncommon in the public sector. In situations
where employees can be terminated for a good cause, a bad cause, or no cause, tattooed
individuals are subject to the employer’s attitudes about tattooing.
Conversely, it is difficult to terminate a public servant on the grounds that he or she has
tattoos. However, they are typically met with disapproval and may significantly limit one’s
advancement and success in respects to their career. Ms. R stated,
I want to go into law, so if I have a bunch of tattoos and I’m a District Attorney, that
doesn’t look good. So you’re less likely to get hired. You’re less likely to move
forward in your career. I’ve seen a couple cops with tattoos but not very many. I
mean it makes certain careers and certain choices very difficult.
Ms. R does acknowledge that tattoos may hinder one’s chances of promotion. However, it is
possible to retain one’s job within a government agency regardless of whether or not one has
visible tattoos.
Ms. L, Ms. R’s mother, is a court clerk who has personally experienced management’s
disapproval of her tattoos and their limited efficacy to terminate her. Avoiding charges of
discrimination, management in her courthouse must tolerate her publicly visible tattoos. She
reported,
I’ve had it happen to me in the courtroom, wearing a dress that has a little sweater on
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it, we’re out of the session everybody’s still around, I take my sweater off, there’s a
different sense of approach to me all of a sudden. In fact, I had one attorney who is a
city attorney, he hated me, he thought I was too tough, too strict. …The day I wore a
dress that you could see this tattoo, it had sheer sleeves on it, and you could see the
tattoo, he couldn’t complain about anything else so he went to management and
complained about my tattoos.…There wasn’t shit they could say because they had
hired me with them, and the funniest thing was that my manager came walking
up…and he started rolling up his sleeves up, he’s got…a Navy tattoo on his arm.
He’s never let management see it, a hundred degrees outside, he’ll never roll his
sleeves up when he’s out with other managers.
Considering management’s inability to terminate, or punish, Ms. L for her tattoos, she pointed out
interesting social dynamics spurred by her tattoos. Not only do government agencies have to
tolerate tattooed employees, but this complaint fostered a rapport between Ms. L and a manager,
who disclosed his concealed tattoos.
Mr. G is aware that tattoos can have a detrimental affect on one’s career in the financial
or insurance industries. However, in the design industry, Mr. G feels that tattoos are either
beneficial or neutral. He stated,
Where as, like for me as a designer, it is almost a plus to have it. And, it wouldn’t
hurt to not have it. But, I think that’s the kind of industry, like the art and design
kind of industry, were it’s, I think it would not give you a positive…reaction. It
wouldn’t help you get the job, but…it would also not…hinder you either….I
wouldn’t say you get positive consequences from it….You don’t get negative either.
He did not elaborate on why tattooing is accepted in the design industry. Yet, it is important to
note conservative social norms are not present in Mr. G’s industry when considering aesthetically
pleasing tattoos. However, this may not be the case with tattoos that demark gang affiliation.
Considering the participants’ comments on the acceptability of tattoos in Los Angeles, it
appears there are limits to their acceptance. Tattoos are acceptable as long as the tattooed person
is not your employee, banker, lawyer, insurance agent, child’s teacher, server, or a gang member.
Tattoos are tolerated within government agencies after one is hired, and tattoos are acceptable for
individuals working in the creative fields such as design. In regards to social norms governing
tattoos, it seems that tattooing is not fully accepted, and is only tolerated in some government
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work places and a few fields.

Expression Revisited
Eight participants commented on tattooing as a form of expression in the Morally
Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule. Many of the participants reiterated
the expressive qualities of tattoos they discussed during the Tattoo Experience Interview
Schedule.

General Social Conflict Involving Tattoos
Eight participants discussed general societal conflicts that arise from tattooing. A few of
these statements are general attitudes the participants are aware of and are not based on specific
events. Instead, they are general observations or events that are plausible to them. The general
themes they discussed were arguments, the disrespect non-tattooed people have for tattooed
individuals, shunning of tattoo artists, shunning of tattooed individuals, shunning of non-tattooed
individuals, an informal segregation between tattooed and non-tattooed people, disapproval of
parents or peers, and the non-tattooed community’s misconstrued notion of tattooed people.
These were general comments that may have been hypothetical occurrences, a general
observation, or a reference to a social disruption.
When asked about any conflicts that exist between non-tattooed individuals and tattooed
individuals, Ms. N discussed the arguments. She feels that these conflicts stem from prejudice
members of both groups possess. Ms. N stated, “Arguments, a lot of arguments, it just starts with
people thinking they’re better than the other person, whether it’s the tattooed person or the just
regular non-tattooed person.” Her comment demonstrates her recognition of a tension between
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tattooed and non-tattooed people. Lacking amicability, it seems that this tension is the driving
force of an informal segregation and shunning discussed by other participants.
Mr. M discussed shunning that can be initiated by tattooed individuals or non-tattooed
individuals. Reflecting on this shunning, Mr. M stated, “I’ve definitely seen people shun
members of both sides. You know, I’ve seen tattooed people shun straights, and I’ve seen
straights shun on an individual and small group basis.” However, in terms of segregation of these
two groups, Mr. M described situations that arise at protests. As the conflict arises, the
segregation of tattooed individuals and non-tattooed individuals is blurred. Depending on one’s
social role, a person will reveal their tattoos or they are forced to conceal them. Mr. M explained,
It’s definitely not necessarily tattoos because I’m sure the other side had some
tattoos, but you know, any of the protests, anything like that. You do get a sense of
you definitely don’t see any of their tattoos...I would probably make the assumption
that most of them don’t have them, and if they do they’re one tattoo says “U.S.
Marine Corps.” But, when you look at…nuclear protests, police protests, the Watts
Riots. Not…the abortion clinics because they get a lot of wackos with tattoos there.
They get all the rednecks and shit and they’re all covered in tattoos….Whenever you
look at the establishment versus the people, the people, the front line is
usually—they’re flaunting their tattoos. It’s like the people that are on the people
side are like—and the cops are like—cover every possible tattoo in the world. And
that’s the only time I think visually you see large-scaled non-tattoos versus the
tattooed….They could have tattoos. They could fucking have sleeves, but all I know
is I’m looking at 200 people and I don’t see a fucking single tattoo. Not one. Not
one….You can see colors, you can sex, you can see colors and sex and everybody
here, but the only thing that you see that you definitely don’t see over there, and the
only thing is tattoos and guns usually. It’s only usually. You can say if you wanted
to take guns away and say weapons, weapons on both sides. Men and women on both
sides. Boots on both sides. Anger on both sides. Fear on both sides. Black, white,
Christians on both sides. Tattoos over here. No tattoos over there.
At moments like these, when the social fabric is being tested or openly challenged in a public
setting, it appears tattooed individuals have an opportunity to display their tattoos, where
individuals who follow the status quo do not. At the same time, the officers, who may be
tattooed, must cover their tattoos regardless of the content, and represent and enforce the status
quo. Mr. M’s view that these protests are the establishment versus the people conveys this
message.
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Ms. P also discussed the segregation between tattooed and non-tattooed individuals. Her
example illustrates the informal and less combative separation of members in these two groups.
Ms. P stated,
You can witness that, go into a like really fancy club, you can see all the non-tattooed
people and if you mob in with tattooed people, it turns into like sixth grade dance
really, boys and girls on one side, the tattooed people on one side. Like [a club] on
Broadway. We’re in like the downtown San Diego area. But like they seem to be
cool about it but it just never becomes like a social mixer, like you never, like you’ll
like shoot the shit and be like, “Hey, how’s it going?” But, it’s never like, “Let’s be
friends.”
The superficial interaction Ms. P describes denotes a cordial or polite mingling. However, she
does not describe an enthusiastic effort for members of either group to form friendships across
group lines.
The participants discussed the disrespect they encounter in regards to tattooing.
Typically, their comments refer to older, conservative members of society who are not fond of
tattooed individuals. Mr. I stated,
Like a lot of conservative people won’t respect you if you have a tattoo, they think
you’re trashing your body or whatever….I think it’s always going to be controversial,
no matter what, I mean, and it definitely was since it started….I think it’s going to
build its way to like not be so people aren’t going to be so dramatic about it
eventually.
Ms. R’s comments mirrored Mr. I’s. She stated,
I think the very, very conservative people will not associate with very, very outsideof-the-box people. I don’t know what you call them. But I think everyone in the
middle, it doesn’t even matter. I’ve told—I have a lot of friends that would never get
tattooed in their life, but they loved mine. They thought it was so cool. They were
like “Oh, Ms. R, that’s so awesome.” But they would never get one. They would
never even consider it. But they thought it was cool for me to get one.
In both of these comments, the participants identify older, conservative people as the segment of
society that tends to disrespect tattooed individuals. They both offered a disclaimer that tattoos
are readily accepted by younger generations, even if they have no intentions of getting tattooed.
Disapproval of tattoos is another issue that participants discussed in generalities. Like
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disrespect, these comments pertaining to disapproval indicate that it emanates from older
generations regardless of a growing acceptance. Mr. O stated,
I think it’s being more accepted and embraced. But honestly, like, with the
generation before us, like, with out parents and stuff, I think, they look down on it
completely….My parents are around the average age. It’s like 50 or 60…and, yeah,
they look down upon it.
Ms. R commented on her teacher’s disapproval of tattoos and accouterments that may cause a
negative reception of his students in a professional setting. Ms. R stated,
Our English teacher told us…, and he was very, very strict…He said, “When you go
on your interview make sure you cover up any tattoos you have. You take out all
facial piercings. If you’re going to wear earrings, make sure they’re small.” I mean
he said we couldn’t even wear gaudy jewelry, just nothing on our bodies that
expressed ourselves whatsoever. And that was supposed to be a very professional
interview.
These comments discussed general parental disapproval, or a teacher’s instruction for students to
cover their tattoos when engaging in professional interactions.
Beyond the disapproval and disrespect that the participants have encountered, they feel
their tattoos and personalities are often misunderstood. The image of the criminality of tattooed
individuals has not completely disappeared. Ms. P explained,
In New York, well I was living up in the upper east side, so that’s where all like the
hoity-toity, a lot of people where still kind of stuck in their old ways I guess. I got a
lot of older moms whispering with their children, like “Don’t look her in the
eyes.…She’s probably a gang-banger.”
Although this is a specific event that Ms. P experienced, she was referring to the general
misconception some members of society have towards tattooed individuals. Considering
she stated that this occurred in New York, it is possible to put forward the notion that this
reaction to tattoos might be isolated to the East Coast.
Within the context of general societal conflicts in Los Angeles involving tattoos, Mr. T
stated,
Some people do get intimidated by it, and society probably will think like, “Oh, those
guys are weird.” But it just seems like you do get the hard-assess that you said will
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sometimes walk around with all tattoos, and I guess you could say those are the people
that ruin it for the people that really do like it. You know, because you could be
somebody that’s just totally into tattooing and the artwork and all the rad things about
it, but then there’s that one little shit that walks around like, “Yeah, that’s right, I’m
tough,” you know? And I guess you could say those are the people that ruin it. There’s
society, which is so big…there’s the other people that would…really like…to know
more about it, but then there’s also society, which could also be like, “Oh, don’t
associate with that kind of people,” you know, “just because they’re bad.”
Mr. Q’s comment was similar to Mr. T’s. Mr. Q stated,
I think those disturbances are associated with disturbing people. I think that the
tattoos may have had a part in it, but that’s only because people are looking at the
person that’s causing a disturbance and they see the tattoos. I don’t think it’s
necessarily the tattoos that cause the problem.
Considering Mr. T’s and Mr. Q’s comment, there is emic belief, however general and vague as it
is, that society does not accept perceived “miscreants” who violate social norms. If these
individuals have tattoos, all tattooed people are guilty regardless of the content of their character.
These comments on the general social conflict do not offer definite examples of social
disruption caused by tattooing. They are merely examples—or general observations—that
indicate tattooing is still a source of social conflict. The participants acknowledged there are
arguments and an informal segregation between non-tattooed individuals and tattooed
individuals. The tattooed individuals often feel they are misunderstood by non-tattooed
individuals. Also, they have experienced general disrespect and disapproval for their choice to
give or get tattoos.

Family Conflicts
Seven participants discussed the family conflicts they have encountered due to their
tattoos. This theme surfaced during questions about disassociation, moral judgments about
tattooing, or whether tattooing is “good” or “bad” activity. In their comments, there were two
outcomes after the participants got tattooed. Either the participant was tolerated by (but also
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disappointed) his or her parents, or the parents asked their tattooed children to cover their tattoos
in addition to limiting their association with them.
The participants discussed their parents’ reaction to their tattoos. In some cases, the
participants met slight disapproval. In terms of facing a punishment, only one participant
encountered punitive consequences for getting tattooed. Ms. K grew up in a Catholic household.
Although her father has tattoos, her mother does not approve. After getting her first tattoo in
1999, Ms. K was punished by her mother. When asked if she is aware of any conflicts that have
occurred between non-tattooed and tattooed individuals, Ms. K recounted,
I’m aware of being fucking grounded when I got my first tattoo, my Mom’s not
tattooed obviously. I think that that has a lot to do with my father who had tattoos,
that she just doesn’t like it. She thinks that they’re dirty looking and whatever. And
that’s just something she didn’t believe in.
This is the only conflict between tattooed and non-tattooed individuals that Ms. K could recall.
Her mother’s reaction was similar to Ms. P’s and Ms. L’s experience.
Ms. P, whose mother is also Catholic, encountered her mother’s anger after getting
tattoos. Even though Ms. P’s grandfather, who was a tattooed sailor in the US Navy, approved
her tattoos, her mother did not. Ms. P stated, “He was only around for my mom one and then my
atom bomb, but then after that these came after he passed away, so yeah, he was all for it. He’s
like ‘Those are so cool.’” Ms. P reported that her mother’s reaction was markedly different,
stating,
My mom is pretty pissed. She’s a hardcore Catholic, so she’s like, “Your body is a
temple, why are you destroying it.” She’s stuck in her old ways….My dad was
always knocking me down, he’s like, because I got the mom tattoo and he’s like
“Fsst, that’s so lame” because I’ve always been daddy’s girl. But, he’s like “Why
didn’t you get something cool like a dragon?” <laughs> I’m like, “Dad, don’t worry,
I have more room for you.”
Ms. P’s grandfather’s and father’s reaction was quite different than her mother’s. Her mother’s
opinion was that Ms. P was destroying her body, which does not seem completely different from
Ms. K’s mother’s thoughts.
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When asked if tattooing is a “good” or a “bad” activity, Ms. L briefly mentioned the
“good” intentions of the teenage delinquents in juvenile hall showing loyalty to the community
that nurtures them, which is “bad” as it is usually a gang, before discussing her parents’ reaction.
She stated,
It was very strongly discouraged at my house, my parents hit the ceiling when they
found out I had one <laughs>. But I think secretly my Dad thought it was cool,
because I definitely got the impression that he was just acting that way because my
Mom was standing there, but then after she left he was like “Let me see it.”…They’re
kind of pissed, I think they blame me for some of the other family members now
getting them, because nobody had one before me, now my little brother has one on
his leg, my sister-in-law got one, and one of their grandsons did, one of my nephews.
So I think I’m kind of blamed for that.
Considering Ms. P’s and Ms. L’s parents’ reaction, and how they might feel about their
daughter’s tattoos, it seems that mother’s disapprove of their children’s tattoos more than the
father or grandfather might.
This difference in reactions is also apparent in Mr. I’s and Mr. G’s comments. When
discussing his grandparent’s reaction to his tattoos, Mr. I stated,
Grandparents…don’t want to see their grandkids get tattoos, which is understandable.
Yeah, pretty much my Grandma, every time she sees a new one she asks me not to
get any more, my Grandpa doesn’t really say much but he has a few tattoos so.…He
was a biker.
Mr. I only commented on his grandmother’s disapproval of his tattoos, and her asking him not to
get anymore. Even if his grandfather is tacit about the subject, he does not indicate whether or
not his grandfather approves his tattoos. Nor did he communicate that his grandfather encourages
him to get tattooed.
Mr. G, who grew up in East Germany, learned from his father that tattooing is practiced
amongst criminals. His father also promised to evict his sons if they got tattoos. However, after
getting the tattoos, his father did not follow through with these threats, instead quietly
disapproved of his sons’ behavior. Mr. G stated,
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Oh yeah! Yeah, I was definitely taught by my dad, like, that only sailors, or
prisoners, or criminals have tattoos. And, my dad was always telling me and my
siblings that whenever we came home with a tattoo we would have to move out.
And, there’s no way he can accept that. And, eventually my younger brother got one
when he was 18. I got mine, I was like 20, so he still continued to love us. I mean,
he was not being unchanged toward us, but he definitely had this upbringing that it’s
something really, really bad, like its stigmata (sic), and his kids should definitely not
have them….I don’t think he likes our tattoos, but he definitely…tolerates it.
Mr. G did not discuss his mother’s reaction to his tattoos, but his father’s reaction was not a
physical response, disassociation, vehement fulmination, or the promised eviction.
Two other participants discussed removal from the household in the Morally
Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule. Ms. H merely speculated on the
occurrence of this reaction, but Ms. N has actually experienced it. When asked if people without
tattoos have ever stopped associating with tattooed people, Ms. H replied,
I think it’s probably not necessarily in California….I think that’s probably “fly over
state” stuff. I’m sure that there have been plenty of children who have been kicked
out of their house for getting a tattoo, so I would think that would be disassociation.
Although I was interested in segments of the general population in Los Angeles, Ms. H
speculated on the extreme discord that might occur between parents and the children when a child
gets tattooed.
Ms. N’s experience proves that Ms. H’s speculation is not entirely implausible. Ms. N,
who is a native Californian, experienced great conflict with her parents upon getting tattooed.
Ms. N’s family will only associate with her if certain conditions are met. She stated,
I have to cover up when I go to my parents’ house, I cannot go anywhere with them
outside of their house where I show tattoos because to them it’s looked down on and
they’re embarrassed.
Although Ms. N describes tattooing as a “great behavior” for her, she realizes that having a
tattooed daughter is “horrible” for her parents. Unfortunately, this extreme disapproval is not
reserved for families in “fly over states,” but it also occurs in California.
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Religious Conflicts
Seven participants discussed religious conflicts associated with tattooing. Some
participants stated that tattooing violates the religious tenets of Catholicism and Judaism, and
were aware of its supposed consequences.
Ms. K, Mr. Q, and Mr. I discussed how tattoos are forbidden in Judaism. All three of
these participants agreed that the consequences of getting tattooed, if one is Jewish, will affect
how they are entombed. Ms. K stated,
Jewish people are not allowed to be buried in a Jewish cemetery if they have a tattoo,
so that affects the rest of their life. Religious reasons can negatively affect
someone’s life after getting tattooed, it’s just I think it all comes down to being
judged.
Mr. I also stated, “Judaism people aren’t allowed to get tattooed, or if they are tattooed they can’t
be buried in a Jewish cemetery from what I’ve heard.”
Mr. Q, who is a seasoned tattoo artist, views the religious conflicts as something that is
influenced by conflicts within one’s family. It is difficult to separate these two variables. Mr. Q
stated,
How many times have I heard somebody get in the chair going, “My mother doesn’t
even know I have any of these tattoos?” A lot of people hide it. Then a lot of people
are raised in religious families, like Jewish families and stuff like that. You’re not
allowed to have a tattoo to be buried in a Jewish cemetery. They won’t bury you
there. I’m sure there’s a lot of moral dilemma and issues. I definitely think it would
have to come from your inner circle of family or friends.
According to Mr. Q, Ms. K, and Mr. I, the consequences of a Jewish person getting a tattoo not
only extends to one’s family, but also subjects one to rabbinical law. Not only is one’s body
altered, but their final disposition is also affected.
Mr. G, Ms. K, and Ms. R discussed how tattooing violates Catholic practices. Mr. G and
Ms. R, who are not Catholics, see the religion as oppressive or intolerant of tattooing. Mr. G
focused on past events in Los Angeles whereas Ms. R discussed contemporary Los Angeles. For
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Mr. G, Catholic oppression not only forbade tattooing, but it also forbade other aspects of
indigenous culture. Mr. G explained,
Los Angeles has always been fairly liberal with all of the people coming here with
the gold rush and everything. It also has a very strong Catholic background that was
very anti-body art, anti-native rites.
Ms. R discussed some of the consequences her friends who attend Catholic school have
encountered. She stated, “Some of my friends that go to Catholic school aren’t allowed to get
them. They’ll get expelled for it.”
Ms. K, who grew up in a Catholic family, has struggled with the consequences of being
tattooed. She realizes that strangers judge for her tattoos, but it does not seem to bother her.
However, she has grappled with her beliefs and her decision to get tattoos. Ms. K stated,
My friend who’s very Catholic and he’s a teacher at a Catholic school, I asked “Does
God hate me for getting tattoos?” and he’s like “No, God totally loves you, he may
hate you for—or he may dislike the fact that you put tattoos on your body or
whatever,’ just kind of like, you know, alter your body because he gave you
something beautiful, but he’s never going to hate you.
This comment indicates that Ms. K is comfortable with social pressures, but the fall from grace is
another matter. She also expressed the idea that getting tattooed is defiling God’s creation.
Ms. L and Ms. S, who are not Catholic, also discussed this belief. Ms. L acknowledged
some religions see tattoos as a defilement of something sacred, regardless of the content. Ms. L
stated,
Somebody looks at my girls’ tattoos and they think they’re really cool and that, you
know, a nice little tribute, all that kind of thing. But I think culturally, you still have
a lot of religions and cultures that don’t believe in it no matter how sweet it is, you
know, you’re not supposed to destroy God’s creation or alter it in any way, and that’s
how they see it no matter what you do.
Ms. S’s comment was similar to Ms. L’s. Speaking about Christianity and other religions in
general, Ms. S stated, “All the religions and stuff, you know, are pushing against tattooing and,
like, marking up your body…Your body’s a temple for God or whatever.”
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It is interesting that the participants feel that these codes and tenets are violated at times
of great social upheaval. According to Mr. G’s knowledge, Jews, Catholic, and various Christian
groups have used tattoos to affirm their identity in the face of enemies. Mr. G explained,
In the case of the Holocaust victims, I think that it was German oppressor, or the
Nazi regime was definitely trying to cover that up, as they were trying to cover up the
whole holocaust thing and say that it never happened. And, in the case of the like
Russian prisoners, I think also that whole Russian regime also actually never really
admitted that there were millions of prisoners in their camps, either. And, also that
they would never admit that there were actually Christians who were not communism
believers. People would actually tattoo “Jesus” or a tattoo a cross on the forehead
because something like that would never exist in their eyes. That is why I really like
what is that group of Christians, they live in Egypt, I think Coptic Christians or
something, I think even in early childhood they get a cross tattoo on their wrist. I
think they do it with little kids just to make sure they can never turn to Islam. I know
it is really to show, like, “Hey, you can do whatever you want, but you cannot take
my faith off.”
Regardless if this is correct, Mr. G suggests there is some plasticity of religious codes in respects
to tattooing. In times of social injustice, tattoos serve a purpose and are no longer seen as the
defilement of something sacred.

Dating and Marital Problems
Ms. H, Mr. M, Ms. N, Mr. O and Ms. R discussed courtship constraints and marital
problems that arise if one is tattooed. The problems the participants discussed are present from
initially meeting someone, dating them, and then in marriage.
Ms. H and Mr. M discussed how tattooing has made it difficult for them to meet potential
boyfriends and girlfriends, respectively. Even in contemporary Los Angeles, dating is difficult
for tattooed people regardless of technological advancements. Ms. H explained,
Computer areas, social networking sites, things like that, yeah. I mean I wouldn’t say
it’s a tidal wave but it’s definitely a ripple that may be growing….Most of those
dating networking sites won’t take me….If I try putting on a picture no way and it’s
not just cause I’m a bigger girl. It’s because of my tattoos. I mean a lot of guys
actually, the vast majority of men will not date me because of my tattoos, yeah. It’s
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not attractive to them, but they can have as many as they want.
Although Ms. H feels that there is a gender difference when it comes to tattoos and viewing one
as unattractive, Mr. M does not agree.
Mr. M sees tattooing as a barrier to beginning a courtship with a potential girlfriend.
During the Tattoo Experience Interview, Mr. M expressed his opinion that relationships with
tattooed woman do not last as long as relationships with non-tattooed women. During the
Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview, Mr. M discussed how tattooing limits
future relationships. He stated,
If you’re put someone in a situation where again: face, knuckles, where you can’t
blend when you need to, you can definitely limit the way the world perceives you.
You can limit relationships. You can limit future relationships. You can limit the
possibility of the future love of your life looking at you from a distance and people
do judge a book by its cover, regardless if it’s cool to do it. It’s not the nice thing to
do. We all do it.
Although Mr. M did not discuss his opinions on the attractiveness of tattooed women, it is
apparent that he has preconceived notions of the success of a relationship based on whether or not
a woman is tattooed. Also, he acknowledges that men and women assess potential partners on
their tattoos or lack of tattoos.
Ms. R and Mr. O see tattoos as a barrier in respect to dating. For Ms. R, it is the approval
of the person one is dating, and it is the approval of a girl’s parents that worries Mr. O. Ms. R
stated, “If you meet somebody and you start dating them, and they don’t know you have tattoos
and then you find out that they just don’t like them.” For Mr. O, he is undecided how he will
address this issue. He stated,
If I’m dating a girl and she brings me home for the first time…, I’ll probably have to
think about that while I’m getting ready to go to the girl’s house.…Do I roll down my
sleeves, or should I just feel free and roll them up? So there’s definitely parts that
will damage it.
Mr. O and Ms. R, who received their first tattoos during this study, have already thought about
the potential dating problems they will encounter. They seem to be no different than Ms. K and
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Mr. M, both of whom have several tattoos.
Ms. N, who also has many tattoos, disclosed tattoos not only affect one’s dating life but
tattoos have also been a factor in the demise of her marriage. She recounted,
I got a divorce because I had tattoos. Twice. I don’t know if it had anything to do
with me, or I’d like to blame it on somebody else…They said the tattoos changed me.
So I don’t know, I think it was more of them changing, not, you know, not going with
it, but yeah, they blamed it on me, and that’s fine.
Although Ms. N’s comment communicates she has come to terms with the dissolution of her
marriages, her disclosure indicates the dating problems caused by one’s tattoos can persist into
one’s marriage.

Loss of Friends
Five participants discussed the loss of friends they experienced upon getting tattooed.
Four of these participants were women, which may indicate gender is an important variable when
predicting how tattooing may affect one’s circle of friends.
Commenting on what happens to a person’s social world once they get a tattoo, the
comments among the four women range from Ms. S’s simply stating, “I’ve personally been
shunned by some people,” to Ms. N’s explanation of why she lost friends and Ms. P’s narrative of
losing friends.
Ms. N identified the root cause of losing friends after getting tattooed. She stated,
“People are embarrassed because you have tattoos.…Friends who don’t want to talk to me
anymore because they think I’ve lowered myself.” Her opinion that embarrassment and the
judgment of one’s peers can be raised by acquiring a tattoo is echoed in Ms. P’s experience,
My freshman year in college I was like your total like, you know, cookie cutter, like
preppie, like I always admired the girls with the tattoos and I was like, “Dude, those
girls are so bad-ass,” but I was raised in such like a rich, like you know, upper middle
class neighborhood, like we had to fit in like this certain mold and it was just so
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annoying. Like I wanted to break out of this and I wanted to be those girls and hang
out with those girls, because I was just sick of my friends because they were all
superficial and they always talked shit about each other and it was just not, so it was
like a lifestyle, unbelievable. Like you had to wear a certain brand to fit in and like it
was just insane. And then when I finally was like, “You know what, screw this,” and
then I started like going after what I really wanted to be, like the whole rock-a-billy
scene, then I got my first tattoo and then all of a sudden <snaps fingers> like
instantaneously they were gone. I have one girlfriend that stuck around who is like
true to me to the end, but the other girls just kind of disappeared. It was weird.
In some respects, Ms. P’s tattoos offered freedom from friends with whom she no longer wanted
to associate. Her tattoos were a tool to rid her of a social circle concerned with appearance and
social status.
Ms. L also feels that tattoos changed the way friends viewed her. After getting tattoos,
she noticed an immediate difference in the way she was treated, regardless of if her tattoo was
visible to others. She stated,
I think it definitely puts them into a certain class, I know I experienced that with my
friends….Once one group found out I had tattoos there was a distinction now in the
way they treated me compared to all of a sudden now I was in with this other group
of friends, who already had tattoos, and it was like “Oh now you’re one of us,” you
know, “When are you getting the next one, what’s it going to be?”
Considering Ms. L’s comments, Ms. P’s experience, and Ms. N’s identification of why people
disassociated with her, it appears tattoos are a visual cue female social groups may use to
categorize others.
This may also be the case with men. Mr. M focused on this issue when asked whether or
not tattooing causes people to disassociate with others. Mr. M replied,
Tattooed people hang out with tattooed people. Untattooed people hang out with
untattooed people…Except for the exceptions of one-timer tattooed fuckers.
…There’s the tattooed crowd and the untattooed crowd….I’m telling you man.
Ostracized for tattoos? Oh yeah.
Although Mr. M did not discuss a serious loss of friends or peers due to his tattoos, he is very
aware that friendships and social groups are influenced by tattoos or the lack of tattoos.
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Summary of the Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule
Results
The participants stated that tattoos are labels for those on the fringe of society, that there
is camaraderie amongst tattooed people, that there are occupational risks for those with tattoos.
In regards to conflicts that have erupted over tattooing, these can occur within one’s family and
community and result in the loss of friends, divorce, and disassociation with one’s family.
Furthermore, a tattooed individual may violate religious tenets.

Unstructured Interviews
I conducted one unstructured interview with two participants, Mr. Feldman and Mr. J.
Both of these participants are tattoo artists, and they also design and manufacture tattoo machines.
Due to their busy schedules, neither participant was able to schedule a time for interviews or the
free-listing of leisure activities, the sorting, or scaling of their activities. Thus, this unstructured
interview was conducted while the participants built tattoo machines in Mr. Feldman’s machine
shop.
After reading the transcription of the unstructured interviews, I identified several themes
that were also mentioned by the participants who participated in the Tattoo Experience and the
Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedules: Tattooing in Los Angeles;
the intimacy of tattooing; the acceptability of tattooing; agency and legal issues involving tattoos;
and their goals and motivations as tattoo artists. One theme that surfaced in this unstructured
interview was the role of the tattoo artists. The comments of these tattoo artists support and add
to the comments of the other participants.
I attempted to follow the Tattoo Experience and the Morally Controversial Leisure and
Social Norms Interview Schedules. However, both Mr. Feldman and Mr. J felt that my questions
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were “stupid.” Mr. Feldman was patient, as he understood the interviews were part of my study.
He stated, “I understand. You’re just doing the dumb questions so you can appease society and
the professors.” Being a person who is often blunt and enjoys gruff banter, Mr. Feldman is not
afraid to offer his opinion on many subjects. When I asked what type of activity tattooing is
during the unstructured interviews, he simply stated, “Not leisure.” When I asked him to
elaborate on his statement, he stated, “I guess it is leisure. I guess it could be leisure. It depends.
It all depends on the person. It all depends on the reason they’re getting tattooed.” Mr.
Feldman’s statement reinforced the subjectivity of leisure and what type of activity tattooing is to
the participants.

Tattooing in Los Angeles
The primary theme Mr. Feldman and Mr. J discussed was tattooing in Los Angeles.
These gentlemen were not pleased with the current state of the tattoo industry in Los Angeles for
many of the same reasons mentioned by Ms. L, Ms. R, Ms. N, Mr. T, and Mr. Q in the structured
interviews. Like the other participants, Mr. Feldman and Mr. J also feel avarice has degraded
tattooing and that there is little forethought put into many tattoos. They also feel there is a lack of
respect among tattoo artists for the tattoo tradition.
The clients’ lack of thought in choosing and getting a tattoo is a concern for these tattoo
artists. They also believe clients’ have an individual reason for getting their tattoos, which
may—or may not—be a good reason to get a tattoo. Mr. J stated,
Everyone wants one and they all want them for their own damn reason. Nobody
wants it for the right reasons. I mean, you know, it’s hard to explain. Everybody has
different reasons but it’s like they just get them- they don’t even realize why they’re
getting the tattoo. They don’t even put any thought into it.
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Mr. J comment seems to concur and with Ms. R’s comments about tattooing in Los Angeles.
However, Mr. J feels the reason for the tattoo is just as important as the personal meaning behind
the tattoo. From his comments, it seems the Los Angeles clients do not have the right intentions
and motivations behind their tattoos.
Mr. J explained in this unstructured interview that personal meaning is extremely
important when considering a tattoo. Beyond the personal meaning, clients in Los Angeles often
do not take the permanence of the tattoo or the cost of the tattoo artist’s service seriously. Mr. J
explained,
A tattoo is something that’s personal to the individual and it should be viewed that
way. And a lot of people do not take a permanent mark—they take buying clothing
and buying shoes and buying cars more seriously than they take marking their own
body. Like they don’t go into it with the proper mindset. And everybody wants a
deal…More times than not people go into it with the wrong attitude. It’s like you’re
marking your body for the rest of your life. You’re going to take this with you to the
grave. You’re not going to take that car with you to the grave. You’re not going to
take that $500 pair of shoes with you to the grave. You know, if you can go pay
$500 for a pair of shoes or $200 for a pair of decent jeans, you can pay $200 for a
damn nice good quality tattoo done by a master and not by some punk who just got
turned out of prison last week that will do it for 60 bucks.
Mr. J reiterates the importance for clients to assess their motivations and what they are willing to
pay for a tattoo. His comment on the “punk” released from prison willing to do a tattoo for $60 is
similar to Ms. N’s comment about the plethora of “scratchers” doing inferior tattoos for reduced
prices.
The disdain Mr. J and Mr. Feldman have for these inferior artists on Hollywood
Boulevard is fueled by several things, such as a lack of skills and knowledge. In addressing the
presence of these unskilled artists in Los Angeles, Mr. Feldman stated,
These scratchers on Hollywood Boulevard...They’re not upkeeping any tradition.
They hardly—they couldn’t tattoo themselves out of a fucking paper bag, let’s put it
that way. And, if you asked them any technical historical type of question, they’d
look at you like you were speaking a different language…And they don’t even
deserve the money in the first place. And they should actually be paying the
customers to tattoo them, that’s how bad they are.
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Combining greed, a willingness to discount tattoos, and a lack of skills, knowledge, and abilities
among these artists, Mr. Feldman and Mr. J unequivocally identified “scratchers” as the people
responsible for degrading the tattoo industry in Los Angeles, California.
Mr. Feldman and Mr. J also discussed the entertainment industry’s development of reality
television shows that focus on the lives of tattoo artists. A tattoo artist’s involvement in these
shows was interpreted as relaxing one’s ideals for lucrative returns. Considering the skill of the
artists in these television shows, Mr. Feldman nor Mr. J held contemptuous feelings for these
tattoo artists who have attained celebrity status. Mr. J stated,
They started out with the right intentions. And I don’t know them well enough to tell
you that they’re good or bad people. They’ve just seen the green and now they’re on
the other side of the fence. Because as a tattoo artist, that’s the only way you’re ever
going to really make a fortune is by doing what they’re doing so amen to them for
that. Come on, let’s pull your fucking head out of your ass, and I’ll say it to their
face. Let’s hope that the history gets brought back because if not, in the 15 to 20
years, it’s not going to do it.
Mr. Feldman added,
It’s a sad day when young tattooers look at you and say the reason why I got into
tattooing was to do away with crap, like the traditional, the founding forefathers of
our tradition, of our craft. When they say, I got into this industry to get rid of that
crap. That those guys couldn’t tattoo, that they didn’t know what they were doing,
and they have no business and no place and that’s not right, that’s wrong. They did
the best that they could do with what they had. They opened up the doors for us to
do what we do. If it had never been for Ed Hardy I would never been a tattooer. If it
had never been for Sailor Jerry I would have never been a tattooer.
Mr. Feldman’s comments about the departure from tattoo tradition when discussing the
popularity of these television shows demonstrates his concern for the need to acknowledge and
honor the accomplishments of seminal tattoo artists, who established the tattoo decorum Mr.
Feldman appreciates.
Mr. J discussed the need for tattoo artists to restore the tattoo industry to its traditional
standards. He suggested,
We should go back to a time where artists are hand selected. It shouldn’t be well, “I
learned to tattoo in prison so therefore I should work in a scratcher shop on
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Hollywood, Boulevard.” It should go back to a time where you earn your
apprenticeship, like, I myself, earned my apprenticeship. You know, I’ve paid my
dues and I continue to pay dues. You never stop paying dues. If you stop paying
dues, then you do. You know, you pay dues to the tattoo gods your entire career,
your entire life. And I hear so many times these young guys say, well I paid my
dues, I paid my dues, I did my time, I did my this, I did my that…Living life and
trying to be the be the best you can and work. Everyone pays their dues. It’s not just
tattooers…and no matter how the economy throws curve balls at you and how many
hurdles you have to cross or how many stumbling blocks you come upon you use that
stuff as a stepping stone to make yourself a better person, a better artists and a better
person all the way around. I mean it’s not about being a tattoo artist to get her in bed
and snorting cocaine all night and partying like rock stars.
It seems as if Mr. J’s suggestion is not meant for the Los Angeles tattoo industry, but for the
entire industry. Failing to do this, Mr. J feels that “if we don’t take control of our own industry
we are going to be run out by people who don’t belong, basically plain and simple.”
Their thoughts about the proper role and mannerisms of tattoo artists seem to be similar
to Mr. J’s remedy for the problems. They identified a remedy for the tattoo industry in Los
Angeles. Mr. Feldman feels that a tattoo artist must have an appreciation for art and an
understanding of how to execute certain techniques. However, Mr. Feldman feels that the
inflated self-importance of some tattoo artists conflicts with tattoo traditions. He stated,
Everyone wants to be a damn fucking tattoo artist, which is fine and dandy. I mean
some of the old timers, a lot of the old timers who are into the art, you’ve got to be
into the art, of course, of applying art to the body. But don’t act like a damn fucking
art fag. That’s not what tattooing is about. That pisses me off….Yes, I mean I
respect the biochemical craziness. I respect the color portrait realism, that’s very
talented work. But conduct yourself as a tattooer but not Van Gogh, there’s a
difference there.
Mr. Feldman seems to focus on the importance of executing quality tattoos. Regardless of one’s
specialty, the importance of developing one’s artistic skill fulfills this goal.
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Role of the Tattoo Artists
Mr. J discussed the intimacy of the tattoo session. Unlike Mr. Q, who described and
explained how this intimacy develops, Mr. J discussed how the intimacy of the tattoo session has
a profound effect on his customers’ lives. He views his profession as tattoo artist similar to that
of a spiritual mentor, and stated,
You are, in fact, a counselor and a type of preacher as a tattoo artist as you decide to
open your mouth as the transaction is happening. You could change a person’s life
not only by the tattoo. People are engaging in a very unique experience and a very
intimate experience. If someone cherishes their body enough, they will understand
that you, as the tattooer, are getting as close as a person could get to them. And they
will appreciate that and they’ll open up to you in a way that almost no other
profession you could ever get from the customer or anything. You go to masseuses,
you don’t even talk to the masseuses. You go to the barber, yes, you get to know the
barber and you shoot the shit about the news, I mean I’ve heard shit come out of
people’s mouths that I’ve been tattooing that I couldn’t even imagine why they would
tell me what they’re telling me.
Admittedly, Mr. J’s comparing himself to a counselor or a preacher may seem fanciful as he is
not licensed to counsel others nor has he graduated from divinity school. Yet, from his
perspective, he may have clients who may hire him to give them tattoos to communicate their
spirituality, their desire to succeed in life, or an emotion that is difficult to express. Also,
considering the intimacy of the tattoo session discussed in the Tattoo Experience Interview
Schedule, it is understandable how Mr. J may see himself as a counselor or preacher, as persons
holding these offices often have intimate knowledge of their clients’ or congregants’ lives,
respectively.

Two Tattoo Artists’ Views on the Acceptability of Tattooing
The tattoo artists could not recall any controversies concerning the tattoo industry that
have been kept out of the public eye, but they did briefly acknowledge legal actions and
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regulations enacted to prevent, regulate, and limit tattooing. Mr. Feldman said, “Yes, always, but
I don’t know of any circumstances that I could tell you about unfortunately.”
When I asked about the occurrence of these issues, Mr. J explained why tattooing is often
the target of these regulations and involved in these types of controversies. He said,
A lot of times tattooing is wrongfully accused of things that people get from having a
careless life, literally a careless lifestyle. And a lot of times because that person may
be heavily tattooed or may have one or two tattoos, I feel like tattooing and tattooers
and tattooed people get wrongly accused of things that they had nothing to do with.
And that really doesn’t affect us in today’s day and age. That goes back to the
time—it’s like kind of why tattooing was illegal in a few states. And it basically falls
under the category of just plain old human ignorance. Just wanting some place to
point the finger. And it’s easy to point the finger at tattooing.
Mr. J’s explanation indicates that he is aware of growing acceptance for tattoos in mainstream
society. His statement seems to suggest that he believes that tattooing is no longer associated
with carelessness or questionable lifestyles. If he is correct, this may explain the growing
acceptance of tattoos and why wrongful accusations about tattoo artists and tattooed individuals
have waned.
Regardless of mainstream society’s change of opinion about tattoos, Mr. J did admit that
some prejudices have remained. Comparing newspaper articles about tattooing from the 1950s
and current articles, he has not seen a dramatic shift in the way the media approaches tattooing.
Mr. J stated,
I tried this one time. I actually read the newspaper one time…from the 1950s, I
think. It was an article…on tattooing, and then I turned around and I read an article
that I found on tattooing in today’s time. And if you compare the two articles, there
is no difference in the mentality of polite society at that time and today’s time. They
said—they may as well have said the same thing word-for-word in the 1950s that
they say about tattooing in the newspaper in the new millennium if that gives you any
insight as to what people think about tattooing. The mindset is the same, it has not
changed. It’s the same questions from polite society. It’s the same questions and
they always get met with the same answers. And I feel that in 50 more years when
they do another fucking article on tattooing it will say the same fucking thing. I hope
it doesn’t but it probably is. Well, they’re up on the new modern sterility and does it
hurt? And what do you enjoy most? And do you feel like people look at you as a
freak? And have you ever been in prison?
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It is interesting that Mr. J feels there has not been much of a change in the way tattooing is
presented, even though he feels it has become moderately accepted and some of the prejudices
tattooed people have experienced no longer exist.

The Tattoo Artists’ Motivations and Goals
Near the end of the unstructured interview, I asked both tattoo artists what motivates
them. Both Mr. Feldman and Mr. J perfunctorily stated that they tattoo because it is what they
love to do. They did not elaborate on this as their patience for my questions was exhausted.
Mr. Feldman has also mentioned that he is often motivated by opportunities to execute
aesthetically pleasing tattoos. Often times, this requires convincing the customers to allow him
artistic freedom to improve the tattoos they initially wanted. Mr. Feldman explained,
You get the tattoo, you seek the tattoo artist out. Or, you’re lucky enough to know
the difference when you go in the shop and you get the tattoo and you’ve thought
about it. And even if you haven’t thought about it, fuck, I mean I encourage people
to let me pick their tattoos because I’ll make a decision for them or at least help them
to get on to the right track. But, I mean, I’ve had people bring in pictures of other
people’s tattoos and they want their arm to look the same. That person is just getting
tattooed to get tattooed…Well, then they’ll say something different. They’ll say, I
really like this tattoo, could we make one based on this, and that’s cool to me. But
when someone wants the same exact fucking tattoo, in the same spot because that
person maybe is in the public eye, usually when that happens with people that are
rock stars and celebrities then I can tell that person is just not happy with themselves,
and they need to put something on to make them feel better about themselves. To me
it’s stupid. You’re going to wind up—there’s no way to fucking wind up with a
tattoo someone else in this fucking world doesn’t have. There’s too many people in
this world to say I want my own unique custom tattoo. It ain’t going to happen,
dude…Someone else probably has it because if you’ve thought about it, someone
else has thought about it. I guarantee it.
Mr. Feldman’s motivation to direct the design of the customers’ tattoo seems to benefit the
customer as well as himself. Having developed his skills and an understanding of the tattoo
medium, he is able to discern which tattoos will look ridiculous, or which tattoos are not feasible.
His direction ensures his tattoo work will be aesthetically pleasing and worthy examples in his
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portfolio. Also, if he is directing the design of the tattoo, he will do his best to uphold the
traditions he esteems.
At the end of the unstructured interview, I asked both participants about their goals at
tattoo artists. Mr. Feldman replied, “Uphold the tradition. No matter what.” Mr. J agreed, “No
matter what.” The simplicity of their statements communicated their commitment to the decorum
and practices of venerated tattoo artists. They did not elaborate on their response nor did they
offer an explanation.

Summary of the Unstructured Interview Results
The themes that surfaced in the unstructured interview with Mr. Feldman and Mr. J were
present in the Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule and the Morally Controversial Leisure and
Social Norms Interview Schedule. The tattoo artists discussed the present state of the tattoo
industry in Los Angeles. Like the other participants, these two tattoo artists dislike the presence
of inferior artists discounting the price of tattoos, greedy tattoo artists, and customers who have
not put much thought into their tattoos. They also discussed the intimacy of the tattoo sessions,
but they added their perspective about how this intimacy dictates their decorum in the tattoo
studio. These interviews also confirmed these two tattoo artists recognize mainstream society’s
growing acceptance of those with tattoos. They also discussed their motivations, which were not
different from the tattoo artists who participated in the interview schedules.

Free Listing and Sorting of Recreational Activity Tags
To determine what type of activity tattooing is to the participants, and if it is a leisure
activity for them, I asked the participants to generate a free list of recreational activities that they
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enjoy on index cards. These Recreational Activity Tags provide an ethnographic list of leisure
activities for this rapport sample. If they listed tattooing on a Recreational Activity Tag, it
provided one method to measure, and hopefully triangulate, whether or not they regard tattooing
as a leisure activity. This free-list of Recreational Activity Tags also provided ethnographic data
on other types of activities the participants enjoy, and which ones are similar to tattooing. It also
was an opportunity to gather data on why tattooing is not leisure to the participants who did not
list it on a Recreational Activity Tag.
Twelve participants participated in the free-listing activity immediately after completing
the Tattoo Experience and the Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview
Schedules. I presented the participants with a large stack of index cards and a pen. I asked,
“Please imagine you have some free-time, a day, a weekend, or a week to do all of the things that
are fun, interesting, or bring you pleasure. Would you please write down each of these activities
on a index card? There are no limits on the number of cards, so please use as many as you like.”
If the participants asked for more instruction, I asked them to think of something that they like to
do for fun, and write that activity on a card. I asked them to keep writing as many activities as
they liked. The twelve participants created 119 Recreational Activity Tags.
The number of tags each participant created ranged from four to 23, for an average of
9.91 tags, or an approximate average of 10 Recreational Activity Tags per participant. Some of
the participants listed things that they hope to do before they die such as sailing around the world,
living in Japan for one year, or watching the Aurora Borealis. Some participants listed things
they have fantasized about doing such as buying old theaters or sleeping in the Museum of
Natural History. Many participants listed activities that can be grouped as shopping, eating, or
socializing. Each of these activities was listed by at least eight participants.
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Frequency of Recreational Activity Tags
There were seven types of recreational activities that were frequently listed by the twelve
participants. Eight tags indicated that they listen to music in their free time. Six participants
listed the following eight Recreational Activity Tags: Listen to Music; Punk Rock; Music;
Shows; Music and Dancing; Go to Shows; See Bands; and Go to a Concert. There were also
eight tags listing how they enjoy socializing during their free time. Six participants listed the
following eight Recreational Activity Tags: Mingle with Locals; Visit with Friends/Girls; Hang
out at my Starbucks; Hang out with Friends; Hangout with Friends; Making peeps laugh;
Talking; and Check Emails.
Six participants listed six tags that involved watching movies. These Recreational
Activity Tags were the following: Watch Obscure Movies on 35mm or 26mm; Watch Old
Movies; Movies; and, Go to the Movies, which was listed by three participants.
Five participants listed eight activities about shopping. Some of the activities could be
viewed as adding to a collection. However, the verb buying or shopping indicated that
participants were more interested in purchasing something. Ms. H listed the following four
Recreational Activity Tags focusing on shopping: Buy New Computer Equipment; Go Movie and
DVD Shopping; Go Book Shopping; and Comic Book Shopping. Ms. P, Ms. R, Mr. T, and Ms.
S listed these activities: Shopping, which was listed twice; Buy Records; and, Go Shopping. Five
participants listed eight activities about eating. Ms. H listed two culinary activities with an
element of adventure. She listed “Go to the Best Sushi Restaurant on Earth” and “Anything
Anthony Bourdain Would Do or Has Done.” Brett Moore writes:
Anthony Bourdain, executive chef of Brasserie Les Halles in New York City, is the
anti-celebrity chef. He’s crass, offensive, and doesn’t wear starched, white jackets or
fancy hats. He is, however, a great cook, a great writer, and has an infectious passion
for food of every kind. His passion and adventurous spirit are what have created
millions of gourmet fans around the world.
(http://gourmetfood.about.com/od/chefbiographie1/a/bourdain.htm).
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Mr. G, Ms. P, Ms. R, and Ms. S listed the following Recreational Activity Tags: Discover
Local Foods; Eat Ice Cream; Eat; and, Go to Dinner.
Four participants listed four activities about sleeping. These Recreational Activity Tags
were the following: Sleep In; Sleep; Take a Nap; and, Sleep Overs. One might not consider
sleeping a leisure activity, as it is a necessary biological function. But, like eating, it seems that
napping is an enjoyable activity for some of the participants. It could also be debated whether or
not “Sleep Overs” are more of a social activity as one engaged in this activity might do more
visiting than sleeping.
Four participants listed four activities about giving or getting tattoos. These Recreational
Activity Tags were the following: Tattoo as Much as Possible; Tattoo; and, Get Tattooed, which
was listed twice. Mr. I listed “Tattoo as Much as Possible.” Even though he was an apprentice
and became a tattoo artist, he sees this activity as something he would like to do in his free time.
It is something he considers to be a recreational activity. Perhaps as he gains more experience, he
might not list it as a recreational activity just as Mr. Q, the other tattoo artist who participated in
this activity, did not.

Sorting of Recreational Activity Tags
After the participants generated their Recreational Activity Tags, I asked, “Would you
please sort your activities into piles according to their similarity? The only two rules are that you
cannot put all of the tags into one pile, and you cannot have a single tag in a pile by itself.” If the
participants asked for further instructions, I asked, “Which activities are alike? Can you can put
your activities into piles where the activities are alike?”
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The average number of piles per participant was 3.25 piles with a range of two to seven
piles. The average pile had 16.71 Recreational Activity Tags with a standard deviation of 14.17.
It should also be noted that Ms. N had one Recreational Activity Tag and Mr. O had three
Recreational Activity Tags that were the only tags in a pile. They explained that some activities
are unique. Therefore, they could not follow the second rule, and I counted their single
Recreational Activity Tags as piles. Four of the twelve participants listed Tattooing, either giving
or receiving, as one of their Recreational Activity Tags.
Ms. H felt that buying a house with a pool and movie theater, buying new computer
equipment, and shopping for movies, DVDs, books, or comic books was similar to getting, or
perhaps collecting, tattoos. Ms. H listed purchasing four expressive forms of entertainment as a
type of leisure or recreation. Tattoos, like books and comic books, use text and drawings to
communicate something to the reader. Considering Ms. H’s tattoos of phrases from books,
symbols from children’s books, and images associated with film, it is understandable why she
listed getting a tattoo as a recreational activity similar to buying these items.
Mr. I wrote “Tattooing others as much as possible” on a Recreational Activity Tag, and
he placed it among “Drawing/painting” and “Skateboarding.” The relationship between tattooing
others and drawing and painting is understandable as it is an artistic activity. It is interesting that
tattooing others is his profession and drawing and painting are his hobbies. This seems to suggest
that the distinction between Mr. I’s leisure and work are blurred. The similarity between
tattooing others and skateboarding is difficult to understand. Perhaps it is the optimal experience
Mr. I has while skateboarding that makes it similar to tattooing.
Mr. T also felt that skateboarding and surfing are recreational activities that are similar to
tattooing. Again, it may be the arousal and optimal experience of getting tattooed that is similar
to surfing and skateboarding. Placing tattooing among Recreational Activity Tags such as
“Playing music” and “Go to shows,” which are live music performances, is understandable when
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reflecting on Mr. T’s interview. He respects tattoo artists whoare constantly developing their
artistic skills. As a musician, Mr. T tries to do the same. Also, going to concerts might be similar
to getting a tattoo as the individual is going to enjoy another’s art.
Ms. S put getting a tattoo along with “Taking road trips,” “Run around in the rain,” “Go
swimming,” or “Do hair.” The expressiveness of doing hair and getting tattooed seem similar for
Ms. S, who is an unemployed hairdresser. Like Mr. I, it is another example of an expressive
leisure activity that is similar to one’s work, which is also expressive. Placing “getting a tattoo”
among “Taking road trips,” “Run around in the rain,” and “Go swimming” might be inspired by
the feeling of freedom and sensations that these activities offer Ms. S. A respite from one’s
obligations to travel or go swimming certainly seems to be a leisure activity. In some respects,
her tattoo, “Repent for the end is fucking nigh” may have freed her from her religious upbringing,
which she views as oppressive. Also the sensations involved with traveling, swimming, and
enjoying the rain may expand Ms. S’s perspective, be an enjoyable break, or cause sensations that
may resemble the aspects of tattooing that she enjoys.
Eight of the participants did not list tattooing on their Recreational Activity Tags. I asked
each participant why tattooing was not listed on their tags. Their responses included opinions
such as tattooing was a significant action where as leisure and recreation are merely fun. In one
respect, their definition of leisure did not resemble Neulinger’s definition; tattooing is a
profession. Also, if tattooing is seen as a noun rather than a verb, then a tattoo is something you
have where as leisure is something one does.
Ms. P, who stated that tattooing was recreational in the Tattoo Experience Interview
Schedule, listed nine recreational activities: sight seeing, photography, shopping, yoga, eating ice
cream, getting a massage, sleeping, dancing and listening to music, and watching movies. She did
not list tattooing on her tags. She explained that there are many times where she has visited the
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tattoo shop, but did not get a tattoo. She stated, “Tattooing is not a main priority. Otherwise, I
would already be covered.”
Mr. M created sixteen Recreational Activity Tags, listing activities such as watching
roller derby, roller skating, getting high, fighting, sex, talking, making friends laugh, or listening
to Punk rock. Like Ms. P, Mr. M had similar attitude towards about listing tattooing as a
Recreational Activity Tag, Mr. M stated,
Tattooing is not a social activity for fun. Tattoos are the same as Disneyland. I love
both, but I cannot do them every day. As I get older, tattooing has slowed down. It
is for younger people. I realized during the study that the pleasure is, too. I can look
at my tattoos and remember the friends and why I got them. It is a constant, too. I am
tattooed and cannot hide it. My lip tattoo freaks everyone out. Even the hardcore
people get freaked out by my chaos tattoo on my inner lip.
Mr. M explained that his martial arts students, who were much older than he, bought him the
chaos symbol on his inner lip as a gift. For Mr. M, tattooing is a unique activity, or even a gift
from others. For Mr. M, leisure activities are something one can do often. For example, Mr. M
feels that fighting and sex are activities that one can either dabble in or devote one’s life to. He
does not feel that same way about tattooing.
Ms. R’s and Ms. L’s attitudes about leisure and tattooing are similar to Ms. P’s and Mr.
M’s. Ms. R listed eating, attending plays, going to museums, going on road trips, driving, and
visiting with friends as leisure activities. Although she listed some of the same activities on her
Recreational Activity Cards as those who listed tattooing as a leisure activity, she did not view
tattooing as recreation. Ms. R stated, “Tattooing is not a regular activity. It is a special thing.
This is something serious.” Ms. L feels that leisure is something one does for fun, and it is not
something one must practice. She listed “Sewing,” “Clean,” “Listen to music,” Crochet,” “Watch
old movies,” “Sex,” and “Visit with friends/girls” on Recreational Activity Tags. Ms. L stated,
“Tattooing falls into category of art. Lots of work goes into art. Leisure comes naturally to a
person.”
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Mr. G listed “Check emails,” “Do Laundry/clean,” “Mingle with locals,” “Discover local
foods,” “Chill at beach/pool,” and “Sleep in” on his Recreational Activity Tags, which he sorted
into two piles. When, I asked him why he did not list tattooing on a Recreational Activity Tag,
Mr. G stated, “A tattoo is something you have, it is not something you do.” For Mr. G, a tattoo is
a thing and not an action, which is why he did not list it as a recreational activity.
Mr. Q communicated that tattooing is his profession, so it is not something that he
considers recreational. Unlike Mr. I, he recognizes distinctions between his professional
activities and recreational activities. He listed “Attest for my sins,” “Find God,” “Save as many
wayward and abused animals as possible,” and “Sail around the world” as his Recreational
Activity Tags. He placed the first two activities in one pile, and the last two activities in another
pile. His leisure activities in the first pile seem to confirm Pieper’s (1963) writings on the use of
leisure as means to connect us to all of creation.
The following table lists the Recreational Activity Tags the participants free-listed (see
Table 5-3). Ms. H feels that tattooing is similar to shopping, which could indicate that she is
interested in collecting tattoos. Mr. I and Mr. T grouped tattooing with physical and artistic
activities. In many ways, tattooing is a physical art. Ms. S grouped tattooing with activities that
enhance one’s physical appearance, such as doing hair.
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Table 5-3. Participants, their Recreational Activity Tags, and Groupings.*
Participant

Recreational Activity Tag

Pile

Mr. G

Check emails

A1

Mr. G

Do Laundry/clean

A2

Mr. G

Mingle with locals

B1

Mr. G

Discover local foods

B2

Mr. G

Chill at beach/pool

B3

Mr. G

Sleep in

B4

Ms. H

Invest in old vintage buildings

A1

Ms. H

Go buy old movie theaters

A2

Ms. H

Swim with dolphins

B1

Ms. H

Go to Catalina Island and snorkel

B2

Ms. H

Go make wine and step on the grapes

C1

Ms. H

Milk a cow

C2

Ms. H

Buy a house with a pool and movie theater

D1

Ms. H

Buy new computer equipment

D2

Ms. H

Go movie and DVD shopping

D3

Ms. H

Go book shopping

D4

Ms. H

Get tattooed

D5

Ms. H

Comic book shopping

D6

Ms. H

Put together teams for archival research on media history of cities

E1

Ms. H

Renew all research grants for academic subjects related to media studies and urban revival

E2

Ms. H

Watch obscure movies on 35mm or 26mm

F1

Ms. H

Attend the best Shakespeare play in the world

F2

Ms. H

Spend the night in the Museum of Natural History in NYC

F3

Ms. H

Reading comic books

F4

Ms. H

Go see EVERY Magritte painting

F5

Ms. H

Anything Anthony Bourdain would do or has done

G1

Ms. H

Go to the best sushi restaurant on earth

G2

Ms. H

Travel to foreign countries

G3

Ms. H

Hang out at the Library of Congress

G4

Mr. I

Tattoo as much as possible

A1

Mr. I

Draw Paint

A2

Mr. I

Skateboard

A3

Mr. I

Spend time with my baby’s mama

B1

Mr. I

Family (visiting)

B2

* For the piles, the letter refers to the group and the number to individual tags in each group.
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Table 5-3. con’t
Participant
Ms. L
Ms. L
Ms. L
Ms. L
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Mr. M
Ms. N
Ms. N
Ms. N
Ms. N
Mr. O
Mr. O
Mr. O
Mr. O
Mr. O
Ms. P
Ms. P
Ms. P
Ms. P
Ms. P
Ms. P
Ms. P
Ms. P
Ms. P

Recreational Activity Tag
Sewing
Clean
Listen to music
Crochet
Watch old movies
Sex
Visit with friends/girls
Fighting
Sex
Getting rubs (massages)
Punk Rock
Music
Doggy
Making peeps laugh
Talking
Showa
Roller Derby
Getting high
Reading
TV
Video games
Skate
Driving
Play Roller Derby on TV
Go to Japan for 1 year to live
See the Northern Lights
See the space shuttle landing
Poetry slam
Write music
Hangout at my Starbucks
Read
Video games
Sight seeing
Photography
Shopping
Yoga
Eat ice cream
Massage
Sleep
Music and Dancing
Sleep

Pile
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
A1
B1
B2
B3
A1
A2
B1
C1
D1
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
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Table 5-3. con’t
Participant
Mr. Q
Mr. Q
Mr. Q
Mr. Q
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. R
Ms. S
Ms. S
Ms. S
Ms. S
Ms. S
Ms. S
Ms. S
Ms. S
Ms. S
Ms. S
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T
Mr. T

Recreational Activity Tag
Attest for my sins
Find God
Save as many wayward and abused animals as possible
Sail around the world
Ice skating
Beach
Skiing
Surfing
Attending plays
Eat
Go to the movies
Hang out with friends
See bands
Museums
Acting
Sleep overs
Traveling
Shopping
Driving
Walks
Road trips
Take a road trip
Run around in the rain
Go swimming
Get tattooed
Do hair
Go to club
Play at a concert
Go to a concert
Go to dinner
Go shopping
Go to a movie
Play music
Tattoo
Skate
Surf
Go to shows
Go to movies
Bike ride
Go to a bar
Hang out with friends
Drive around
Take a nap
Buy records

Pile
A1
A4
B1
B2
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
C1
C2
D1
D2
E1
E2
E3
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
B1
B2
B3
C1
C2
C3
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
C3
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Scaling of Recreational Activity Tags
All twelve participants who participated in this activity scaled tattooing on five variables,
regardless if they listed it as a Recreational Activity Tag or not. As previously mentioned, four
participants listed tattooing as a leisure activity and eight did not. I asked all of the participants to
scale “Tattooing” on a 10-point scale on five variables: Time; Pleasure; State of Mind; State of
Existence; and Social Acceptance.
In terms of free time (Time) needed, I asked all the participants, “On a scale of 1 to 10, if
1 is a little and 10 is a lot, how would you rate the amount of available free time needed to
participate in this activity?” The average score for the amount of free time needed to get or
receive a tattoo was 5.79 with a standard deviation of 3.14.
In respects to the pleasure (Pleasing) they get from tattooing, I asked all of the
participants, “If 1 is extremely unpleasant and 10 is extremely pleasant, would you please rate the
pleasure you experience when you are voluntarily compelled to participate in this activity?” The
average score for the amount of pleasure experienced while getting or receiving a tattoo was 8.87
with a standard deviation of 2.29.
In terms of the total involvement experienced while getting tattooed (State of Mind), I
asked, “On a scale of 1 to 10, if 1 is totally uninvolved and 10 is completely involved, Would you
please rate the feeling of involvement you experience while participating in this activity?” The
average score for the total involvement with tattooing that one experiences while getting or
receiving a tattoo was 9.12 with a standard deviation of 1.47.
In terms of how important tattooing is to their self-definition, and the personal meaning
they get from this activity (State of Existence), I asked, “On a scale of 1 to 10, if 1 is totally
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meaningless and 10 is extremely meaningful, would you rate the personal meaning and selfdefinition you get from this activity?” The average score for the amount of personal meaning and
the self-definition they get from this activity was 8.08 with a standard deviation of 2.75.
In respects of the social acceptability of tattooing (Social Acceptance), I asked all of the
participants, “On a scale of 1 to 10, if 1 is completely socially unacceptable and 10 is completely
socially acceptable, would you rate the social acceptability of this activity?” The average score
for the social acceptability of tattooing was 4.87 with a standard deviation of 2.44.
This was the only activity all of the participants scaled, so it is the only activity that can
be analyzed with a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, which tests whether or not there is an order to the
participants’ scores on a particular item, or if it is random. I calculated a Leisure Score for
tattooing by summing Time, Pleasing, State of Mind, and State of Existence. It is not
unreasonable to predict that the four participants who listed “Tattooing” as a leisure activity
would have higher leisure scores than the participants who did not list it on their Recreational
Activity Tags. The p value for the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test was not significant (p = .214). The
ranked order of Leisure Scores for tattooing was random. Looking at the variables summed for
the Leisure Score individually, only State of Existence was significant (p = .048). The personal
meaning and importance of tattooing to self-definition could be use to predict an order among the
participants who listed tattooing as a leisure activity, and those who did not. Perhaps, for the
participants in this sample, the significance of this variable is explained by their choice to express
themselves through tattooing.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
At the outset of this research project, I planned to investigate tattooing in Los Angeles,
California from a leisure perspective. After my initial effort at Venice Beach failed, I immersed
myself into the tattoo culture at Traditional Ink, as I hoped to find out what type of activity
tattooing is to tattoo artists, tattooed individuals, and non-tattooed individuals. After some time
in the field, however, I was only able to gather data from tattoo artists and tattooed individuals. I
used leisure theory as a foundation for this research, and I assessed whether or not the participants
considered tattooing a leisure activity. I also gathered data on the perceived moral dilemmas and
controversies that surround this activity, as it is not universally socially acceptable in Los Angeles
or American society in general.
In attempting to understand tattooing at Venice Beach Recreation Center, I encountered
several problems: a population that was unwilling to participate in my study; unresponsive
owners of tattoo shops who did not acknowledge my requests to enter their shop and interview
them, their employees, and their customers; and a survey and consent form that thwarted my
efforts to establish rapport with the individuals I approached at Venice Beach Recreation Center.
Although I was able to gather some data, it was insufficient sufficiently to address my research
problem.
After relocating to Traditional Ink, I was able to establish rapport with four tattoo artists
and eleven tattooed individuals. Given that all the individuals were tattooed, regardless if it was
their first tattoo or an addition to a plethora of tattoos, they had some personal knowledge about
tattoos. The participants in this study are not a random sample, but rather a cohort of people with
whom I established rapport and who verbally consented to be a part of this study. Also,
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respecting the request of Mr. Feldman, the participants were sampled in way that did not disrupt
his hegemony of the tattoo shop.
The Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule and the free-listing, sorting, and scaling of
Recreational Activity Tags gathered data that revealed what type of activity tattooing is to the
individuals in the sample. I used the Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview
Schedule to gather data that suggested that even if tattooing has not been fully embraced in Los
Angeles, it is becoming more acceptable.
During the Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule, I asked a series of open-ended
questions to gather information on the participants’ knowledge of tattooing. The participants
offered their emic perspective of tattooing: They discussed what tattooing is to them; they
explained the expressive qualities of tattooing; they demonstrated that tattoos can be personally
significant or humorous; they described the arousal they feel during a tattoo experience; they
discussed the intimacy of the tattoo session; and two participants stated that it is a recreational
activity.
Several of participants stated that tattooing is an extremely expressive activity that offers
great pleasure, intense joy, and a feeling of relief when ideas, thoughts, beliefs, emotions, and
feelings are expressed. It is an activity that can intensify their expression and assert their
individuality, which is often one of their goals. Tattooing is also an activity that allows the
participants to demark major life events, strengthen family bonds, and fortify their personality or
thoughts. For some of the women in the study, tattooing was an empowering activity.
In addition to expressing serious aspects of their personalities, the participants frequently
experimented with this medium in a playful manner. In terms of play, tattoos are vehicle for
expressing their sense of humor. The tattoo artists were just as willing to give a client a witty
tattoo, such as an attacking shark with a banner reading “JAWESOME,” as they were to give
someone a tattoo steeped in sentiment, such as the name of a loved one.
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As for feeling bored during a tattoo session, one participant explained that sitting still for
longer sessions causes boredom. Regardless of the arousal experienced, this individual becomes
easily bored when sitting in one place for an extended period of time. Thus, his attention deficit
disorder and the passivity of the tattoo session result in feelings of boredom during longer tattoo
sessions. He also explained that the boredom causes him to feel anxious.
For other participants, lacking the skills needed to pick a proficient artist, failing to
communicate the concept or idea of the tattoo to the tattoo artist, and the inability to follow the
tattoo artist’s instructions was not the source of their anxiety. The actual tattoo experience can be
a painful activity, causing the participants to experience anticipation anxiety while waiting for
their tattoo session. Several of the participants explained that this anxiety quickly subsides as the
body produces endorphins and adrenaline to cope with the irritation of the needles pricking their
skin. The participants enjoyed the “high” or “rush” they experience while getting tattooed. Many
of the participants acknowledge their body’s release of endorphins and adrenaline to cope with
the pain of the tattoo session as the source of this high. Perhaps painful or arousing leisure and
recreational activities, which trigger the release of endorphins and adrenaline, allows the
participants to transcend boredom and anxiety and experience euphoric arousal that is common in
some types of leisure.
In addition to being an expressive and arousing activity, the participants discussed the
intimacy of the tattoo session. On a physical level, the tattoo artist is constantly touching the
client. Merely allowing another person into one’s personal space requires a modicum of trust.
Allowing another person to touch your skin, shave and clean the area that tattoo will be placed,
and then puncture it with needles to make an indelible design requires a greater level of trust. On
an emotional level, the participants felt comfortable when they had the tattoo artist’s full
attention. Being the center of someone’s attention seems to aid in the fostering of this intimacy.
Even if the participants and the tattoo artists did not maintain frequent contact over many years,
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they remembered the tattoo artist’s name, the reason for the tattoo, and who was present when
they received the tattoo.
Four participants consider tattooing a recreational activity or a hobby. It is the collecting
of tattoos, the enjoyment of the tattoo session, the arousal, and the intimacy and friendships they
develop with other tattooed individuals that draws them to this activity. They mentioned that they
enjoy visiting the tattoo shop even if they are not getting tattooed. The participants who did not
mention tattooing as a leisure activity did, however, equate it with sex, joyful dinners, exercising,
painting, playing roller derby, sewing, dancing, playing music, acting, fighting, playing paint ball,
surfing, or skating.
The participants did not discuss the locus of control, motivations, and goals of tattooing
until I asked questions about these topics. Some of the participants stated that they were
complete control of the tattoo session. They felt that they could stop the tattoo session at any
moment. Others felt that they often forfeited their control to the tattoo artist, which is why it was
imperative for them to trust the tattoo artist. The participants reiterated their statements about
expression, collecting tattoos, or finishing elaborate tattoos when discussing their goals and
motivations.
Lastly, their answers to my interview questions revealed that tattooing is an arousing and
intimate activity that is also an enjoyable and expressive activity, which gives the participants a
feeling of release that is at times cathartic.
Reviewing the literature and considering leisure theories posited by Neulinger, tattooing
does appear to be a leisure activity or, at least, has leisure-like qualities. It is something these
participants are intrinsically motivated to do in their free time. It is an activity that does not have
tangible extrinsic rewards. Although they may gain the respect of other tattoo artists and enjoy
the camaraderie of other tattooed individuals, they acknowledged that rewards of a tattoo are
primarily intrinsic. Regardless of social costs and cultural constraints, they are compelled to get
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tattooed. Tattooing is pleasing and worthwhile to them, and they experience an arousal while
getting tattooed.
Only two participants, however, stated that tattooing is a leisure activity in the Tattoo
Experience Interview Schedule. Although four people listed tattooing on one of their
Recreational Activity Tags, eight individuals did not. I was expecting the participants who listed
tattooing to scale the variables associated with leisure (Time; Pleasure; State of Mind; and State
of Existence) higher than the participants who did not list it. Summing and ranking these four
variables, there was no reason to conclude that there is an order to the ranking. There was no
significant order of the ranked sums of the variables associated with leisure: Time; Pleasure; State
of Mind; and State of Existence. In other words, the participants who listed tattooing as a form of
leisure did not scale it higher on attributes of leisure than those that did not.
Ultimately, whether or not tattooing is a leisure activity depends upon how the each
participant defines leisure and finds meaning in tattooing. My research appears to confirm that
whether or not a tattoo artist or tattooed individual considers tattooing a leisure activity depends
on the individual’s personal subjective definitions.
I gathered data with the Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview
Schedule to investigate whether or not tattooing is a morally controversial leisure activity. Of
course, how the participants define leisure was a key issue. If the participants did not view
tattooing as leisure, then tattooing is an enjoyable, expressive, intimate, and arousing activity that
is morally controversial in Los Angeles. If the participants did view tattooing as a leisure
activity, then it is a morally controversial leisure activity in Los Angeles. Regardless of their
opinion on the leisure status of tattooing, it is apparent that they see tattooing as an activity that is
gradually gaining the acceptance of mainstream society.
It is difficult to measure the acceptance of the activity when considering the diversity and
vastness of the Los Angeles tattoo culture and the Los Angeles and American societies. Perhaps
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the theory of Social Drama, as described by Victor Turner (1957), can explain the acceptance of
tattooing in Los Angeles, California.

Social Drama and American Tattooing
A social drama is a sequence of events within a society that involve conflict and the
mitigation that follows. Sidky (2004) notes,
These dramas arising from conflict situations begin with a breach of norm-governed
social relations. The breach, unless sealed, escalates to involve the widest divisions
of the community to which the antagonists belong. This is followed by a redressive
action, which, depending on the nature of the crises may range form informal
mediation to elaborate rituals to seal the breech. In the final phase either there is a
reintegration or a social recognition of the irreparable schism between the
antagonists, which leads to village fissioning. (p. 309)
Tattooing may be an activity that has initiated social drama and, in some cases, pacified social
conflict after a threatened majority incorporated the activity into the mainstream culture.
Tattooing has typically been a morally controversial activity associated with people on the fringe
of society, and descriptions rarely illustrated such individuals or groups as engaged in a leisure
pursuit. It seems, however, that these prejudices have relaxed.
Middle-class Americans traditionally viewed tattooing as an activity that violated their
social norms. They considered it an abnormal or as an anti-social practice associated with
prisoners, gang members, sideshow entertainers, soldiers, and deviants. Brian (1979) states,
In modern society, particularly in the Unites States, physical differences are almost
an insult to the ideals of community conformity. The tattooing of gangs or groups is
considered antisocial, since it symbolizes individual allegiances to ideals outside of
the ideals of mass democratic society (p. 162).
This certainly may have been true for the Punks, drug addicts or ex-convicts Brian was describing
27 years ago. Since the 1980s, however, tattoos have become increasingly visible and somewhat
acceptable to the middle-class.
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There is evidence to support that some of the counter-culture stigmas have waned. The
2003 Harris Poll found that the public opinion of tattooing is not extremely negative, which may
indicate that a social drama has unfolded. Joy Marie Sever (2003) reported,
Many Americans who do not have tattoos said they think that people with tattoos are
less attractive (42%), less sexy (36%) and less intelligent (31%). They also think that
those
with
tattoos
are
more
rebellious
(57%)
(http://www.harrisinteractive.com/harris_poll/printerfriend/index.asp?PID=407).
Her findings appear to support Brian’s (1979) claim. Her figures also show that the majority of
people are indifferent about tattoos. Although she did not discuss it, Server’s (2003) table
reported that more than half of the respondents felt that tattoos make no difference in a person’s
appearance in respects to intelligence (69%), attractiveness (54%), sexiness (56%), or healthiness
(78%). Perhaps these figures indicate an attenuation of the tattoo stigma and a change in social
norms.
The relaxation of these prejudices may have been responsible for the increased popularity
of tattoos in popular culture, transforming tattoos from a stigma into a less threatening art form;
professional basketball, football, and baseball players don tattoos; they are heroes of social sports
that most American children play in school. Perhaps this occurrence eroded some of the negative
stigma associated with tattoos. Popular music has also attenuated the prejudices surrounding
tattooing. The American culture has accepted, or, at times, embraced, jazz, rock-n-roll, and rap
musicians, who were once viewed as controversial performers, into its cultural fabric. Perhaps
American tattoo artists will be commemorated on US postage stamps like other artists, such as
Louis Armstrong, Frank Sinatra, and Elvis Presley who challenged prior American social norms
such as segregation and sexuality with their music and performances.
The academic discussion of tattooing has softened, as well. Arnold Rubin (1937-1988)
hoped that academics would cease in the use of negative descriptors such as mutilation,
deformations, or disfigurement when discussing tattoos and other types of body modification. To
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advance this goal, he moderated the Body as Art symposium in January of 1983 and provided a
forum for the scholarly investigation of this topic. Rubin (1988a) noted,
Determining the ultimate age of body art in human activity is essentially of academic
interest; given the probability that the few comparatively simple techniques involved
were independently discovered more than once….The major modes and techniques
of body art would seem to be very old, and the historical dimensions of body
art…can and should be pursued. (p. 15)
In his article, The Tattoo Renaissance, Rubin (1988b) offered biographies of tattoo artists, such as
Cliff Raven and Ed Hardy, who, after earning degrees in the fine arts, designed custom tattoos
with sophisticated shading and composition for their clients. Rubin documented the emergence
of modern trends in tattooing such as the willingness to exchange information, the sterilization of
equipment, and “high-brow” customers in a respectful manner.
The emergence of these trends brought many changes to American tattooing. Artists did
not confine themselves to schools of thought, established traditions, or Western themes and
images. During this time, Leo Zulueta, inspired by Borneo and Malaysian tattoos, created
“tribal” designs, which were geometric shapes consisting of thick, solid black lines. Some people
used this style of tattooing to express, or reconnect to, the primitive aspect of their identity, which
they viewed as their untainted human essence. This activity offered some an escape from modern
demands, and it demonstrated the characteristics of leisure activity.
In some respects, this genre of tattooing and the gradual acceptance of tattooing created
an environment for tattoo artists and tattooed individuals to play with the medium, the structural
limitations of their bodies, and the social limitations of the culture.
The tattoo renaissance of the 1980s was not bound by traditional themes as customers and
tattoo artists were willing to create original designs. The popularity of tattooing as a medium of
expression increased during this time. Whether it is the appreciation of the art, the transformation
of the physical self, or an expression of the mental self, tattoos have gained acceptance among
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some of the middle class. Although tattooed individuals may in some cases stymie their financial
success and social mobility, tattooing is no longer an abhorrent practice; rather, tattooing seems to
be another unconventional art form that plays with social constructs. According to Turner (1982),
Our species has…become more dexterous in the use and manipulation of
symbols,…devising cultural modes of confronting, understanding, assigning meaning
to, and sometimes coping with crises….Modes of redress, which always contained at
least the germ of self-reflexivity, a public way of assessing our social behaviour, has
moved into the various arts…. By means of genres as theater, including puppetry and
shadow theater, dance drama, and professional story telling, performances are
presented which probe a community’s weakness, call its leaders to account,
desacralize its most cherished values and beliefs, portray its characteristic conflicts
and suggest remedies for them, and generally take stock of its current situation in the
known “world.” (p. 11)
The efforts of these tattoo artists have caught the attention of the middle-class, government
officials, the media, and some academics.
In terms of a social drama, Turner’s (1957) four phases seem to be present. The
participants identified a change in social attitudes and an acceptance towards tattoos that may
indicate that a social drama involving tattoos has unfolded.
The first phase of social drama is the presence of a subculture present that is engaged in
an activity that violates the mainstream social codes of their community. The participants agree
that prior to the 1960s, tattooing was an activity reserved for people on the fringe of society.
Collectively, the participants stated that tattooing is morally controversial as tattoos are labels for
outsiders, and that tattoos were associated with criminals, gang members, Punks, cult members,
prostitutes, and military personal. The participants identified these groups as people who are
likely to be tattooed outside of mainstream society. This could be interpreted as the first stage of
the social drama
The participants were not aware of any time when there was mounting crises involving
tattoos in Los Angeles, which would be the second phase of the social drama. However, they are
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aware that tattoos have become a social phenomenon visible to mainstream society. I interpret
this as the second stage of the social drama.
The participants acknowledge that tattooing has been regulated. They mentioned laws
forbidding tattoo artists to tattoo minors, health regulations, and the necessity for consent forms.
They believe that zoning has influenced where tattoo shops can open, and the violation of zoning
has also been the reason some shops have closed. The participants also mentioned the use of tax
monies to remove gang tattoos. I interpret this as the third phase of a social drama, which is
mainstream society’s use of regulations, and judicial and financial mechanisms to limit or prevent
certain types of tattooing in Los Angeles.
Currently, tattoos in Los Angeles are tolerated, or accepted, among non-tattooed
individuals and members of mainstream society. Also with the ubiquity of tattoos, whether or not
a person is tattooed is less of an issue as it was in the past. This indicates that the disturbed
parties—in this case members of mainstream society—have integrated tattooed individuals into
the social fabric. The participants recognize that their tattoos may limit and effect their social
mobility, occupations, and intimate relationships. However, they also stated that they will not be
completely ostracized because they are tattooed. I interpret this as the fourth and final stage of a
social drama.
Although the participants did not offer historical events in a chronological order that
would clearly map the progression of this social drama as defined by Victor Turner, it does not
rule out the unfolding of a social drama. Considering the stigma associated with tattoos, the
occupational risks for having certain tattoos, laws and regulations concerning tattoos, and the
societal and personal conflicts tattooed people encounter, it is apparent that tattoos are still
morally controversial. Yet, with the growing acceptance of tattoos in Los Angeles, it seems that
tattooed individuals are relatively accepted by mainstream society depending on the placement,
frequency, or meaning of their tattoos. In some respects tattooed individuals are members of the
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mainstream society in Los Angeles. Therefore, tattooing, whether or not an individual sees it as
leisure, is a morally controversial activity that has gone through the four phases of a social drama
in Los Angeles, California.
The occurrence of this social drama in regards to tattooing suggests that some leisure
activities can be more than merely enjoyable casual pursuits. Some leisure activities may
challenge social norms and call our prejudices, aesthetic sensibilities, and moral values into
question. In this sense, leisure is another activity that can initiate social change in the local and
national community.
The data I gathered from informants at Traditional Ink bears directly on my research
questions. First, this study provides evidence that both giving and receiving tattoos has some of
the characteristics commonly described as part of the leisure experience for some of my
informants. Indeed, several informants claimed that getting tattooed is a recreational experience.
Second, tattooing appears, at least in the minds of the informants, to have initiated a social drama,
as described by Turner (1957), in Los Angeles. Clearly, the tattoo culture of Los Angeles is
much wider than I was able to study and certainly involves more depth, as well. As it should, this
study raised more questions than it answered.
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Appendix A

Tattoo Survey
I am graduate student at Pennsylvania State University, and I am interested in learning
about tattooing at Venice Beach, CA. Please respond to the following questions regarding tattoos
and tattooing. All information will be used for my dissertation. Your answers will be
confidential.
1. Do you have a tattoo?
Yes

[ ]

No

[ ]

2. Did you visit a tattoo shop on Venice Beach today?
Yes

[ ]

No

[ ]

3. If yes, did you get a tattoo?
Yes

[ ]

No

[ ]

How many tattoos do you have? _______

4. If you do not have any tattoos, are you interested in getting your first tattoo?
Yes

[ ]

No

[ ]

Not sure [ ]
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5. Have you tattooed someone else?
Yes

[ ]

No

[ ] (If no, Please skip questions 6 & 7)

6. If yes, how did you tattoo them?
Ink and needle

[ ]

Home made machine

[ ]

Professional machine

[ ]

Other _________________

7. Are you a tattoo artist?
Yes

[ ]

No

[ ]

Apprentice [ ]
Other_________________________

8. Please describe what tattooing means to you?
(Feel free to use the back of this survey for additional space)

9. If you have tattoos, how do you feel about your tattoo(s)?
(If you do not have tattoos, please skip to question 12.)
I don’t have a tattoo(s) [ ]
Like

[ ]

Dislike

[ ]

Other___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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10. Did people change their opinions about you after you were tattooed?
Yes

[ ]

No

[ ]

Not sure[ ]

11. After getting tattooed, how did people treat you?
Same

[ ]

Different

[ ]

Other___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

12. Whether or not you have tattoos, how do you treat men with tattoos?
Same

[ ]

Different

[ ]

Other___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

13. Whether or not you have tattoos, how do you treat women with tattoos?
Same

[ ]

Different

[ ]

Other___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

14. Whether or not you have tattoos, how do you feel about tattoos on other people?
Like

[ ]

Dislike

[ ]

Other___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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15. What is your ethnicity?
Latino or Hispanic

[ ]

Native American

Caucasian
[ ]

[ ]

African American

[ ]

If Native American, please tell me which Tribe

___________________
Asian/Pacific Islander

[ ]

Other _________________

If Asian/Pacific Islander, please tell me if you are:
Asian Indian

[ ]

Cambodian

[ ]

Chinese

Filipino

[ ]

Japanese

[ ]

Laotian

[ ]

Native Hawaiian

[ ]

Taiwanese

[ ]

Thai

[ ]

Korean

[ ]

Other ____________
16. What is your yearly income?
Under $10,000[ ]
$10,001 to $20,000 [ ]
$20,001 to $30,000 [ ]

$30,001 to $40,000 [ ]
$40,001 to $50,000 [ ]
$50,001 to $60,000 [ ]
$60,001 to $70,000 [ ]
$70,001 to $80,000 [ ]
$80,001 to $90,000 [ ]
$90,001 to $100,000 [ ]
Over $100,000 [ ]

17. What is your occupation? ______________________

Samoan
Vietnamese

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
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18. Are you:
Single

[ ]

Married

[ ]

Divorced

[ ]

Widowed

[ ]

Separated

[ ]

Coupled

[ ]

Partnered

[ ]

Other___________________________

19. What are your favorite hobbies, pastimes, or recreational interests?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
20. What was the last level of education you completed?
None

[ ]

Grade school

[ ]

Junior high school [ ]
High school

[ ]

GED

[ ]

Some college

[ ]

College

[ ]

Some graduate school [ ]
Graduate school

[ ]

Technical or trade school [ ]

21. What is your gender?
Male

[ ]

Female

[ ]

Transgender

[ ]
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Other________________
22. What year were you born? _________________
What is your zip code?________
Or, if outside the US, your city and country of origin?_____________
If I may contact you for voluntary interviews about your ideas, thoughts, and beliefs
about tattooing, would you please leave your contact information on the provided 3 X 5
card?
Thank you for filling out my survey! If there is anything else that you would like to tell
me about tattooing, please feel free to write it on the back of this survey.

Appendix B

Tattoo Experience Interview Schedule
1. What type of activity is tattooing? Do you have a tattoo?
If no, use Social Drama Interview Schedule. If yes, continue.
2. What does tattooing feel like? When do these feelings start? What do you enjoy about
tattooing? When do these enjoyable feelings start? Do these enjoyable feeling happen at
any other time?
What do you dislike about tattooing? When do the things you dislike about tattooing
start? Does this happen at any other time?
When do you feel anxious during a tattoo session? What causes this anxiety? How do
you cope with these anxious feelings?
When do you feel bored during a tattoo session? What causes this boredom? How do
you cope with the boredom?

3. During a tattoo session, what sorts of things are you aware of? What do you pay
attention to? What do you think about during a tattoo session? When do these
thoughts start? When do these thoughts stop?
4. What do you focus on while tattooing? What helps you keep this focus? What
causes you to lose this focus? What happens to your surroundings during a tattoo
session? What keeps you involved during a tattoo session?
5. When you are tattooing, what types of self-awareness do you experience? What
types of sensations do you feel? How does your body feel? Do you feel this way
at any other time?
6. What can you tell me about your feelings of control during the tattoo session?
What is within your control? What is out of your control? How does your level
of control change with your abilities and skills? How does this affect the
environment or the tattoo shop? What level of control do you feel you have in the
tattoo during a tattoo session?
7. How do you know when a tattoo session is going well? What sorts of things
happen? What causes these things to happen? If these things don’t happen, what
can you do to make these things happen? What are there steps, or procedures that
you follow? If there are steps or procedures, how do you know when to follow
them or what to do next?
How do you know when the tattoo session is going poorly? What sorts of things
happen? What causes these things to happen? Is there anything you can do to
correct these things or prevent them from happening? What are the steps, or
procedures that you follow? If there are steps or procedures, how do you know
when to follow them or what to do next?
8. Why do you get or tattoo others? What is your ultimate motivation to participate in this
activity? Imagine if you had tattooed every part of your body and there was no other part
of your body to tattoo, what would you do to continue your participation in this activity?
Are there any other activities that give you similar experiences?
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9. What are the goals of the tattoo artist or the person receiving the tattoo? How are these
goals different, or the same, for the tattoo artist and the person getting the tattoo?
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Appendix C

Morally Controversial Leisure and Social Norms Interview Schedule
1. How are tattoos viewed by society? How is tattooing is encouraged? How is it
discouraged? What are the moral issues surrounding tattooing? Can you give me some
examples?
2. Do you think it is a “good” or “bad” behavior? Can you explain your views to me? How
did you develop this opinion?
3. What are the positive or negative societal aspects associated with tattooing? What does
the popularity of tattooing say about society?
4. What happens to a person’s social world when they get tattooed? Does tattooing cause
people to disassociate with others? When have people without tattoos stopped
associating with a person after they get a tattoo? When have tattooed people only
associated with other tattooed people? Do you think this was by choice? How do the
tattoos become important to a person?
5. Generally speaking, how does a person’s life improve or get worse after getting a tattoo?
What do tattoos reflect upon one’s character? If you have tattoos, how did others treat
you when you got it? If you haven’t got one, why don’t you have one? What would
people say if they knew that you have tattoos?
6. In general, do you think tattooing has caused any disturbances in society? What type of
disturbances? Have tattoos ever caused a problem in your social life or your interactions
with others? If you don’t have tattoos, have tattoos on other people disturbed you in any
way? If yes, what type of disturbances? When and where did this happen?
If not, why?
7. What types of conflicts, if any, have you seen between tattooed people and non-tattooed
people? When and where did this occur? Why does it usually occur?
8. Can you give me any examples when tattooing has violated social norms?
When did this happen? Whose social norms were violated?
Can you tell me what happened?
9. Did this ever create a controversy that was kept out of the public eye?
If yes, who was trying to keep it quiet?
When did this happen?
Are there any situations that you can tell me about?
10. What has been done to prevent, limit, or regulate tattooing?
If something has been done, who tried to do this? When did they try to do this?
What methods did they use? Can you tell me about a time when you experienced the
effects of their actions?
11. Can you tell me about any recognized division or separation between tattoo artists,
tattooed people and non-tattooed people? If this separation exists, when did it happen?
Could you share some personal examples with me?
What type of action has been taken to strengthen or weaken this divide?
When did these actions take place?
12. In general, how would you describe tattooing on Venice Beach? How would you
describe the tattoo artists? How about the people that get tattoos? How would you
describe the people that do not have tattoos?
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Appendix D

Venice Beach Recreation Center
Venice Beach, Venice, CA
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Appendix E

Study Participant Profiles
The following appendix contains the participant profiles of people recruited at Venice
Beach Recreation Center and Traditional Ink in Los Angeles, California. The profiles of the
participants are divided into two groups: Venice Beach participants and Traditional Ink
participants.
The profiles for the Venice Beach participants are brief as I had limited contact with
them. Many times, my contact with these participants was only 20 to 30 minutes. The
information presented was gleaned from the few surveys I managed to collect at the Venice
Beach Recreation Center. I tried several times approaching random people at Venice Beach
Recreation Center and asking them to participate in this study. As mentioned earlier, potential
participants were often suspicious, and usually refused to participate in the study. Therefore, I
adjusted my approach in this manner. I would often sit on a bench, and wait for a casual
conversation to start with a person sitting near me. After conversing with them, I would ask them
to participate in my study. As previously mentioned, I was unable to collect enough data for this
study with this method at Venice Beach Recreation Center. Six participants I approached in this
manner offered information about their gender, ethnicity, level of education, marital status,
annual income, and their opinions on tattooing. All six of these Venice Beach participants
indicated that they were non-tattooed individuals.
Most of the participants from Traditional Ink offered this information, as well. However,
some participants did not want to divulge information about their annual income. All of the 15
participants were tattooed individuals. Thirteen of the Traditional Ink participants have publicly
visible tattoos. Only two of these 15 participants did not have publicly visible tattoos.
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Venice Beach Participants

Mr. A
Mr. A lives in Venice Beach, and visits the beach several times a week. Mr. A is a 50years-old Latino. He describes himself as a Mexican Jew. He is a married college graduate, and
he earns between $20,001 and $30,000 annually as a graphic artist. The recreational activities he
enjoys are surfing and mountain biking.

Ms. B
Ms. B is single, 83-years-old woman who declined to fill out the survey, but she did
agree to let me read her the questions and write down her answers. When asked about her income
and education, Ms. B declined to specify her annual income and level of education. She asked
me to write, “I left school when mother was ill. I know enough to get around.” Ms. B is a house
cleaner, and she enjoys visiting Venice Beach Recreation Center and watching the people for
recreation and entertainment.

Mr. C
Mr. C does not live in Los Angeles, California, but he does reside in Southern California.
He is a 47-year-old, married, Caucasian male. He graduated college and is employed as a control
manager in the financial industry. He earns approximately $90,001 to $100,000 per year. For
leisure, Mr. C is an oenophile who enjoys traveling and running.
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Mr. and Mrs. D
Mr. D is a 43-year-old Caucasian male, who has finished some college. He is employed
as a film maker, and he earns approximately $50,001 to $60,000 per year. For recreation, he
enjoys making films, playing music, studying martial arts and yoga, reading, and traveling. He
does not have a tattoo, nor is he interested in getting one. Yet, he does like tattoos on others. He
indicated his treatment of people is the same whether or not they have a tattoo. This is true for
men and women.
Mrs. D is a Caucasian female, who has finished high school. She is employed as a yoga
and a Pilates instructor, and she earns $60,001 to $70,000 per year. For recreation, she enjoys
reading, watching movies, and working out. She does not have any tattoos, but she does like
them on others. Mrs. D wrote, “I think whatever people want to do, they should. And, it shows a
very artistic side to them.” She has no interest in getting a tattoo. Mrs. D also indicated that her
treatment of people is the same whether or not they have a tattoo, whether they are male or
female.

Mr. E
Mr. E is a 68-year-old married Caucasian male. He completed graduate school and has
retired from his career as an attorney. His annual income is approximately $60,001 to $90,000.
His recreational interest is restoring old sports cars.
Mr. E is not tattooed, nor does he have an interest to get tattoos. He does not have any
opinions about tattoos, but he did write that tattoos are “personal adornment of a permanent or
temporary duration.” Whether or not a man or woman has tattoo will not affect the way he
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interacts with them. About tattoos on others, Mr. E wrote, “Non opinionated. Personal matter for
each individual. Think very young people should be counseled before the procedure.”

Traditional Ink Participants

Mr. Feldman
Mr. Feldman is the owner of Traditional Ink. He is a divorced, extensively tattooed,
Caucasian male, and he is 28-years-old, and he has completed high school. He is has been
tattooing since his service in the United States Navy, and is also a machinist. He has a wellstocked machine shop in the back of the tattoo shop. He enjoys designing, building, and
reproducing antique tattoo machines. His income varies upon the number of machines he sells
and the number of tattoos he does. Asking Mr. Feldman his annual income may have jeopardized
my rapport with him, so I refrained from asking for this information.
Many of Mr. Feldman’s tattoos are publicly visible. He has tattoos on his legs, forearms,
wrists, and the backs of his hands. He also has a very active sense of humor, and his jokes and
pranks are always off-colored. His sense of humor is often expressed through prank telephone
calls, hazing his apprentices, and joking with new customers. The following three examples of
Mr. Feldman’s antics demonstrate his irreverent, yet good-natured, sense of humor.
When I was first getting to know Mr. Feldman, he was preparing his tattoo station for his
next appointment. Needing some supplies, he went into the back of the shop. His apprentice,
Rick, was in the front of the store and talking to me. The phone rang. Rick picked up the phone
saying, “Hello, Traditional Ink.” After a brief pause, Rick informed the caller, “No, this isn’t LA
Ink. This is Traditional Ink. You got the wrong tattoo shop.” Five seconds later, the phone
range again. Again, Rick answered and said, “Hello, Traditional Ink.” After a longer pause, Rick
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said, “Look this is isn’t LA Ink. I told you, this is Traditional Ink.” There was a pause as the
caller asked another question, which angered Rick. He yelled, “NO! I DON’T KNOW THE
FUCKING NUMBER FOR LA INK! LOOK IT UP IN THE PHONE BOOK!!!” He slammed
the phone down. The phone rang again as Mr. Feldman walked out from the back of the shop
with his cell phone in his hand. Ronnie picked up the shop phone, and Mr. Feldman asked, “Is
this LA Ink?” Rick looked at Mr. Feldman and yelled, “You fucking asshole!” This is one of the
many prank calls Mr. Feldman made while I was at his tattoo shop. He often calls tattoo shops on
Hollywood Boulevard, which he sees as an area littered with inexperienced tattoo artists.
Mr. Feldman also enjoys hazing his apprentices. Mr. Feldman accepted Mr. I as his
apprentice. On one occasion, I sat with Mr. Feldman and his customer Mr. M, who was waiting
as Mr. Feldman drew the stencil of his tattoo. As Mr. I was preparing Mr. Feldman’s tattoo
station, Mr. Feldman ordered Mr. I to make coffee for everyone in the shop.
Mr. I started the coffee pot and continued to set up the tattoo station until Mr. Feldman
informed him that the coffee was ready. He instructed Mr. I to pour everyone a cup. A minute
later, Mr. Feldman looked up from his drawing table as if something was amiss or odd. Mr.
Feldman looked over his shoulder and asked, “What the hell are you doing, Mr. I???!!!” Mr. I
was reaching into the tattoo supply cabinet, and he had a tongue depressor in his hand, which he
showed it to Mr. Feldman. Mr. Feldman said to Mr. M and I, “OK. Mr. I, will stir your coffee.”
As we held out our coffee cups, Mr. I stirred each of our coffees before he returned to his duties.
Mr. M and I were a little shocked, but Mr. Feldman assured us, “He likes it.” As Mr. Feldman
began Mr. M’s tattoo, Mr. I went to the drawing table and continued painting a traditional tattoo
image. After we finished our coffees, Mr. I looked up from the drawing table and asked us how
we liked the taste of his urine.
Mr. Feldman’s sense of humor is not reserved for his tattoo shop. He is comfortable
playing pranks on people in places that might be unfamiliar to him. While tattooing as a guest
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artist in a tattoo shop in Key West, Florida, an older man asked for a heart with a banner, which
was to read “ANNIE”. Mr. Feldman drew the stencil for the tattoo, and he wrote “ANAL” in the
banner. When the man read the banner, he asked Mr. Feldman if he had a spelling problem. Mr.
Feldman told him that he was joking and quickly fixed the text to read “Annie”. While tattooing
the man, Mr. Feldman was surprised to learn that the man was a Bishop from Kansas City. The
Bishop thought it was funny after the incident was resolved, and he told Mr. Feldman that he was
going to incorporate the story into his sermon. The Bishop invited Mr. Feldman to visit him any
time, and he also told Mr. Feldman that he would recommend Mr. Feldman to any of his
parishioners wanting a tattoo.

Mr. G
Mr. G is an unmarried 30-year-old Caucasian male who immigrated to the United States
from Germany. He grew up in the former East Germany. He completed graduate school in the
United States, and now works as an architect in Los Angeles, California. He earns approximately
$40,001 to $50,000 per year. Mr. G has several tattoos, many of which were not publicly visible.
During this study, he completed an extensive tattoo, which is publicly visible as it spans from his
wrist to his shoulder. The subject of this tattoo is the last hours of Jesus Christ’s life. He
described his tattoo experiences, elaborated on his thoughts about tattoos, and offered many of his
opinions about tattooing in Los Angeles during the interviews.

Ms. H
Ms. H is a single 30-year-old Caucasian female, who is a Los Angeles native. She earned
a graduate degree in film and media studies and is currently a vault technician maintaining film
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archives earning $30,001 to $40,000 per year. She is also extensively tattooed, and many of her
tattoos are publicly visible. She has tattoos depicting movie images, books, sayings, and symbols
from her favorite books. She has written and presented several of her articles about gender
issues, tattoos, and the cinema at various symposia. She also offered many of her opinions about
tattoos, the social ramifications of getting tattooed, and descriptions of her tattoo experiences.

Mr. I
Mr. I is a 20-year-old Caucasian male high school graduate. He completed an
apprenticeship under Mr. Feldman, and now tattoos on Hollywood Boulevard. He recently
became a father and is engaged to be married. He is a tattoo artist, and he currently earns $20,001
to $30,000 per year. He is extensively tattooed on both arms and his legs. Many of his tattoos
are publicly visible if he wears short sleeved shirts or shorts.

Mr. J
Mr. J is a tattoo artist from South Carolina. He was raised in a religious and conservative
family. He explained that his decision to become a tattoo artist was difficult for his family to
accept. After he explained to his brother-in-law, who is a reverend, that tattooing is his calling,
Mr. J’s family finally accepted his profession. He believes that tattoos can improve one’s life,
and he believes that the profession has lost its mysticism. He relocated to Hollywood Boulevard
while I was conducting this study.
While Mr. J was helping Mr. Feldman manufacture tattoo machines, Mr. J allowed me to
interview him while I interviewed Mr. Feldman. Unfortunately, their business relationship
quickly dissolved, and I lost contact with Mr. J. I was unable to collect information on his age,
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marital status, education, and annual income. I am guessing that he is approximately 30-yearsold, has completed high school or some college, and earns approximately $35,000 to $40,000 per
year. He is in a relationship, but he is not married. He also has publicly visible tattoos on his
arms.

Ms. K
Ms. K is a single 26-year-old Caucasian female, who is a native of Los Angeles,
California. She is an Italian-American, and she was raised in traditional Catholic family. She
graduated from college, and she is the advertising manager of an adult entertainment company.
Her annual income is approximately $50,001 to $60,000. She is an avid roller derby skater, and
she is currently adding tattoos of candies, sundaes, ice cream cones, and cakes to her sleeve of
sweet treats on her upper right arm. Most of the “sweet treat” tattoos are publicly visible if she
wears a short sleeved shirt.

Ms. L
Ms. L is a divorced 43-year-old Caucasian female from Chicago, Illinois. She moved to
Los Angeles, California in the 1980s. She graduated with a B.S. in ballet. She has two
daughters, and she is a court clerk. She is actively involved in her labor union and often
represents fellow union members involved in disciplinary actions. Her annual income is
approximately $50,001 to $60,000.
Ms. L’s first tattoo was a pair of tumbling dice that she got in the early 1980s. This tattoo
is near her waistline, and it is approximately a one-half inch square area. She also has her eldest
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daughter’s, Ms. R, name and her youngest daughter’s name tattooed on her ankle and shoulder,
respectively. These two tattoos can be concealed with clothing if she decides to hide them.
For recreation, Ms. L is a motorcycle enthusiast, and is familiar with several motorcycle
clubs. However, she does not belong to any organization. She also enjoys sewing. She designed
and created four senior prom dresses for her daughter and three of her daughter’s high school
friends.

Mr. M
Mr. M is a divorced, Caucasian male, and is a Los Angeles native. He is currently the
house manager of a prestigious theater in Santa Monica. His annual income is approximately
$40,001 to $50,000. Mr. M has held many positions. He taught junior high school classes at
private schools, he was a bouncer at night clubs in Hollywood, he was a Muay Thai boxer, and he
was a producer for one of the philharmonics in southern California. He completed high school,
and he would like to attend college to study history. Most of his tattoos are easy to conceal.
However, the tattoo on his forearm, and the tattoo of his wedding ring are publicly visible.
He has choreographed fight scenes in plays, and he continues to serve as a fight
choreographer for underground theaters. He claims that his two talents are roller-skating and
sword fighting. For recreation he plays golf with his friends on an informal golf league called
Pouge mahone, which is Irish slang for “Kiss my ass.” Mr. M’s other recreational activities
include attending roller derby matches, driving at high speeds through the canyons in Los
Angeles, and going to punk shows.
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Ms. N
Ms. N is a divorced 36-year-old Caucasian with three sons. She has graduated from
college, and she is currently a pre-school teacher. She did not disclose her annual income. She is
extensively tattooed on her arms and legs. If she does not wear long sleeves, her tattoos are
publicly visible. To conceal the tattoos on her legs, she must wear pants with legs that reach her
ankles.
She was raised in a conservative household, and several of her aunts and uncles have
earned their doctorate degrees. Ms. N is reserved, charming, and well-spoken. She is extremely
polite, and her manner of speech is pleasant. It is very apparent that she is a resilient, strong
person. For recreation, she cares for injured animals and she is active skater in a roller derby
league.

Mr. O
Mr. O is a single, 19-year-old Vietnamese-American. He graduated high school, and he
is currently attending college. He is an analyst and a free lance artist. His annual income is
approximately $10,001 to $20,000. For recreation, he composes music and writes poetry. He is a
good friend of Mr. I.
I interviewed Mr. O shortly after Mr. I gave him his first tattoo, which is publicly visible
and reads, “LIFE.” On one side of the word, is the year Mr. O’s father was born, and on the other
side is the year his father died. Mr. O feels that tattoo his way of remembering his father, and
atoning for an argument they had shortly before his father passed.
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Ms. P
Ms. P is a coupled 25-years-old Filipino-American, who graduated from college with a
nursing degree. She is a physical therapist, and she did not disclose her annual income. She is
not heavily tattooed, and her tattoos are not visible when she wears her scrubs at work. However,
some of her clothing does reveal portions of her tattoos on her upper left arm, which are just
above her elbow joint. She was raised in a conservative Catholic family and is a member of the
Republican Party. Ms. P offered her opinions about tattoos, the social ramifications of tattoos,
and she described her tattoo experiences.

Mr. Q
Mr. Q is a divorced 37-year-old tattooed Caucasian, and is a native of Los Angeles. He is
an artist, who graduated from college with an art degree. As a teenager, he was homeless and
socialized in the Los Angeles Punk scene. As an adult, he has edited movie trailers, but he did
not find editing to be a very fulfilling. Longing for personal fulfillment, he became a tattoo artist.
He did not have a definitive answer for his annual income as it varies.
Mr. Q is extensively tattooed on his arms, legs, neck, and he has small tattoo just below
his eye. These tattoos are publicly visible. He has an affinity for animals. He feels that stray
dogs were more loyal and compassionate than humans while he was living in a Los Angeles alley
way during his teens. He has bought stray dogs from negligent winos, later finding the animals
homes. I often think that if St. Francis was a punk rocker from Los Angeles, he would be Mr. Q.
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Ms. R
Ms. R is Ms. L’s daughter. Mr. R is a single 18-year-old Caucasian female who is a
freshman in college. She is a Los Angeles native, and did very well as a student in one of the
local high schools. She earned a few scholarships and many awards at her graduation. She is a
full-time student, and she earns less than $10,000 per year. She plans to attend law school after
graduating from college. She is extremely friendly. She also offered many of her opinions about
tattoos, the social ramifications of getting tattooed, and described her first tattoo experience. Ms.
R has only one tattoo, which is just above her waistline and is not publicly visible.

Ms. S
Ms. S is a single, 25-year-old Caucasian, who is originally from the Midwest. She is a
hairdresser who had recently quit her job as she was moving back to Minnesota. She has several
smaller tattoos such as a small pig just above her wrist, which is publicly visible. She also has a
few “Hello Kitty” tattoos and script in large, black letters on her forearm.
She was raised in a very conservative, religious family. They do not accept her decision
to get tattoos. Her grandparents are concerned about her, and they believe that she must be
“saved” from her lifestyle. Ms. S was somewhat recalcitrant during the interviews. Without
much explanation or detail, she offered some of her opinions about tattoos, the social
ramifications of getting tattooed, and descriptions of her tattoo experiences.

Mr. T
Mr. T is a single, 23-year-old Latino from Southern California. He finished high school,
and he is currently a musician. His band often tours the United States. His annual income is
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approximately $20,001 to $30,000. For recreation, Mr. T surfs, rides his bike, skateboards, and
plays music. He is extensively tattooed on his forearms, which are publicly visible.
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